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Abstract

Teachers are required to constantly change their pedagogy throughout their career, either in response to new theoretical approaches or new technological innovations. It is a profession that is characterised by dynamism and constantly strives to advance its practices to improve outcomes in student learning. However, current professional development programs are seen to be failing to meet the needs of the teachers, students and education policy.

Research has shown (Huberman, 1995; Richardson, 1990), there has been little discernible change in teaching practice from current professional development programs, thus an alternative solution is needed. The premise underlying this study is that the use of online communities of practice may present a solution to the failure of current professional development programs in effecting change to teaching practice. Thus it is the intention of this thesis to investigate if online communities of practice can realise this potential.

The research was conducted within the paradigm of qualitative analysis. The study was conducted as a multiple explanatory case study also known as a collective case study (Yin, 2003) and this approach reflects the current shift in trends of research in education. As Richardson (1994) stated, it has shifted “from a focus on effective behaviours toward
the hermeneutic purpose of understanding how teachers make sense of teaching and learning” (p. 5). The approach used in this thesis provided insights into the value of online communities as authentic contexts for supporting professional development particularly in relation to relationships, communication and collaboration between teachers around professional inquiry, problem solving and emotional aspects of teaching.

The results of the study show that online communities of practice are a valuable source of continuous professional development for teachers. They have the ability to provide support as teachers accommodate the constant changes and the need to acquire new skills and knowledge. The strength of this method of PD lies in its ability to be self-sustaining and generative. Teachers have access to authentic, relevant and flexible learning that is not constrained by time and can be accessed according to members needs.
**Abbreviations**

The abbreviations used in the thesis are explicated in full (in first usage) and can generally be determined from the text in which the abbreviation appears. The following list of standard abbreviations appears within the text and are set out below for clarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communications Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Computer-mediated Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoP</td>
<td>Community of Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online CoP</td>
<td>Online Community of Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Professional Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECTA</td>
<td>British Educational Communications and Technology Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSABSA</td>
<td>Senior Secondary Assessment Board of South Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Australian states and territories are abbreviated in the text using standard abbreviations such as Qld (Queensland), SA (South Australia), and the standard abbreviate UK (United Kingdom) is also used.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

An online Community of Practice is more than a community of learners but is a community that learns.

(Schlager, Fusco & Schank, 2002)

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to investigate online Communities of Practice as a source of continuous professional development for teachers. Professional development programs “are systematic efforts to bring about change in the classroom practices of teachers, in their attitudes and beliefs, and in the learning outcomes of students” (Guskey, 2002, p. 381). Professional development for teachers should provide the basis for continued growth and result in self-sustaining and generative change (Franke, Carpenter, Fennema, & Behrend, 1998) and it has been suggested anecdotally and through small-scale studies (Beames, 2004; Hawkes, 1999; Hunter, 2002; Stuckey, 2004) that online communities have an influential and facilitative role to play in this. The proposition to be investigated by this study is that online communities, due to their availability and the activities and interactions they afford, present as a viable medium for creating genuine opportunities for continued growth and self-sustaining change for teachers.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the context of the study. It will begin with an examination of the background and present an argument for conducting the study (Section 1.2). The purpose and aims of the study will be examined (Section 1.3), the research design presented (Section 1.4), the significance and innovation of the study discussed (Section 1.5), and an overview of the thesis (Section 1.6) provided. This chapter will conclude with a short summary (Section 1.7).

1.2 Background to the study

The impact of the Internet on our lives has been pervasive. People are increasingly turning to the social interaction available on the Internet to satisfy their needs, whether these are professional or personal. The Internet offers users fast access to social contacts such as online chat groups and discussion lists to make connections with others. As Howard Rheingold, a pioneer commentator in this field, observed:

People in virtual communities use words on screens to exchange pleasantries and argue, engage in intellectual discourse, conduct commerce, exchange knowledge, share emotional support, make plans, brainstorm, gossip, feud, fall in love, find friends and lose them, play games, flirt, create a little high art and a lot if idle talk. People in virtual communities do just about everything people do in real life, but we leave our bodies behind. You can't kiss anybody and nobody can punch you in the nose, but a lot can happen within those boundaries. To the millions who have been drawn into it, the richness and vitality of computer-linked cultures is attractive, even addictive.

(Rheingold, 2000, p. 4)
What is evident from Rheingold’s (2000) description is that richness and vitality are important components to ensure that people continue to actively participate in such a phenomenon. Virtual communities have their roots firmly in the 1960’s Counterculture movement (Goldberger, 2003; Matei, 2005) which advocated authenticity, deeper social involvement, egalitarian ideals, individualism, less prejudice and more emotional satisfaction (Matei, 2005, p. 3). From the general meeting place of people who shared ideas grew subject-specific communities and professional communities.

Online communities are being increasingly used by teachers for professional support, guidance and inspiration (Bond, 2004; Chen & Chen, 2002; Cornu, 2004; Matei, 2005). These have been organised around subject areas and offer teachers opportunities to develop both personally and professionally. The current popularity of online communities means that it is necessary to examine these communities and determine what characteristics are necessary for them to function effectively. It is similarly important to consider the broader impact of participation in these communities on teacher practice.

It is contended that online communities may present as continuous professional development for teachers and that they are able to deliver authentic and personalised opportunities for learning. Professional development for teachers has generally been offered as short courses conducted after school or during school holidays. They have been noted for failing to produce positive results and “traditional forms of professional development are widely criticised as being ineffective in providing teachers with
sufficient time, activities, and content necessary for increasing teachers’ knowledge and fostering meaningful changes” (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001, p. 920).

Professional development programs are thus seen to be failing to meet the needs of the teachers, students and education policy. As research has shown (Huberman, 1995; Richardson, 1990), there has been little discernible change in teaching practice from current professional development programs, thus an alternative solution is needed. The premise underlying this study is that the use of online Communities of Practice may present a solution to the failure of current professional development programs in effecting change to teaching practice. Thus it is the intention of this thesis to investigate if online Communities of Practice can realise this potential.

1.3 Purpose and Aims

The purpose of this study is to understand how teachers are using their membership of online communities and if these communities can provide meaningful professional development opportunities in return to their members. In particular, it aimed to develop a better understanding of the effect of participation on members’ teaching practices and their classrooms. The specific aim of the study described in this thesis is:

To investigate online Communities of Practice as a source of continuous professional development for teachers.
The corollary aims of this study are:

1. To explore the self-sustaining and generative characteristics of online communities.
2. To examine the building of relationships through professional communication.
3. To identify the impact of membership on teacher practice.

These aims may also be expressed in alternate ways, particularly as a research question (from the specific aim) and subsequent research propositions (from the corollary aims), in order to meet the requirements of the case study methodology (after Yin, 1994) adopted by this study (see Section 3.3.1).

1.4 Design of study

The research was conducted within the paradigm of qualitative analysis. The study was conducted as a multiple explanatory case study also known as a collective case study (Yin, 2003). The case to be investigated was the participation and involvement of members in the activities hosted by three online Communities of Practice. The collective cases, to represent this case, were three online professional communities for teachers – one state, one national and one international. It was not the aim of the study to develop separate detailed case studies of the three online communities involved in the study but to develop a richer conceptualisation of the nature of membership and participation, hence this approach was used as an organiser not as a comparative tool. This approach allowed for a comparative analysis of the results to determine patterns or differences.
The use of a case study approach in this study reflects the current shift in trends of research in education. As Richardson (1994) stated, it has shifted “from a focus on effective behaviours toward the hermeneutic purpose of understanding how teachers make sense of teaching and learning” (p. 5). This shift towards understanding the processes involved in learning is reflected in andragogical learning theories and research in the area of facilitating teacher change. As case studies tend to focus on activities (Creswell, 2005), it was hoped that this approach would provide insight into the learning experiences of the teachers participating in the online communities.

Another trend currently influencing research into education is that “research that gives a voice to practitioners, [which] allows them to communicate their wealth of knowledge to other practitioners and helps them to improve their practice” (Richardson, 1994, p. 5). By seeking the views of members of the selected online communities and analysing their discussions (through the examination of survey responses, transcripts from community discussions and a focus group forum), it was hoped that the case study approach would give the participants “a voice” and that it would be heard clearly. The data for the study was collected through three instruments each drawing directly from teachers’ voices. These (to be described in detail in Chapter 4) are:

1. **Electronic survey** - Members of each of the three online Communities of Practice were invited to complete an electronic (online) survey to determine community demographics, presence of relationships between members and membership characteristics.
2 **Community transcripts** - The online discussion recorded by each of the three online Communities of Practice through a calendar month (January 2006) was analysed to examine the content of the messages and the impact of membership on teacher practice.

3 **Focus group forum** - Particular members of the three online Communities of Practice were invited to take part in an online forum to discuss issues which had arisen from the analysis of electronic survey and the community transcripts.

1.5 **Significance and innovation**

The significance of this study lies in its addressing two important areas facing contemporary education. The first is related to the changes wrought to schools and schooling by Information and Communication Technology (ICT) and the need to find meaningful applications of this technology. Students are exposed to a wide variety of technologies and there is a growing body of teaching professionals able to confidently use it both inside and outside the classroom (Papert, 1993). The availability of the Internet, both at school and at home, has led to an increasing number of teachers accessing information available on the Internet for their learning and for their personal development.

The second area of significance lies in teacher professional development. It has been reported that teachers are largely dissatisfied with the programs currently available to them (Richardson, 1990). Such programs appear to be failing to meet both the needs of the teachers and systemic initiatives (Franke et al., 1998). The study described in this
thesis considers both issues and suggests that a solution to the problem of provision of effective professional development for teachers lies in meaningful and applied use of ICT, particularly through Internet-mediated communication tools and the involvement of teachers in online Communities of Practice. This is an area where, as previously noted, little research has been undertaken outside of small scale studies (Beames, 2004; Hawkes, 1999; Hunter, 2002; Stuckey, 2004) where the impact on professional development has frequently been an incidental outcome or observation rather than being the purpose of the study. The underlying pedagogical assumption is that knowledge is socially constructed and this study will, significantly, add to the understanding of this assumption in terms of adult and professional learning.

This study involved three online communities - one local Queensland community, one national community and one international community. This has enabled the focus and conclusions reached to be generally applicable to the wider field of the professional development of teachers. The study thus has the potential for informing future professional development programs for teachers and education policy in this area. This potential is in line with current education policy regarding the use of ICT in schools and would make further and better use of the facilities in modern technology-able schools.

In considering the actions (interactions) of teachers in online Communities of Practice, the observations of Oliver and Omari (1999), in writing of tertiary education, have been realised. They offered that:
Today, the forms of activity that are frequently suggested as necessary and sufficient conditions for effective university learning are those with high degrees of interactivity and engagement and which provide a motivating environment based on a well structured knowledge base. These activities and conditions incorporate such tasks as the solution of real world problems, students working in collaborative and cooperative teams, problem negotiation and solving, and free and open communication among learners and with their teacher. (p. 58)

Perhaps online Communities of Practice meet professional development needs because of their involvement in authentic or “real world” problems and in the truly free collaboration wrought by voluntary participation and sharing of experience. This study is significant in its identification of professional development as learning and of the actions (interactions) of online communities as being parallel with students’ experiences in online environments. It also places emphasis on the effectiveness of the social construction of knowledge.

The innovation of this study lies in its use of online media in its collection of data. As the subjects for the study (see Section 3.4.1) were all voluntary members of online Communities of Practice and dispersed across the world, it was felt that it was both expedient and appropriate to use technological tools (that is, electronic survey and discussion forums) in this way. The community transcripts were similarly drawn from digital archives. This study made technology both the context and content for its investigation.
The analysis of the texts produced through digital media is problematic as it is “a hybrid that is both talking and writing yet isn’t completely either one” (Coate, 1997, p. 165). While frameworks exist within the fields of discourse and conversation analysis, these texts require a differing approach. This study, in its investigation of differing modes of analysis (see Section 2.4.2) and application of both textual and graphic analysis (Chapter 5), adds to the knowledge domain of this field.

A further issue of interest to this study, similarly affected by technology, is the problematic definition of “community” in a contemporary context. A traditional or face-to-face community shares some characteristics with an online community but their differences cannot be ignored. The extent of difference can be seen in Woodruff’s (1999) abstracted definition of a community as “an amalgamation of ideas” (p. 165). This study has, through the innovative development of a conceptual framework (see Chapter 2), combined the concepts of community, Communities of Practice, professional development and the learner and therefore attempted to redefine community in terms of the context of this study and in the light of digital communications technologies. This study has added to the knowledge domain of this field through its synthesis of the extant literature into a meaningful conceptual framework.
1.6 Overview of the thesis

The thesis has been organised into seven chapters. Chapter 1 has introduced the background to the study and defined its purpose and aims. This chapter has introduced the methodological approach that has been employed and presented a brief overview of the chapters.

The literature review, presented in Chapter 2, addresses the interrelated areas of concern to the study described in this thesis, that is, (a) community, (b) Communities of Practice, (c) professional development, and (d) the learner. It will also develop a detailed conceptual framework which will inform the findings of the study and guide the design of the methodology.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology and research design of the study. The research has been conducted under the paradigm of qualitative analysis as it was reliant upon the views of participants, in this case, members of online Communities of Practice and the data collected was mainly comprised of texts (Creswell, 2005). This chapter provides detailed information on the case study approach adopted (Yin, 1994) organised under its five essential components, that is, (1) the research question, (2) its propositions, (3) its units of analysis, (4) a determination of how the data is linked to the propositions and (5) the criteria to interpret the findings. Details, including modes of analysis, of the three data collection instruments for this study, that is, electronic survey, community transcript analysis and focus group discussion, will also be presented.
Chapter 4 presents the findings from the electronic survey which focused on collecting demographical information about the members of online communities. The survey was organised around four topics which were (a) background (b) professional development, (c) online communities, and (d) ICT use. Whilst this is a qualitative study, some data from the survey were cross-tabulated to determine the existence of relationships between variables.

Chapter 5 presents the findings from the community transcript analysis derived from content analysis and mapping of actions/interactions. This chapter offers findings that have helped clarify definitions of professional development, what the members of online communities are looking for from their community/communities and their reasons for maintaining their membership.

Chapter 6 concerns itself with synthesis of the findings from Chapters 4 and 5 in relation to current research and the aims of the study. It includes findings from the focus group discussion as corroboration and illustration of the broader findings of the study. The thesis will end with a discussion and conclusion presented in Chapter 7.

1.7 Summary
This chapter has presented the context for the study and presented the research question and corollary aims. It has described the research design of the study and identified the significance and innovation for the research that has been undertaken. This chapter has
also presented an overview of the thesis by chapter. The following chapter (Chapter 2) will present a review of the relevant literature pertaining to this study and present the conceptual framework that underpins the research.
Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview

The literature review presented in this chapter addresses the interrelated areas of concern to the study described in this thesis, that is, (a) community, (b) Communities of Practice, (c) professional development, and (d) the learner. Figure 2.1 shows the interaction of these areas in a simplified conceptual framework (to be expanded in Section 2.5 and Figure 2.12) with communication (critical to the methodology of the study described in this thesis) as the central agent binding them together.

Figure 2.1: Simplified conceptual framework
As the main purpose of this study is to identify and describe the possible role of online Communities of Practice in the professional development of teachers, this chapter will begin by addressing the area of professional development (Section 2.2) with a focus on teacher learning and change (Section 2.2.1). The discussion will then examine the concepts of communities (Section 2.3) and communication (Section 2.4) in detail. The concept of the learner (and learning), initiated in Section 2.2.1, will be embedded through the discussion of this chapter. The chapter will end with a synopsis (Section 2.5) which will include a more complete discussion of the conceptual framework introduced as Figure 2.1.

2.2 Professional development of teachers

Teachers are under constant pressure to learn new skills, update their knowledge and change classroom practices (Richardson, 1990) and as new knowledge or skills are learnt, they need to be absorbed and included in classroom practices. Many researchers perceive teaching to be in a constant state of change as new ideas or developments are disseminated (Borko, Mayfield, Marion, Flexer, & Cumbro, 1997; Gallimore, Dalton, & Tharp, 1986; Richardson, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1997; Richardson & Placier, 2001).

Yet, as noted in Chapter 1, schools have offered teachers traditional workshops conducted after school by an outside expert or by attendance at conferences during school holidays and it would appear that this has not been as effective as first hoped experts (Guskey, 1985; 1986; 2002; Richardson, 1992; Richardson & Placier, 2001).
Literature claims that short workshops do not encourage the development of new skills nor do they have any long-lasting effect on pedagogy (Boyle, While, & Boyle, 2004; Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991; Guskey, 2002; Huberman, 2001). Arguably, an alternative mode of delivering professional development which is more complex, long term and embedded in schools (Ingvarson, Meiers, & Beavis, 2003) is needed. The alternative investigated by the study in this thesis is through voluntary and sustained participation in online professional communities.

Traditional professional development programs appear to be failing to achieve effective change in teachers’ practice because the process of how teachers change has been misunderstood (Guskey, 2002, p. 58). In this model, teachers attend workshops, learn new skills and then return to their classrooms to use them with their students thus achieving successful change. However, in reality, new skills were not being adopted by teachers nor were they being used in the classroom (Griffin, 1983; Guskey, 2002; Richardson, 1990) since teachers were seeking practical skills that would result in positive change in student learning (Guskey, 2002, p. 59).

Online Communities of Practice offer teachers a forum to discuss change and gather evidence, mainly anecdotal, of how successful a change was in a classroom. Participants can then decide, based on discussions in chat rooms (Galland, 2002) and through other online media, whether to try the suggested strategies or approaches themselves. This is in direct contrast to the noted unwillingness amongst teachers to use research or implement suggestions by outside experts (Guskey, 1985; 1986; 2002;
Richardson, 1992; Richardson & Placier, 2001). Such reported resistance to outside “experts” supports the suggestion that change is an internal process for teachers (Richardson, 1990). Thus the most influential cause of change is personal motivation or perceived need (Borko & Putnam, 1995; Richardson, 1990), rather than external factors such as requirements of the employing organisation or school. Internal factors are not isolated occurrences and would continuously emerge hence reiterating the need for an ongoing or sustained form of professional development. The resistance to outside experts is removed in online Communities of Practice as change is initiated and supported by peers and the voluntary, rather than forced, participation is the result of internal motivation.

In an attempt to measure the effectiveness of professional development for teachers, Ingvarson, Meiers and Beavis (2003) mapped the relationship between what they described as its background variables (such as individual characteristics and workplace descriptors), structural features (such as contact hours, time span, and participation requirement), the opportunity to learn, the mediating factors and the impact. They also (as shown in Figure 2.2) attempted to map the positioning of the professional community within this relationship showing it as a bridge between individual learning and knowledge.
Figure 2.2: The relationships between structure, learning processes and impact of professional development programs (Ingvarson, Meiers & Beavis, 2003, p. 29)

An important variable, identified by Ingvarson et al. (2003) as a background variable, is the individual teacher engaged in the program who will present unique characteristics which need to be catered for, so as to ensure successful engagement in the learning process. Another variable, time, noted as a structural feature, also needs to be considered. It has been shown elsewhere (see, for example, Garet et al., 2001) that short professional development programs have been largely unsuccessful and hence it could be argued that, to develop new skills or affect pedagogy, programs should be sustained over a longer period of time. Further to this, programs need to allow more time for teachers to practise what they learn and share their experiences with fellow teachers (Sorge & Russell, 2000). A clear advantage of online Communities of Practice (CoP) is that they, being ongoing and sustained, are not constrained by time limits and members can continue to participate over a longer period of time.

Consideration also needs to be given to the content of professional development programs. To ensure that participants successfully engage in the learning process, the content must address the needs of the teachers, not as more commonly observed, the
needs as discerned by school management or other stakeholders (Sorge & Russell, 2000). Teachers need to be involved in the planning and implementation of a professional development program to ensure its appropriateness (Griffin, 1983). The involvement of participants in planning is apparent in online Communities of Practice where topics in chat rooms, email lists or discussion boards are usually initiated by participants and, hence, can be seen to be clearly relevant to participants.

For a professional development program to be sustained, the mode of delivery needs to suit teacher conditions and be sympathetic to their specific needs as learners. Opinion is, however, divided on how professional development programs for teachers should be delivered, that is, either individually or collaboratively. It has, for example, been reported that teacher individualism, isolation and feelings of self-sufficiency are prevalent within the teacher culture (Hargreaves, 1993), and that, in order to ameliorate these characteristics, learning for teachers should be conducted collaboratively (Boyle et al., 2004; Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991; Greeno, 1998; Hargreaves, 1993; Huberman, 2001; Kemmis, 1989; Strehle, Whatley, Kurz, & Hausfather, 2001). Collaboration, noted by Ingvarson et al. (2003) as the structural feature of “collective participation” (Figure 2.2), has been identified as a key practice in online Communities of Practice and it can be concluded that participation in such a community could meet this identified need of teacher learning.

Collaboration is thus widely identified as an important activity in encouraging teacher learning. Boyle et al. (2004) proposed that collaborative networks are effective
as they are often conducted over a longer period of time allowing teachers to learn and reflect on their teaching practices. Whilst Scardamalia and Bereiter (1994) proposed that decentralised, open knowledge building networks that focus on the creation of collective knowledge are more easily facilitated by technology (p.274). Networking offers teachers the opportunity to be exposed to new ideas and practices (Huberman, 2001; Strehle, Whatley, Kurz & Hausfather, 2001) and by establishing critical communities of teachers, pedagogy may be improved via a process of critical reflection (Kemmis, 1989). When colleagues are collaborating, they are creating a “narrative of collaboration” (Strehle et al., 2001) derived from shared perspectives that help to create the collective narrative or shared history of the group. This process is dependent upon the communication which was positioned as a central agent in Figure 2.1 and will be explored later in this chapter (see Section 2.5).

2.2.1 Teacher learning and change

Change is not an isolated period of activity but is continually happening (Richardson, 1992). Gallimore et al. (1986) proposed that teachers are self-regulatory and follow the three stages of Vygotsky’s theory of skill acquisition which are (a) external regulation, (b) self-regulation and (c) automatisation in an attempt to meet their needs. What is particular to teachers are the triggers that lead them through these stages which can be caused by stress and disruption to previously acquired skills or by learning new instructional strategies (Gallimore et al., 1986). These triggers continuously appear thus teachers need a resource they can access as they encounter change. This is a role that
online Communities of Practice can assume as their existence is sustained and not limited to a particular session timetabled into teachers’ work time.

Traditionally, professional development programs are aimed at changing teacher behaviour, however, some researchers believe that this is misguided (Borko et al, 1997; Franke et al, 1998; Richardson, 1990) and believe that the focus should be on teachers’ practical knowledge and cognition. Teacher change should not be about acquiring a fixed set of skills but in providing a basis for continual growth and problem-solving (Franke et al., 1998). As noted above, the trigger for change is the result of internal motivation; hence, the focus of a program should be on developing cognitive skills that provide a basis for self-sustaining and generative change (Franke et al., 1998).

A widely-held but erroneous belief is that the learning methods used in professional development programs should mirror the methods teachers employ with their students (Terehoff, 2002). This is based on the assumption that children and adults learn in the same way and that pedagogy, the art and science of teaching children, is a suitable method to employ when teaching adults. Andragogy, the art and science of teaching adults first proposed by Malcolm Knowles in 1973, is an integrative concept that has been described as a set of guidelines, assumptions or theory about adult learners.

Andragogy has been defined as “a set of core adult learning principles that apply to all adult learning situations” (Knowles, Holton, & Swanson, 1998, p. 2) and was
based on work by Edward Thorndike (1928), Eduard Lindeman (1926), Cyril Houle (1950) and the field of clinical psychology. These influences are presented in Figure 2.3.

*Figure 2.3: Influences on the development of andragogy*

From this background emerged assumptions about adult learners that distinguish them from children. These are: (a) the need to know; (b) the learner’s self-concept; (c) the role of the learner’s experiences; (d) readiness to learn; (e) orientation to learning; and, (f) motivation (Knowles, 1984). Further to this, adult learners need to know why they are required learn something before undertaking the learning (Knowles et al., 1998) and they have a deep psychological need to be self-directing (Lee, 1998). Adults also have a need to be responsible for their own decisions and, most importantly, need to be perceived by others as being capable of self-direction (Knowles et al., 1998). A distinguishing feature of the adult learner is the wealth of experience they bring with them to the learning environment (Knowles et al., 1998; Lee, 1998) and this pre-
knowledge should be treated as a resource and built upon if learning is to be effective. They portray a readiness and orientation to relate their learning to real-life situations (Knowles et al., 1998) or in order to fulfil their role in society (Lee, 1998). Finally, internal motivation is higher than in children (Knowles et al., 1998).

If we accept that adult learners display general characteristics which distinguish them from other types of learners, then andragogy offers a scaffolding to build meaningful learning experiences. When planning an andragogically-based program for teachers, the following guidelines (after Terehoff, 2002) should be considered:

1. Set up an environment (physical or technological) for adult learning.
2. Involve teachers in planning the learning program.
3. Incorporate teachers’ needs and interests.
4. Involve teachers in setting goals and objectives.
5. Involve teachers in the design of the program.
6. Involve teachers in the implementation of the program.
7. Involve teachers in the program evaluation.

A salient feature of adult learning is that it is largely located within the workplace which suggests that the learning will be situated and authentic. For adults, learning is an ongoing and inevitable process arising from participation in work practices across working lives (Billet, 2001b) and a workplace has the potential to enable or inhibit learning. For teachers, a workplace or school culture, composed of interrelated elements (Bean, 2004), has the potential to develop into a community of
learners thus affording meaningful professional development for teachers (Shulman & Shulman, 2004). This section, while addressing the concept of professional development, has made frequent reference to Communities of Practice, particularly in the form of online communities. The following section (Section 2.2) will address the concept of communities in detail.

2.3 Communities

The study described in this thesis has taken three online Communities of Practice as its cases for study. It is therefore of critical importance to investigate what a “community” is and how learning (as professional development) occurs within its formal and informal structures. This section will begin with the general concept of community (Section 2.3.1) before moving into a detailed discussion of online Communities of Practice both in general and specifically for teachers (Section 2.3.2). A simple summary which attempts to explain the differences between physical and online communities is offered in Section 2.3.3. The interrelated concept of learning (see Figure 2.1) will be addressed throughout the discussion on communities rather than as a discrete section.

2.3.1 Defining a community

A community is a phenomenon that is driven rather than something that just happens (Lechner, 1998). Communities, or groups of people, are bound together through some shared connection that transforms a group from individuals to a community. Within the context of education, this binding occurs within online Communities of Practice formed by teachers with a shared interest in understanding and improving their practice. One of
the main concerns for this thesis is not only defining the notion of community but also unpacking its various components.

An early conceptualisation of community was proposed by Kaufman (1959) who identified it in terms of two polar ideologies. The first described a community characterised by homogeneity, participation and face-to-face contact which reiterates the sense of a bond among members. The second was a cosmopolitan community, characterised by the anonymity and mass contacts which are arguably more indicative of communities that display a shared connection. The most commonly found forms of contemporary online communities would appear to display characteristics of both ideologies, that is, both homogeneous and cosmopolitan, thus suggesting a new or third hybrid grouping containing elements of both. This hybrid form of community could be characterised as homogeneous in purpose, having a dynamic mass membership and being participatory in nature, but lacking the traditional component of face-to-face contact.

A review of the literature defining community reveals a set of complex components which have here been reduced to four, that is, collective, operational, personal and manifest. As shown in Figure 2.4, the current conceptualisation of community can be seen to fall into an emphasis on these four components allowing a clear definition of community to emerge.
Figure 2.4: Components of community identified in review of literature

The *operational* components noted in Figure 2.4, that is, a shared social space, collective rules, rituals and behaviours, and social interaction within an interactional field, are primarily concerned with the location and structure of the community. From a social anthropological perspective, a community is made up of people involved in social interaction within a defined geographical area who have more than one common tie (Kaufman, 1959). The interactions of such a community are physically located within what Kaufman (1959) described as the interactional field. In addition, Nolan and Weiss (2002) suggested that a community may also be located in a variety of settings or fields that combine work in real/virtual or online/off-line spaces and that such fields provide the settings for the occasional, periodic or continuous actions (interactions) of that community.
Within the context of the homogeneous collective described by Kaufman (1959), two descriptors have been suggested that describe the shared social space critical for member access and subsequent sense of belonging. Despite the use of two distinct terms - *Interactional field* (Kaufman 1959) and *Common Pool Resource* (Nolan & Weiss 2002) - it would appear that both can be used interchangeably. Embedded within these synonymous descriptors is the social interaction where community activity is based on members communicating and participating. The emphasis on social interaction is deemed to be necessary because “communities are composed of people who live close to each other, who freely share companionship, goods, services and support of all kinds to other members of the community” (Haythornthwaite, 2002, p. 159). What emerges from the literature is the simple but critical notion that a community is reliant upon the shared social space on which it is built.

Implicit within this shared social space are the collective rules, rituals and behaviours which govern social interaction in the community’s interactional field. By exploring the way resources are exchanged between individuals and how it creates a connectivity among members of a socially interactive group, such as a community (Haythornthwaite, 2002), a clearer understanding of how the social interaction is maintained emerges. When this perspective is employed, the number and types of resources exchanged and the direction in which they flow helps to clarify the social structure and characteristics of the community which, in turn, helps to identify the type of learning activities the community supports.
The *collective* components noted in Figure 2.4, that is, collective goals and group purposes, collective action and shared connection, are concerned with the community members demonstrating a social collective. A community is a social construct that portrays a shared connection, for example, common goals, values and practices (Riel, 1996), and this may be either a physical connection or a state of being together (England, 1992). This shared connection or bond experienced by members drives the collective action of the group and is the key to transforming a group of like-minded individuals into a community. The emerging community therefore is a group of individuals acting collectively inferring, conversely, that individuals undergo a transformation to fully resolve their membership within the community.

This transformation evolves as a community demonstrates collective goals and group purposes. This has been described as individuation (England, 1992) where individuals take responsibility and develop a sense of autonomy and self-determination within the community they have joined. This, interestingly, is similar to the journey that learners embark on when new members of a community move from peripheral participation towards active full membership (Lave & Wenger, 1991). It would appear that a physical presence in a community does not equate with membership and that the individual must undergo a transformation and develop attributes that enable them to become a participating member of a social collective.

The *personal* components noted in Figure 2.4, that is, a shared history, membership and sense of belonging, and support and guidance, are concerned with how
the individual responds to the community and what they receive in return. The understanding of what it is to be a member of a community is dynamic as there are varying levels of participation or involvement but, despite this, what all members are actively creating is a shared history (Haythornthwaite, 2002). This is the result of collaboration and reiterates the role of a shared connection in creating a community and thus ensuring feelings of membership and a sense of belonging which literature has identified as essential in community development (Haythornthwaite, 2002; Kaufman, 1959; Nolan & Weiss, 2002). Community collaboration also provides members with support and guidance (Nolan & Weiss, 2002) which helps to strengthen bonds amongst members.

The *manifest* components noted in Figure 2.4, that is, socially constructed content, self-regulation, and collaborative and collective learning, are concerned with what the community produces. Content is socially constructed by the members within the interactional field. By examining what is referred to as the “curriculum” of the community (Nolan & Weiss, 2002), the nature of the content can be revealed. Three types of curriculum (elaborated in Figure 2.5) were observed in online communities and these are (a) initiation and governance, (b) access, and (c) membership.
Examining content via the curriculum structure allows for the isolation and identification of learning objects or experience and implies that community activities are not haphazard or spontaneous but may rather be well thought-out and self-regulating. This may be a guiding influence for the majority of the activities located within the community’s interactional field as it is apparent that the activities are driven by the members' collaborative and collective learning strategies.

Summarising the research in the field of communities within the four components, namely, operational, collective, manifest and personal has allowed a simplification and reduction of the many extant definitions and conceptualisations. A further simplified model is presented as Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: A simplified model of community and its components

From this review of the broad literature on communities, it can be concluded that a community is reliant upon a shared connection between individuals and the interaction of collective, operational, personal and manifest components within the interactional field. The following section will investigate the concept of Communities of Practice, an extension of communities, and how these communities impact on the professional life of teachers.

2.3.2 Communities of Practice

Communities of Practice are people who share a collection of ideas, an activity, or a task. People are eager to find others with whom they share a passionate
concern. Still, the value of community is more than affirmation, it involves a search for different ideas, new strategies or practices that might help members re-think their own ways.

(Riel, 1996, p. 5)

In this definition, Riel (1996) identifies activity and a sense of connection as distinguishing features of a community of practice (CoP). Activity is motivated by a need to create new knowledge in order to solve a problem or to expand understanding. When this is applied to teachers, the motivation may be a solution to a pedagogical dilemma, clarification of knowledge or to acquire new content. A teacher’s place of work is a large social framework comprised of various departments or grades which can provide a supportive scaffold for workplace learning (Evans & Rainbird, 2002) and, within this environment, differing Communities of Practice may exist (Wenger, 1998).

The concept of CoP arose from the field of situated learning and from the work of Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989). Learning was recognised as being a social phenomenon and Lave and Wenger (1991) viewed learning as the process of becoming a member of what they termed a CoP. To become a fully participating member, the learner moved through stages from being a newcomer to becoming an experienced member. The initial stage was described as “legitimate peripheral participation” which can be seen as being an extension of the idea of a cognitive apprenticeship (Brown et al., 1989). Newcomers develop their knowledge and skills in this space and, as confidence increases and new skills are learnt, they move towards the centre of the community.
Lave and Wenger (1991) did not limit participation in Communities of Practice only to work environments and believed that individuals can be members of any number of Communities of Practice at any one time.

A CoP is, of course, a group and therefore the dynamics of group learning needs to be briefly explored. Learning can be described as being either surface or deep learning with the latter being promoted through active learner participation (Newman, Webb, & Cochrane, 1995). Learning is an individual process but, in a CoP, it is conducted as a social phenomenon. Learning in a CoP is the result of group activities where members actively participate, to varying degrees, in the creation of knowledge. From this, we can assume that the learning occurring in a CoP is deep learning.

Newman, Webb and Cochrane (1995) believed that there is a clear link between critical thinking, social interaction and deep learning.

An individual may be a member of a number of Communities of Practice at any one time (Lave & Wenger, 1991), but as mentioned previously (Section 2.3.1), must undergo a process of transformation to become a full member. This can be more readily observed in online Communities of Practice, as newer members tend to sit (“lurk”) around the edges of community discussions and contribute significantly less than more experienced members.

As with the definitions of community discussed in Section 2.1, the notion of Communities of Practice was developed to describe physical or traditional rather than
newer or online communities. The definition of a community of practice has therefore undergone some revision due to the rise of technology-based communities. For example, within the field of situated learning, Putnam and Borko (2000) proposed that interactions with people in their own environment determine what is learned and how the learning takes place and cognition is the result of a system working together. Previously, there would be physical limitations to what could be considered as a person’s environment, but as with the online Communities of Practice studied in this thesis, physical boundaries are less distinct and what is deemed to be one’s “own environment” has changed dramatically. In the past, for teachers, the school would have been the community but now with Internet access, larger communities are being formed. The physical limitations are removed when participating in online Communities of Practice and members may come from different schools, states or countries resulting in a richer community and exposure to a variety of perspectives.

It can be concluded that the understanding of what defines a community of practice is changing. What can be agreed upon, and is the understanding to be adopted by this thesis, it is a set of relations among a social collective with a formalised structure, collectively and deliberately embarking on the creation of knowledge. The informal and voluntary nature of membership in a CoP belies the highly structured nature of the community. This has been referred to as the underlying paradox of CoPs, as a degree of formality is needed to generate a shared repertoire of ideas and resources (Bond, 2004). This formality is apparent when examining the learning activities in Lave

An examination of the types of learning activities that occur within Communities of Practice needs to be considered. The situated approach perceives learning as participation and Lave and Wenger (1991) stated that learning is the process of becoming a full member of a community of practice. This collaborative process, also referred to as collaborative inquiry (Bray, 2002), has been suggested as an effective method for teachers to take responsibility for their learning and thus produce meaningful and enduring results. Collaborative inquiry allows for teachers to receive help, feedback and acquire new skills from their peers and results in an increase in commitment from teachers and a higher likelihood of new practices being adopted (Day, 1999).

At this point, it is useful to consider the two distinct learning perspectives in the field of cognition. The first focuses on the individual’s construction and reconstruction of meaning (see, for example, Anderson, Reder, and Simon (1996)) and put simply, is where knowledge is viewed as an entity that is acquired in one context and applied to another. The second perspective focuses on the social collective constructing meaning and attempts to incorporate social and cultural factors into the process of learning. For example, Lave (1988) saw learning as the result of participating in social practice whilst Greeno (1997) perceived cognition as a situated response within an interactive system. From this, and of interest to this study in understanding how learning occurs within communities, is the appreciation that learning has two distinct branches - the individual
and the social collective. Clearly, the members of a community represent a social collective and the activities they embark on together are an illustration of a social collective constructing meaning together.

Further to this, Hodkinson and Hodkinson (2003) proposed the two rival metaphors of learning to be acquisition and participation. The acquisition learning theory perceives the individual interacting within systems that result in learning (Engestrom, 1999). The participation learning theory perceives the individual subsumed within the social system and learning occurs whilst participating within this system. In either instance, it is clear that learning is, above all else, dependent upon social interaction.

The learning theory, however, which best describes how learning happens in a community is that of situated learning which views activity as central to learning and cognition (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam & Borko, 2000). Put simply, knowledge is progressively developed through activity. Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) proposed that communities of practitioners are connected by socially constructed webs of beliefs which are based upon our conceptual knowledge, which, for teachers, is the result of teacher training courses or from teaching experiences. When teachers are learning how to use this conceptual knowledge, they are like an apprentice who must enter the community and culture to transform these concepts into practical useful knowledge. This transformation must be embedded in authentic situations otherwise knowledge is false (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989). An online community
of practice, populated with practitioners voluntarily sharing their own practice, is clearly an example of situated learning.

Perhaps one of the most distinguishing characteristics that separates a community from a community of practice lies in how a member is perceived. In a community, a member is an equal participant actively involved in the community network. In a community of practice the member is regarded as a learner moving through key stages to become a fully participating member. The key difference between these two groups is that the motivation for being a member of a CoP would appear to be learning and knowledge acquisition. In a community, membership may be motivated by other triggers such as enjoyment or a shared interest.

The definition of a CoP we have been working towards is, in effect, that of an organisational phenomenon (Bond, 2004) built around generating authentic knowledge. It is a social entity that is recognised as such by its members who are collectively working together in a sense of joint enterprise. Members consciously join a CoP as a result of a desire to learn or extend their knowledge. As Bond (2004), Riel (1996) and Wenger (1998) have independently suggested, a CoP is a group of people who share a passion for something that they know how to do and who interact regularly to learn how to do it better. This joining together of individuals motivated by a group purpose and a desire to create knowledge is the distinguishing characteristic of a CoP that sets them apart from a traditional form of community.
Online Communities of Practice, also referred to as Internet-mediated Communities of Practice (IMCoP) (Stuckey, 2004), have the added element of “facilitative” technology, that is, technology that facilitates or encourages communication. For the purposes of this study, the following definition will be used:

Online communities (for professional development) may be using any form of electronic communication which provides for the opportunity for on-line synchronous/asynchronous two-way communication between an individual and their peers, and to which the individual has some commitment and professional involvement over a period of time.

(Leask & Younie, 2001, p. 225)

An interesting feature of an online CoP is the sense of place it creates in the user as feelings of disconnectedness, isolation and aloneness are reduced. As mentioned previously in Section 2.2, feelings of isolation are prevalent among teachers. Members of online CoPs do not feel that being in one place cuts them off from other places (Goldberger, 2003). This reinforces the shared connection or bond between members mentioned previously (particularly in the general definition of community (Section 2.3.1) and it has been suggested that the Internet as the facilitative technology being employed encourages the development of this bond (Gray, 2004; Hunter, 2002; Moore & Barab, 2002; Zibit, 2004).

The Internet provides teachers with opportunities to collaborate and reflect with other teachers and experts outside their schools (Hunter, 2002) and makes it possible for
individuals to interact, learn and access knowledge and resources within a social space. What distinguishes online CoPs from other online communities is the structure of their learning activities. Wenger (1998) proposed that there are four dimensions of learning within a CoP. These are:

i. Learning as doing (practice)

ii. Learning as becoming (identity)

iii. Learning as experience (meaning)

iv. Learning as belonging (community)

These four dimensions, consonant with the four components of community presented in Section 2.3.1 (see also Figure 2.6), provide a structure for online CoPs to frame their activities around thereby distinguishing themselves from other online communities. Similarly, as shown in Figure 2.7 (an extension of Figure 2.6), can be noted between (a) the practice dimension and the operational component, (b) the identity dimension and the personal component, (c) the meaning dimension and the manifest component, and (d) the community dimension and the collective component. Figure 2.7 was used a diagnostic tool to determine which online communities displayed the components of an online CoP and could thus be used in the study.
Learning in an online CoP (Wenger, 1998) as an extension of the components of community reinforces the concept of a CoP as a highly structured and interconnected environment. It should be noted this environment, positioned within the interactional field, is wholly reliant upon the individual members and their actions as a social collective. This understanding has informed the methodology of this study (presented in Chapter 3).
2.3.3 **Differentiating between traditional and online community of practice**

The reality of being a member of an online CoP, as opposed to a traditional or physical community, is that there is little or no face-to-face social contact with others. As mentioned previously, an online CoP has a formalised structure to organise learning activities around and members of a CoP move through distinct stages of development as they participate in learning (as doing, becoming, experience and belonging) and knowledge acquisition.

An individual in an online CoP is situated in front of a computer terminal and participates through this interface thereby maintaining the locus of knowledge creation with the individual. This is necessary and complementary as knowledge is constructed, as previously discussed in this section, individually and collectively, that is, by both social interaction and in the learner’s mind (Vrasidas & Zembylas, 2004).

A community of practice moves through several key stages of development (Wenger, 1998) which are characterised by initial periods of intense activity through to a lower intensity in the final stages. This natural attrition is the result of the skill or knowledge having being learnt and absorbed. Once the member of the CoP has reached this point, participation and membership are no longer necessary. However, the nature of online Communities of Practice may result in a different outcome due to the technology being used and this potential is demonstrated by Table 2.1. The stages of development are; potential, coalescing, active, dispersed and memorable.
Table 2.1

*A comparison of the stages of development between a Community of Practice (Wenger, 1998) and an online Community of Practice.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages of development</th>
<th>Traditional Communities of Practice (Wenger, 1998)</th>
<th>As evidenced in online Communities of Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Potential</strong></td>
<td>People face similar situations without the benefit of a shared practice</td>
<td>Potential members familiarise themselves with the learning opportunities the online community may offer and examine the available facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coalescing</strong></td>
<td>Members come together and recognise their potential</td>
<td>New members familiarise themselves with group activities and tentatively join discussions, whilst learning the norms of the community, this is the process of belonging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td>Members engage in developing a practice</td>
<td>Members confidently participate or initiate learning activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dispersed</strong></td>
<td>Members no longer engage very intensely, but the community is still alive as a force and a centre of knowledge</td>
<td>Members regularly participate in learning activities, but may no longer initiate as frequently as previously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memorable</strong></td>
<td>The community is no longer central, but people still remember it as a significant part of their identities</td>
<td>Members have the opportunity to return to the community when they need to acquire new knowledge and receive confirmation or support from fellow members. Contact is maintained by regular information sent via email lists.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Online Communities of Practice are not constrained by time thereby allowing members to move through periods of high to low activity over longer periods of time. The dynamic nature of online membership maintains a freshness and variety that traditional CoP may not be able to achieve. Contact may be maintained between members via group email lists and newsletters allowing members periods of inactivity, yet still maintaining their membership. A distinguishing difference is that online CoP
would appear to have the potential to avoid the final stage of development, “Memorable,” but instead remain perpetually at “Dispersed” and may be cyclical or continuous as opposed to traditional CoPs which appear to be linear (Wenger, 1998). This developmental difference would also affect learning potential, which, in an online CoP learning may be continuous and cyclical whilst in a traditional CoP may be linear and thus limited.

Learning in online CoP occurs primarily through informal interactions among members (Schlager, Fusco, & Schank, 2002) and is a social activity that occurs as new members move through the stages of development and by interacting with experienced members. An online CoP is more than a community of learners but is a community that learns (Schlager, Fusco & Schank, 2002). It is an active learning environment in which learners participate in conversations and inquiry, via chat rooms, email lists and postings (Leask & Younie, 2001) that authentically establish relevance and meaning (Moore & Barab, 2002).

An interesting cycle, the open collective cycle, was developed by Huberman (1995) which can usefully be seen as a link between professional development (detailed in Section 2.2) and the processes of interaction noted in online Communities of Practice. The cycle is presented in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8:  The open collective cycle of professional development (Huberman, 1995).

The open collective cycle of professional development refers to a community that can be developed formally, informally or voluntarily and is a cross-section of teachers who share a common interest. It is representative of the cyclical nature of online CoPs and clearly mirrors legitimate peripheral participation (Lave & Wenger, 1991) as learners move through stages such as experience sharing, experimentation and application. It clearly shows the stages collaborative communication moves through whilst creating knowledge and could be applied to the learning occurring in online CoP.

Researchers have identified several disadvantages associated with learning in online CoP. The reliance upon text-based communication eliminates physical or visual
cues which may result in confusion (Zibit, 2004). Asynchronous forms of communication lack immediacy in exchanges which can prove frustrating (Zibit, 2004) whilst the speed of synchronous communication may not allow time for reading and reflection (Gray, 2004). With either form there may be technical problems and it has been reported that online communities often fail due to technological gaps and limitations or a lack of appropriate technological infrastructure (Schlager, Fusco & Schank, 2002). Clearly, these are concerns that affect learning which are particular to technology, however there are also potential problems with online CoP conflicting with other communities. Members of an online CoP will also, simultaneously, be members of a workplace-based CoP. As Lave and Wenger (1991) affirmed, there is the potential to be a member of a number of CoPs at any one time. Tensions may develop between the two due to intense involvement in the workplace-based CoP interfering with the participation in the online CoP (Stacey, Smith, & Barty, 2004).

This section has attempted to clarify the differences between CoP and online CoP in order to establish the role played by the technology itself in facilitating the actions (interactions) of the community. It has been proposed that the use of technology has changed the stages of development for an online CoP almost nullifying the final stage. The next section of this chapter will consider the broad area of communication, particularly in online environments.

2.4 Communication
As represented in Figure 2.1, the agent of action (interaction) within this study of the role of online communities in the professional development of teachers is
communication. It is investigated here in two critical ways. The first is a discussion of computer-mediated communication (Section 2.4.1) while the second is concerned with the frameworks being used to analyse online communication (Section 2.4.2).

2.4.1 Computer-mediated communication

Computer-mediated communication has been feted as the facilitator of previously unimagined communicative relationships (Pachler, 2001; Papert, 1993). It can take a variety of forms, with Pachler (2001) offering that:

> Computer-mediated communication (CMC), be it synchronous, i.e. real-time or asynchronous, i.e. delayed-time, opens up previously unknown opportunities to interact with individuals and groups of people beyond the here and now, and create and share with them social conventions across traditional linguistic and cultural boundaries in so-called virtual communities. (p. 21)

However defining CMC as a mere facilitator of learning limits its applicability. Rather than viewing it as a tool for learning, it can be viewed as a new context for learning (Salmon, 2000). An online CoP, being founded in CMC, allows participants to communicate in an environment that encourages discussions beyond physical limitations and provides a new learning domain which enables new and different forms of educational interactions (White, 2003). CMC can be characterised as being open and accessible or as closed and accessible by members only (Pachler, 2001). They are readily available, that is, not hindered by opening hours or other such constraints and offer flexibility not previously available to collaborative learning activities. CMC can
be synchronous or asynchronous in nature and Figure 2.9 gives some examples of the type of communicative activities that would be found in either of these groupings.

![Figure 2.9: Examples of Computer-mediated Communication (CMC)](image)

Communication occurs largely via the written word in CMC. This has given rise to a new written culture (Pachler, 2001) and it is more informal and colloquial in nature. The lack of extralinguistic cues such as facial expressions and gestures has resulted in the use of new linguistic cues such as emoticons and acronyms. These, when combined with expected group behavioural norms, form part of what is collectively called netiquette (Pachler, 2001). These cues have an impact on new users of CMC as they are unfamiliar with those commonly used in the new environment they are participating in, hence, as they move through the process of belonging, they familiarise themselves with them. The use of cues and written communication is not only a communicative tool but helps to create a sense of presence for members.

The discernible presence of the participants, as seen via their written contributions, can be distinguished as being affective, interactive or cohesive responses
(White, 2003). Affective responses can be detected via the use of emoticons, humour or self disclosure. Interactive responses can be seen via participation in group activities, such as continuing a discussion thread. Lastly, cohesive responses can be indicative of group commitment such as greeting members by name. The written responses of a member help to create not only a presence in an online CoP but reflect their level of confidence. A disadvantage of written communication is that mistakes are rather public (Salmon, 2000) and this exposure has a marked effect on individuals in the early stages of group membership but as confidence develops, fear of exposure appears to diminish.

Associated with the early stages of group membership and developing confidence are unique behaviours such as lurking or browsing. The levels of participation among members of a community can vary widely but this does not negate or diminish their learning experience and lurking has been perceived as a preferred approach to group apprenticeship (Wild, 1999). New members lurk around the edges of the community learning how to become a member. This process also indicates the lack of traditional hierarchies in CMC which tend to be dynamic hence the social and contextual cues normally present in group behaviour are missing (Salmon, 2000). Thus it is emerging that CMC offers to be both a tool and unique context for learning.

Literature in this field has identified four advantages associated with this unique context for learning (Pachler, 2001; Salmon, 2000). These may be summarised as being:
CMC encourages discussion by facilitating more opportunities for individuals to express their ideas.

CMC secures fast transmission which allows instant feedback and the ability to save and revisit data.

CMC allows time for reflection and considered response.

Written communication results in the participation of all group members equally, for example, active contributors and lurkers.

The unique nature of CMC has given rise to a new form of learning termed “e-learning,” which has been defined as both a means of delivering learning outcomes and as a learning experience involving the acquisition or transfer of knowledge through electronic means (Bowles, 2004). It is characterised as being networked (delivered by a computer via the Internet) and catering to individual learner’s needs and preferences (Bowles, 2004; Lechner, 1998; Salmon, 2000). Importantly for teachers, it may facilitate lifelong learning, enable workplace learning and encourage collaboration. The transformation from traditional forms of instruction to e-learning is described as being from:

1. Linear to hypermedia learning
2. Instruction to construction and discovery
3. Teacher-centred to learner-centred education
4. Absorbing material to learning how to navigate and how to learn
5. School to lifelong learning
6. One-size-fits-all to customised learning.
When learning in online environments (e-learning) individuals move through a series of stages; (a) access and motivation, (b) online socialisation, (c) information exchange, and (d) knowledge construction and development (Salmon, 2000). As learners move through these stages, their level of interactivity increases as they move towards more control of the learning experience. This movement through stages is complementary to those of becoming a member of a CoP, they are self-paced, can be asynchronous, allowing members to work in their own time, or synchronous, such as participating in online classrooms, they can be tailored to specific needs and permit more responsibility to be placed in the hands of the learners (Zahner, 2002).

2.4.2 Analysing communication in online communities

How communication in online communities can be analysed is of both theoretical and methodological interest to this study. The use of computer-mediated text messages in research has been well documented (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Grabowski, Pusch & Pusch, 1990; Hara, Bonk, Angeli, 2000; Henri, 1992; Levy, 2003) and it is agreed that text-based messages commonly used in computer-mediated communication (CMC) have unique characteristics. Whilst they are written texts, they do not share the same features as traditional written communication (Henri, 1992) and contain more characteristics of spoken communication. It has been suggested, as noted in Section 1.5, that online or computer-mediated communication is “a hybrid that is both talking and writing yet isn’t completely either one” (Coate, 1997, p. 165).
Conversation in online communities is divided into threads with responses to different threads not necessarily following logically after one another. This does not inhibit the communicative experience but is merely a distinguishing characteristic of the medium. McCreary (1990) argued that the written word demands an exactness and coherence of thought indicating that text-based communication results in more well planned and structured interactions. The message itself can be regarded as a complete communicative unit (Henri, 1992) which has its own meaning and structure. A simple framework for analysis (offered by White, 2003) where messages were categorised as being affective, interactive or cohesive was presented in the previous section (Section 2.4.1).

Research has concluded that user participation and motivation increases (Harasim, 1990; McCreary, 1990) when communicating via text-based messages. Harasim (1990) also reported that there is a high level of interactivity in such communication, which, in turn, encourages collaboration and thus influences the learning process. The asynchronous capabilities of text-based CMC allows for more thought, reflection and processing of information (Hara, Bonk & Angeli, 1998).

A widely used framework is content analysis which has been defined (a) as an objective and systematic examination of documents (Babbie, 1990; Kuehn, 1994) and, (b) as a technique aimed at understanding the learning process (Henri, 1992). Content analysis can be used in two ways, that is, to describe a communication phenomenon or
to test a hypothesis (Kuehn, 1994). For this study, content analysis will be used to test a hypothesis with discussion transcripts from the three online communities being analysed to determine if online communities present as a source of continuous professional development for teachers. This study will adopt the simple definition that content analysis is a generic name for comparing, contrasting and categorising text (Hara, Bonk, & Angeli, 2000).

Content analysis research on computer-mediated communication has resulted in the development of a number of frameworks for this purpose. For example, Levin, Kim, and Riel (1990) examined interactions found in email messages sent to a group list. The analysis of the topic content of those discussion threads led to the development of Intermessage Reference Analysis which was comprised of graphically representing messages in cluster diagrams and analysing the message act for content. Whilst not formally adopting this framework, this thesis has graphically represented the messages diagrammatically in an attempt to further understand the meaning and content (see Section 5.4).

Similarly, Hiltz (1990) examined the relationship between educational technology and educational effectiveness by sorting data into four categories: technological determinist, social psychological, human relations and interactionist. Other investigations (see, for example, Harasim, 1990) have attempted to establish the existence of knowledge building and examined messages for discernible stages of knowledge building.
One of the widely-adopted CMC-based content analysis frameworks was proposed by Henri (1992), who from a cognitive perspective, developed five categories, aimed at revealing the learning process behind the message. These categories were participative, social, interactive, cognitive and metacognitive. This framework for analysis has been used and modified by many researchers. For example, Newman, Webb and Cochrane (1995) used Henri’s (1992) five categories but created more detailed sets of paired indicators in an attempt to show evidence of critical thinking and Howell-Richardson and Mellar (1996) combined Henri’s (1992) categories with speech act theory to examine the facets of illocutionary acts.

A further extension of the work by Henri (1992) was the Interaction Analysis Model (Gunawardena, Lowe, & Anderson, 1997) aimed at contextualising cognitive phases with social interaction and in identifying the strategies used in the co-creation of knowledge. Messages were categorised into five phases of interaction which reflected the movement from lower to higher cognitive phases. This framework was the first to attempt to analyse not just the content of the messages and the learning that was occurring but also incorporated the social construction of the new knowledge being created. It could be proposed that this was the first content analysis method that attempted to incorporate the social aspect of online communities into the analysis of their discussions.
From this arose an attempt to understand the structure of the discourses occurring online (Hara et al., 2000). Messages were classified into five categories: elementary classification, in-depth classification, inferencing, judgement and application of strategies. Interactions were mapped electronically to determine the patterns. Similarly, Levy (2003) used a constructivist action-research cycle - planning, taking action, evaluating and theorising - to classify messages in an attempt to understand knowledge construction. From these models it can be seen that CMC-based conversational analysis models were either focusing on the learning processes (Gunawardena, Lowe & Anderson, 1997; Henri, 1992; Howell-Richardson & Mellar, 1996; Newman, Webb & Cochrane, 1995) or the structure of discussions (Hara et al., 2000; Harasim, 1990; Hiltz, 1990; Levin, Kim & Riel, 1990). The conversational analysis framework selected for this thesis attempts to combine both of these elements whilst contextualising the messages within the shared and private worlds of individual sending the message.

The content analysis framework to be used in this study is the Practical Inquiry Model developed by Garrison, Anderson and Archer (2001). This framework was based on and further develops their Model of Community Inquiry (Garrison et al., 2001). This earlier model (presented in Figure 2.10) was comprised of three interacting elements, cognitive presence, social presence and teaching presence, which collectively influenced and shaped the educational experience.
The Practical Inquiry Model (Garrison et al., 2001) recognises and incorporates the shared world and the private world of an individual as important components in the construction of knowledge (Figure 2.11). This model’s strength is its applicability to online Communities of Practice due to the shared/private world perspective. Members participating in online discussion are motivated by experiences in their private world. This framework also represents the social construction of knowledge and the place of the individual within that learning landscape and is therefore consonant with the conceptual framework and the components of community described in this chapter.
Figure 2.11: Practical Inquiry Model (Garrison et al., 2001)

The interaction between the shared and private worlds proposed in this model and discussed in detail in Section 3.5.2.1 can be interpreted as shared, meaning the online community and private, meaning the classrooms of the teachers. The active parts of the model, which is the basis of the coding framework adopted by this study, are the four central phases (triggering event, exploration, integration and resolution). These phases describe the learner’s critical thinking process in terms of descriptor codes. These are discussed in detail in Section 3.5.2.1, applied to the community transcripts in Section 5.2 and summarised in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2

*Summary of Phases and Descriptors (based on Garrison et al., 2001)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triggering</td>
<td><em>Evocative</em></td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>Recognising the problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Sense of puzzlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td><em>Inquisitive</em></td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Divergence – within the online community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>Divergence – within a single message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Information exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Suggestions for consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I5</td>
<td>Brainstorming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Leaps to conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td><em>Tentative</em></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Convergence – among group members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Convergence – within a single message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Creating solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td><em>Committed</em></td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Vicarious application to real world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Testing solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Defending solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.5 Conceptual Framework

The literature reviewed in this chapter can be synthesised into a conceptual framework (Figure 2.12, introduced as Figure 2.1) which, in turn, can be used to inform the findings of this study and guide the methodology. The final version of this framework (Figure 2.12) builds on the previously identified components of a community (Figure 2.4) and attempts to incorporate the characteristics of CoPs as identified by Lave and Wenger (1991). It has also attempted to clarify how an online CoP diverges from a traditional CoP (as noted in Table 2.1) and include these differences, as criteria, within the full framework.
Figure 2.12  Conceptual framework showing identifying criteria and link to components of community
The conceptual framework (Figure 2.12) expands upon the simplified version presented as Figure 2.1 and adds the four components of a community noted in Figure 2.4 (which were also used in Figure 2.7 to explain Wenger’s (1998) four learning dimensions). The *operational* components are evident within the criteria to determine community whilst the *collective* components can be found in the criteria to determine an online community of practice. The criteria to determine an online community of practice also acknowledges the importance and presence of the interactional field, a well argued component of a CoP. The *personal* components are evident in the criteria to determine if the needs of the learner are met and lastly, the *manifest* components can be found in the criteria to determine the effectiveness of a source of professional development.

A feature of Figure 2.12 is its listing of criteria for each of the four concepts in the framework. These have been drawn from the literature presented in this chapter (to be detailed in the following text) and serve a critical role in the case study methodology (after Yin, 1994) to be adopted by the study described in this thesis (see Section 3.3.5 for a detailed discussion of the application of these criteria). The criteria; community, community of practice, professional development and learner, allow the identification of the concept in the phenomenon, that is, the online communities, being studied.

### 2.5.1 Community

The definition of community reached through an examination of the literature is reliant upon the social interaction between individuals (Kaufman, 1959) occurring within the
interactional field. It supports the definition of a group of individuals acting as a social collective (Nolan & Weiss, 2002) collaborating in the creation of knowledge. It was proposed that the understanding of what defines an online CoP was able to support the creation of a third hybrid type of community (Kaufman, 1959). This was characterised as homogenous in purpose, having a dynamic mass membership and being participatory in nature. It was concluded that a community is distinguished from other groupings by the following criteria:

1. It has a collectively understood purpose and common goals.
2. It has a shared social space.
3. It is collaborative and collective.
4. Participants display a sense of belonging and membership.

This study assumes that a community is reliant upon social interaction and thus its manifest components are indicative of a social collective constructing meaning together. From the social collective/participatory branch of cognitive learning theory arose situated learning which viewed activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam & Borko, 2000). When combined with the idea of a social collective learning together in an activity-led participatory approach, this gave rise to the concept of Communities of Practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This new conceptualisation made the important shift in cognitive focus towards perceiving learning as the process of becoming a full member of a Community of Practice.
2.5.2 Community of Practice

The second section of the framework is concerned with the criteria to determine an online CoP. The distinguishing feature of a CoP is activity epitomised by an individual moving through an initiation stage towards becoming an experienced member (Lave & Wenger, 1991). As the individual moves through these stages of development, learning and cognition occurs. A CoP is usually embedded within the workplace either physically or technologically thus making the learning experience authentic (Evans & Rainbird, 2002). A distinguishing difference between a CoP and a more traditional form of community is the motivation of members as individuals join a CoP for learning and knowledge acquisition.

Online CoP display different characteristics to traditional CoP due to the added element of facilitative technology. The Internet provides a space for CoPs to interact on a much wider scale linking isolated or geographically scattered individuals into a CoP (Hunter, 2002). Initially, a CoP was envisaged as being established within an individual’s local environment but the Internet has provided a much wider scope for CoP. Importantly, the stages of development (Wenger, 1998) in an online CoP would appear to be cyclical rather than linear in more traditional CoP. Rather than levels of activity diminishing and eventually expiring, in an online CoP, activity has the potential to maintain itself indefinitely due to the added element of technology which in turn offers more opportunities for sustained learning.
2.5.3 Professional development

The third section of the framework is concerned with the criteria to determine the effectiveness of a source of professional development. CMC has been described as both a tool and context for learning (Salmon, 2000) as it permits flexibility as they are readily available and makes use of a combination of both synchronous and asynchronous programs. In this medium there is reliance upon written communication (Pachler, 2001), which in turn creates a discernible presence of the participants (White, 2003). The use of CMCs has resulted in a new term for the learning activities conducted using this technology, e-learning (Bowles, 2004) and the characteristics and advantages are listed below:

1. CMC encourages discussion by creating more opportunities for expression.
2. CMC permits both instant response and the ability to save and revisit data.
3. Written communication encourages reflection and consideration.
5. E-learning is learner centred.

(Lechner, 1998, p. 22)

Professional development programs would appear to be failing to meet teachers’ needs in their current form (Boyle, While & Boyle, 2004; Guskey, 2002; Huberman, 2001; Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991). There is a need for them to be sustained over a longer period of time (Ingvarson, Meiers & Beavis, 2003), which can be more easily achieved via the use of ICT. The content of programs should no longer concentrate on teachers’ behaviours but focus on the needs of teachers (Sorge & Russell, 2000) which
in turn creates more relevancy for participants. Importantly, research has concluded that learning, for teachers, should be conducted collaboratively (Boyle et al., 2004; Goldenberg & Gallimore, 2001; Huberman, 2001; Kemmis, 1989) for example, by creating learning networks similar to online professional communities.

The majority of professional development programs are failing to achieve effective change in teachers (Griffin, 1983; Guskey, 2002; Richardson, 1990). A key requirement for teachers to change is to observe an improvement in their students’ learning (Guskey, 2002) which, once achieved results in a higher chance of the change being sustained. Teachers are strongly influenced by internal motivation rather than the advice of experts (Borko & Putnam, 1995; Richardson, 1990). Change is not an isolated activity but happens continually (Richardson, 1992) and to encourage change in teachers, professional development should not focus on behaviour but on cognition (Franke et al., 1998; Richardson, 1990). Thus professional development programs need to equip teachers with skills that provide a basis for continual growth and development.

ICT has been shown to be a suitable method of delivering and facilitating adult and professional learning. It would appear to encourage desirable adult learning strategies such as collaboration (Hawkes, 1999), group discussion (Merseth & Lacey, 1993), increased dialogue among professionals (Watts & Castle, 1992), peer support and feedback (Merseth & Lacey, 1993; Watts & Castle, 1992). These strategies may be situated within a workplace or at home, providing a higher level of accessibility and thus flexibility in the learning experience (Sorensen & Takle, 2004).
2.5.4 Learner

Adult learners are a homogenous group who display different characteristics and learning requirements from children (Terehoff, 2002). Andragogy, a set of core adult learning principles (Knowles et al., 1998), provides a clearer understanding of the needs and demands of an adult learner. As teachers are adult learners, scaffolding a professional development program upon the six learning principles will help to meet their needs more successfully. The principles are (1) the need to know, (2) the learner’s self-concept, (3) the learner’s experience, (4) readiness to learn, (5) orientation to learning and (6) motivation (Knowles et al., 1998).

2.6 Summary

This chapter has presented a review of the relevant literature pertaining to this study and has presented the conceptual framework that underpins the research. The conceptual framework is built on the four components presented in Figure 2.1 and offers an original model that can be used in the study of online communities used by teachers. The following chapter (Chapter 3) presents the research methods and design for the study described in this thesis. Its design has been informed by the literature presented in this chapter.
Chapter 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview

Online communities are dynamic. At any one time membership numbers fluctuate, who is logged on to the discussion lists will vary or the level of professional expertise may differ greatly amongst participants. These variables will affect the participants’ interactions thus requiring a systematic approach to deconstruct these components. Comprehension cannot be achieved by isolating all the variables and examining them separately. Therefore, understanding can only be achieved via an approach that perceives these variables as components of a larger system.

The research study described in this thesis was qualitative in approach and structured as a collective or multiple explanatory case study (Creswell, 2005; Stake, 1995). As the overarching aim of this study was to investigate online Communities of Practice as a source of continuous professional development for teachers, the case investigated was the participation and involvement of members in the activities hosted by three online Communities of Practice. As previously noted (Section 1.4), three communities were selected as the collective cases to represent the general case being studied. These were state, national and international communities to provide a range of professional and geographical environments. This provided a wider scope for the study and ensured a cross-profession perspective. Adopting a collective case study methodology allowed the consideration of experiences, activities, perceptions and
outcomes of individuals within the three distinct but similar online communities and permitted an examination of contextual and complex multivariate conditions (Yin, 2003). This methodology also allows the use of multiple data sources and data collection techniques such as archives, interviews, questionnaires and observations (Eisenhardt, 1989) with this study drawing its data from (a) community transcripts, (b) an electronic survey, and (c) an online forum.

Case studies are used to provide insight into an issue (Creswell, 2005) which, as noted for this study, was the potential use of online Communities of Practice as a source of professional development for teachers. Stake (1978), who perceived case study methodology to be a naturalistic approach to research, noted that “case studies are useful in the study of human affairs because they are down-to-earth and attention-holding” (p. 5). Given its combining of the very “human” process of communication and the practical (“down-to-earth”) and self-sustaining (“attention-holding”) nature of online professional discussion, any study of online communities is predisposed to case study methodology. The application of case methodology to this study is described in detail in Section 3.3.

This chapter will present the details of, and justification for, the methods employed by the study described in this thesis. It will begin with a rationale (Section 3.2) and a discussion of its components (Section 3.3) before more formally presenting details of data collection and analysis methods (Sections 3.4-3.5). It will then present a discussion of the validity and reliability of the study (Section 3.6), the role of the
researcher (Section 3.7) and the limitations of the study (Section 3.8). The chapter will conclude with a summary of the research methodology of this study (Section 3.8).

3.2 Rationale

The understandings reached in the literature review (Chapter 2) have guided the methodology of this study. The definition of community that informs this study is its being an organisational phenomenon (Bond, 2004) built around the generation of knowledge. This thesis opened with the statement that an online community of practice is more than a community of learners but is a community that learns (Schlager, Fusco & Schank, 2002, p. 131). This implies that activity is the central tenet in the understanding of community that informs this study. This definition, grounded in understandings of situated learning theories, presumes a community to be a social entity collectively working together (Porter, 2004). A finer working definition was needed, however, to describe where a community of people replaces direct with indirect knowledge of each other and moves their communication into online text-based media. The definition selected was:

On-line communities (for professional development) may be using any form of electronic communication which provides for the opportunity for on-line synchronous/asynchronous two-way communication between an individual and their peers, and to which the individual has some commitment and professional involvement over a period of time.

(Leask & Younie, 2001, p. 225)
This definition directs our understanding of community towards three distinct aspects that are present in online Communities of Practice. The first, the presence of two-way communication, peers to individual and individual to peers. Members can both send and receive messages. Secondly, members of online communities display a commitment of membership to their community and lastly, membership is conducted over a period of time. It is not limited or constrained by time, but is maintained for longer periods.

The conceptual framework (see Figure 2.12) adopted by the study described in this thesis consists of four elements informed by the review of literature. These were (a) Community, (b) Community of Practice, (c) Professional development, and (d) Learner. These form the cornerstones of the methodological approach and will later be seen to be embedded in the propositions (Section 3.3.1.2) and criteria (Section 3.3.1.5) associated with the study’s overarching aim.

3.3 Case study research

Case studies are a type of ethnography though they differ from this approach in several ways. Ethnography can provide a detailed picture of a culture-sharing group which may be representative or illustrative of a larger process (Creswell, 2005, p. 436). Ethnography can be used to describe and analyse the practices and beliefs of communities (Tesch, 1990). An online community of practice can be considered a culture-sharing group and a detailed examination of them can help to understand their features and limitations. However, a case study description is more concerned with describing the activities of a group rather than reporting on the shared patterns of
behaviour, which is more likely to be found in ethnographic research (Creswell, 2005). Case studies are less likely to focus on cultural themes (Creswell, 2005) but rather an in-depth exploration of the case itself. As it was the activities of the online communities, not the shared patterns or cultural themes that the study was most interested in, conducting the study as a collective case study appeared to be the most suitable approach.

Case study research may be conducted either as single or multiple case studies and can be exploratory, descriptive or explanatory (Yin, 2003). Multiple case studies are selected so that they may reiterate each other, in order to provide contrasting or replicated results (Yin, 2003). Multiple case studies also allow for cross-case searches for patterns (Eisenhardt, 1989, p.540). The focus of this study was three online communities, thus it was hoped that this methodology would allow for contrasting or replicated results, or for patterns of activity to emerge clearly.

A case study is an interpretive approach to research. The interpretive perspective perceives intersubjectivity, motive and reason to be central concepts in the approach (Candy, 1989, p. 4). An interpretive approach personalises the research by giving a voice to the participants. By incorporating all of the facets associated with the three elements mentioned above, interpretive research presents a coherent whole (Candy, 1989, p. 5). While there are several extant case study methods, this study has opted to model its method on that proposed by Yin (1994). This method is characterised
by its five essential components which are described in the following section (Section 3.3.1).

### 3.3.1 Case study components

According to Yin (1994), a case study design has five essential components. These are (1) the research question, (2) its propositions, (3) its units of analysis, (4) a determination of how the data is linked to the propositions and (5) the criteria to interpret the findings. These five components, whose interactions are shown in Figure 3.1, will be addressed in the following subsections.

*Figure 3.1: Case study components (Lee, 2003)*
3.3.1.1 Research question

As previously noted, the overarching aim of the study described in this thesis was to investigate online Communities of Practice as a source of continuous professional development for teachers.

3.3.1.2 Propositions of the research questions

The propositions are, most simply, the corollary aims guiding this study. These were:

1. To explore the self-sustaining and generative characteristics of online communities
2. To examine the building of relationships through professional communication
3. To identify the impact of membership on teacher practice

Each proposition (corollary aim) reflects the elements of the previously described conceptual framework, that is, Community, Community of Practice, Professional development, and Learner which forms the cornerstones of the methodological approach for this study. These elements are revisited in Section 3.3.1.4 in a discussion of criteria for interpreting the global findings of the study.

3.3.1.3 Units of analysis

The concept of what constitutes a unit of analysis (a case) in a case study is problematic but at a minimum is accepted to be a phenomenon specific to a time and place (Johansson, 2003). Broadly, the units of analysis (collective cases) investigated were the three online communities involved in the study. Hence, what was being investigated
was the participation and involvement of members in the activities hosted by the three online Communities of Practice.

3.3.1.4 Determination of how the data will be linked to the propositions

Data was collected through a) community transcripts, (b) an electronic survey, and (c) an online forum (see Sections 3.4 and 3.5 for further detail). Figure 3.2 demonstrated how the three data instruments were designed to focus on the four elements comprising the conceptual framework. These elements are also shown to be closely related to the aims of the study hence the data is demonstrably linked to the propositions.

![Conceptual Framework Diagram]

**Figure 3.2:** Determining how the data is linked to the propositions

The community transcripts, or more properly a collection of discussion transcripts from online communities analysed using the Practical Inquiry Model (Garrison, Anderson & Archer 2001), as a data source were clearly linked to the research question and propositions (aims) and also to the four elements of the conceptual framework. A case study is a naturalistic approach to data collection, as the case under study is an “existing experience” (Stake, 1978, p. 7). Hence it can also be
contended that they are outside the realm of control of the researcher. However, data outside of the control of the researcher can be seen as open and unbiased and the use of a multiple case-design is considered to be more compelling and robust (Lee, 2003). The members of the online communities engaged in a range of self-generated discussions on topics of interest or current concern allowing the researcher a glimpse into issues that troubled members (see Sections 3.5.1.1, 3.5.2.1). It was interesting to observe that these issues or topics were all able to be categorised under the four elements of the conceptual framework (see Figure 3.2). This reiterated that the areas of concern highlighted by the literature review were the same areas that the members themselves were concerned with.

The survey instrument (see Sections 3.5.1.2, 3.5.2.2) was linked to the research question and propositions and to all four elements of the conceptual framework by virtue of its focus and questions. This instrument was concerned with examining the professional development (PD) experiences of teachers, their learning experiences online, their opinion of their community and sought to discover if the activities members engage in are indicative of Communities of Practice.

The final data instrument, the focus group forum (see Sections 3.5.1.3, 3.5.2.3) was linked to the research question and propositions and to all four propositions through its eight discussion topics. Hence we can conclude that the data collected was closely linked to the propositions of the study.
3.3.1.5 Criteria to interpret the findings

The criteria to interpret the findings are related to the four elements of the conceptual framework, that is, Community, Community of Practice, Professional development, and Learner, which (as noted in Chapter 2) also form the cornerstones of the methodological approach for this study. The criteria are presented in Figure 3.3 (see also Figure 2.12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria to determine community</th>
<th>Criteria to determine online community of practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Homogenous in purpose</td>
<td>• Activity that shows evidence of learning and cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dynamic mass membership</td>
<td>• Members moving through stages of development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Participatory</td>
<td>• Embedded in a workplace / authenticity/ interactional field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collectively understood purpose and goals</td>
<td>• Motivation of members to seek learning and knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shared social space</td>
<td>• Use of technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collaborative and collective</td>
<td>• The online community shows no evidence of diminishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Participants display a sense of belonging and membership</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria to determine the effectiveness of a source of professional development</th>
<th>Criteria to determine if learner needs are met</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Sustained over a long period of time</td>
<td>• Reason for learning is explained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Content meets the needs of teachers</td>
<td>• Learners self-concept is acknowledged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Content is personalised</td>
<td>• Learners experience is valued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CMCs provides: collaboration, discussion, peer support, feedback</td>
<td>• Learner displays a readiness to learn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improvement in student learning</td>
<td>• Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evidence of continuous change in participants professional behaviour</td>
<td>• Learner displays an orientation to learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develops skills for continual growth and development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Accessibility and flexibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.3: Elements of the conceptual framework*
3.4 Research Design

The research design comprises an examination of the subjects involved (Section 3.4.1) and the sequence of the study (Section 3.4.2). These will be discussed in further detail.

3.4.1 Subjects

The subjects of the study were the members of the three online communities whose participation in their community’s activities described the cases (units of analysis) investigated by this study. Each community presents a unique catchment of possible members (see Table 3.1). BECTA Top Teachers is an International community based in the United Kingdom with a membership of 568 whilst OzTeacherNet, is a national online community with a broader membership base of 608. The SSABSA – English Teacher community is predominately limited to teachers of English in South Australia and offers a state-perspective to the propositions guiding the research. This community, due to its narrower focus, has a smaller membership of 112. These three communities with their unique membership-catchments provides a comprehensive and wide-ranging scope that permits the conclusions reached in the analysis to have a wider application.

Table 3.1

*Overview of online communities involved in the study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Name</th>
<th>Organising body</th>
<th>Physical Location</th>
<th>Year founded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BECTA Top Teachers</td>
<td>British Educational Communications Technology Agency</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OzTeacherNet</td>
<td>Research in Information Technology Education Group</td>
<td>Brisbane (QUT)</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSABSA</td>
<td>English Teachers Senior Assessment Board of South Australia</td>
<td>Adelaide (SSBSA)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.2 Sequence of study

Method and analysis occur simultaneously in case study research (Zucker, 2001). The study was structured around three data collections which occurred across all three online communities. This is shown in Figure 3.4.

The first two data collections (transcripts and survey) informed the direction of the third collection (forum) which was used to clarify issues or elements that arose. Each of the data collection instruments and analysis informed and directed the following instrument. As the next data instrument was prepared, adjustments could be made to refocus the data collection on a particular area of concern. Hence the analysis attempted to
maintain clarity and integrity by re-visiting the research questions and propositions guiding this study.

3.5 Research Method

This section will concern itself with a detailed discussion of the data collection and data analysis conducted in this study. Data collection was via community transcripts (Section 3.5.1.1), an electronic survey (Section 3.5.1.2) and the transcripts from the focus group forum (Section 3.5.1.3). Data analysis was conducted on all three instruments, that is, community discussion transcripts (Section 3.5.2.1), an electronic survey questionnaire (Section 3.5.2.2) and the transcripts from the focus group forum (Section 3.5.2.3). The details of the tools used to conduct the analysis will be discussed further.

3.5.1 Data Collection

Given that this study has concerned itself with online communities and electronic forms of communication, the data instruments used to collect data reflect this characteristic. The community transcripts (Collection 1) were collected from each online community’s electronic archive. An electronic survey instrument (Collection 2) and an online forum (Collection 3) were created and hosted on the Internet. These three instruments will be discussed in this section (with details of analysis provided in Section 3.5.2).
3.5.1.1 Community Transcripts

Each of the three online communities involved in the study had electronic archives of transcripts of community discussions. These archives provided rich data for analysis. They were electronic records of email communication between members via the community discussion list. They contained all of the messages members posted to the discussion lists. They have been collected according to calendar months and stored accordingly. Access to the archives was available to members only and required a community username and password. These archives were records for members to freely access to revisit specific discussions, to check their own contributions, to look up information, to catch up with missed discussion and to be directed to by other members. Most list archives are searchable by author and subject as well as date of posting.

It was decided that to simplify the data collection, the transcripts for the same month would be collected for each online community. After examination of the file size per month, it was determined that certain months had larger file sizes. In order to have access to rich data, it was decided that a large file size month would be selected. The three online communities represented three unique contexts; a state community (SSABSA), a national community (OzTeacherNet) and an international community (BECTA). Two of the communities, SSABSA and OzTeacherNet were Australian-based and it could be assumed followed similar patterns of high and low activity due to similar school calendars. It was decided that January continued to present as a very active month, due to the file sizes in the archive. This was also true in the international community, BECTA. Thus the month of January was selected. This presented the
context of two communities preparing for the new school year and one community halfway through their academic year.

The community transcripts were downloaded and stored electronically. These were then loaded into the qualitative analysis program, MAXqda® for coding and analysis. The coding framework will be discussed in further detail in Section 3.5.2.1.

3.5.1.2 Survey

The electronic survey was created with the assistance of a University technician and comprised of a combination of 25 open and closed questions (See Appendix 1). It was organised around four topics (a) background (b) professional development, (c) online communities, and (d) ICT use. These topics emerged as areas of interest from the literature review. It was hoped that data would be collected that would support the conclusions reached in literature review and the propositions suggested in the conceptual framework (see Figure 2.12).

As mentioned above, the questions in each section were carefully constructed to support the propositions suggested in the conceptual framework and in keeping with the initial conclusions reached in the literature review (see Section 2.2-2.4). For section (a) background, the questions aimed at collecting broad demographical data and answered the who/what/why/how continuum. Section (b) professional development sought to explore the professional development experiences of members and elicit personal opinions and suggestions regarding this topic (see Section 2.2). Section (c) online
communities was designed to clarify the nature of the respondents membership to the online community and their motivation for joining (see Section 2.3.2). Finally, section (d) ICT skills sought to ascertain how members obtained their ICT skills (see Section 2.4.1). The questions were constructed in keeping with these aims and were guided by the literature review.

The electronic survey was hosted by the University server for a period of three weeks. The members of the three online communities were invited to complete the survey via a request posted to the community email list. The email message contained a link to the survey. Firstly the respondent was asked to read an information document outlining the research project and how the data collected was to be used. As mentioned previously, the survey was available for three weeks and members were sent a ‘reminder’ email encouraging them to participate after the first two weeks had elapsed. The survey had a consent mechanism built into the first page where respondents recorded their consent to participate in the research by selecting the ‘Start Survey’ button. All responses were anonymous and no personal details such as email or IP addresses were collected thereby ensuring privacy. This meant that the respondents could not be identified.

The results of the survey were collected in an Excel® spreadsheet format. This raw data was then tabulated and sorted for analysis. The survey was available from the second week of May 2006 and closed during the first week of June 2006.
3.5.1.3 Forum

The focus group forum was the final data instrument used in the study. As demonstrated by Figure 3.4, the initial analysis of the transcripts and survey informed the direction of the forum. This instrument was created in order to clarify and elucidate elements that emerged from the survey and transcripts. Participants in the focus group forum were recruited via convenience sampling. Convenience sampling (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990) is one of the most popular forms of recruiting for focus groups as it saves the researcher time and in some cases money. As Stewart and Shamdasani (1990) noted “the intent of virtually all focus groups is to draw some conclusions about a population of interest, so the group must consist of representative members of the larger population” (p.53).

The focus group comprised of members of the three online communities involved in the study. An informal survey was conducted to determine the most active members of each community over a three month period. These identified members were sent an email inviting them to participate in the forum. Members were asked to complete an electronic permission form and 2 to 3 members were invited from each community. Whilst the aim was for optimally 9 participants, in order to avoid ‘no shows’ more were invited.

Online forums have a number of advantages as they provide a facility to “develop ideas and questions but also to store these ideas and questions so that they are always available for further discussion and revision” (Li, 2004, p.24). The questions
used to start the forum were framed from the discrete areas of interest arising from the
survey and community transcripts (Table 3.2). The questions were organised into
subject areas to avoid confusions (Li, 2004, p. 27). The forum was available to
participants for 3 weeks in August 2006 and a reminder email was sent to participants
after the initial week of activity. The researcher participated in the forum discussions by
posting the initial question and sending messages prompting members for further
clarification.

As it has been previously noted, the initial analysis of the transcripts and survey
informed the questions that were constructed for the forum. This was purposeful and
aimed at clarifying and elucidating elements or themes that had emerged from the initial
analysis. The eight broad subject areas were selected as they had emerged as areas of
focus from the literature review and reflected the aims of professional development
respondents to the survey were asked to rank (see Section 4.2.2.7). The questions were
directly in response to issues that needed clarifying after the initial analysis of the survey
and transcripts.

The forum was divided into eight electronic pages, with the subject area
displayed as the topic and the question posted to start the discussion. These questions
can be seen in Table 3.2. At the end of three weeks, the data was collected into eight
separate electronic documents.
Table 3.2

Subject area and questions from the forum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject area</th>
<th>Question to start the discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact on classroom</td>
<td>Have you used any ideas from community discussions or activities in your classroom?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>Have you formed closer personal relationships with any members? For example, are there any members you met online via the community whom you now communicate personally with, either by email, telephone or face-to-face?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>How would you describe your initial presence in the community? Did you feel you were an outsider sitting on the edge observing? How did this change? What changed it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogy</td>
<td>Have your teaching practices changed as a result from what you have learnt in the community?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>Do you use the online community as a problem solving resource? If so, has it been useful? Do you consider this to be an important role?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Professional Development</td>
<td>Is the on-going continuous nature of online communities an advantage? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional communication</td>
<td>In your opinion, is professional discussion valuable? How is participating in professional discussions online different or better than professional discussions in your workplace?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional Development</td>
<td>Do you feel membership to an online professional community, like the one you belong to, represents a worthwhile form of professional development?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Data Analysis

Data analysis was conducted on all three instruments, that is, community discussion transcripts (Section 3.5.2.1), an electronic survey questionnaire (Section 3.5.2.2) and the transcripts from the focus group forum (Section 3.5.2.3). The details of the tools used to conduct the analysis will be discussed further.
3.5.2.1 Community transcripts

In Chapter 2 (see Section 2.4.2) the literature review pertaining to electronic surveys in qualitative research was presented. The content analysis framework used in this study was the *Practical Inquiry Model* developed by Garrison, Anderson and Archer (2001). This model recognises and incorporates the shared world and the private world of an individual as important components in the construction of knowledge. This is highly applicable to online Communities of Practice due to the shared/private world perspective. Members participating in online discussions are motivated by experiences in their private world. This framework manages to incorporate the social construction of knowledge and the place of the individual within that learning landscape.

The model is divided into four phases; triggering event, exploration, integration and resolution. These phases attempt to reflect the critical thinking process learners engage in when constructing knowledge (Garrison et al., 2001). These four phases each contain a descriptor, which in effect acts as the broadest grouping of codes. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.5. The descriptor codes are indicative of the type of activities the learner is engaged in within that phase. In the triggering event, messages are coded as *Evocative* they are essentially evoking a discussion. There are two codes within this descriptor that represent the different types of evocative message. In the exploration phase, messages are coded as *Inquisitive* as they are concerned with inquiry and clarification. There are six codes within this descriptor. In the integration phase, messages are coded as *Tentative* as they represent attempts to synthesise and to reach a consensus regarding a discussion topic. There are four codes within this descriptor. The
final phase, resolution, has three *Committed* codes and these messages clearly identify that a solution or resolution has been reached.

*Figure 3.5: Phases and descriptors of The Practical Inquiry Model* (Garrison et al., 2001)

As mentioned above, each descriptor contains a number of possible codes for messages, which Garrison et al. (2001) describe as Indicators. These indicators or different types of messages within the descriptor are presented in greater detail in Figures 3.6 – 3.9 (Garrison et al., 2001). Evocative messages were triggering messages
that initiated a new community discussion. The types of messages that could be coded within this descriptor can be seen in Figure 3.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Sociocognitive Processes</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evocative</td>
<td>Recognising the problem</td>
<td>Presenting background information that results in a question</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>Asking questions</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.6: Triggering Events*

Inquisitive messages were concerned with exploring, clarifying and initially responding to an evocative message. These types of messages largely occurred early in a discussion. The types of messages that could be coded within this descriptor can be seen in Figure 3.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Sociocognitive Processes</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inquisitive</td>
<td>Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>Unsubstantiated contradiction of previous ideas</td>
<td>I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>Many different ideas/themes presented in one message</td>
<td>I2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information exchange</td>
<td>Personal narratives/descriptions/facts (not used as evidence to support a conclusion)</td>
<td>I3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>Author explicitly characterises message as exploration – e.g. “Does that seem right?”</td>
<td>I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brainstorming</td>
<td>Adds to established points but does not systematically defend/justify/develop addition</td>
<td>I5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>Offers unsupported opinions</td>
<td>I6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.7: Exploration*
Tentative messages displayed attempts to reach a consensus or a solution within the discussion. There was a sense of building on or linking together contributions made by other members during the course of the discussion. The types of messages that could be coded within this descriptor can be seen in Figure 3.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Sociocognitive Processes</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tentative</td>
<td>Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>Reference to previous message followed by substantiated agreement. Building on, adding to other’s ideas</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>Justified, developed, defensible, yet tentative hypothesis</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>Integrating information from various sources.</td>
<td>T3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creating solutions</td>
<td>Explicit characterisation of message as a solution by participant</td>
<td>T4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.8: Integration*

The final phase, resolution, contained committed messages. These were messages that resolved the discussion, such as selecting a solution or applying a solution to an authentic context. The types of messages that could be coded within this descriptor can be seen in Figure 3.9.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Sociocognitive Processes</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Committed</td>
<td>Vicarious application to real world</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing solutions</td>
<td>Coded</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defending solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 3.9: Resolution*

The unit that was coded, was the message itself, as Henri (1992) suggested, each message has its own meaning and can be considered on its own (p.118). A message posted during an online discussion or posted to a noticeboard in response to a discussion thread, is generally limited to one topic. It was expected that some messages could be classified into more than one category; those messages were classified based on primacy to ensure reliability.

As mentioned previously, the community transcripts were electronic documents accessed via community archives. Thus it was decided to preserve the integrity of these documents by coding them electronically. The messages were coded using the qualitative software program MAXqda2®. The transcript analysis is presented in detail in Section 5.2. This analysis also included the mapping of the discussion threads and will be presented in detail in Section 5.4.
3.5.2.2 Survey

The electronic survey provided a large amount of data that initially need to be sorted into manageable units. Miles and Huberman (1994) viewed qualitative analysis as consisting of three stages; data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing and verification. The analysis of the survey followed these three phases.

- **Data reduction**

  The raw data was collected as *Excel®* spreadsheets and contained a mixture of open and closed responses. The open responses were broad and difficult to comprehend in their raw form hence there was a need to employ data reduction techniques. Data reduction “refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and transforming data” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 10). Themes and commonalities were initially sought and raw data was grouped under these categories. This allowed the researcher to determine general consensus regarding a question.

- **Data Display**

  The data display stage was when the data is “an organised, compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and action” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 11). Much of the data from the closed questions was tabulated and this format permitted easier understanding of meaning and allowed for contrast and comparison of results. The data from the open questions was further reduced after careful analysis into sub-categories and themes. The information collected by the electronic survey was further analysed using the statistical program SPSS®. The data was presented graphically in
tables in order to determine if relationships existed between variables. The data submitted to analysis via SPSS® was comprised mainly of demographical information and opinions elicited using a rating scale. This phase is presented in detail in Section 4.2.

- **Conclusion drawing and verification**

The final stage of analysis that was applied to the survey was conclusion drawing and verification. Miles and Huberman (1994) stated that conclusions need to be verified meanings emerging from the data have to be tested for their plausibility, their sturdiness, their “confirmability” – that is, their validity (p. 11). The conclusions reached regarding the data collected by the survey are presented in detail in Section 4.2.5. These conclusions were further verified by the data collected by the transcripts and forum and this is presented in Chapter 6.

3.5.2.3 Forum

The transcripts from the focus group forum were submitted to analysis guided by the phases outlined above by Miles and Huberman (1994) in Section 3.5.2.2.

- **Data reduction**

The focus group forum was conducted electronically and hence the data was collected and stored as electronic documents. Due to the structure of the forum, the data was stored as eight separate documents and these ‘chunks’ of data were subject specific and pertained to one question and its resulting discussion. Hence the initial data reduction
was performed by the structure of the forum itself. These were then submitted to broad analysis for themes and commonalities in messages. This allowed the researcher to determine the general consensus regarding a question.

- **Data Display**

This phase of the analysis was concerned with organising the data into a format that permits conclusion drawing and action (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.11). The data collected was organised into two frameworks. The first framework for analysis utilised the initial grouping of the transcripts around each discussion topic (see Table 3.2). This was surveyed for themes and commonalities which formed secondary headings. The individual messages were then grouped together under secondary headings. This permitted a clearer understanding of the general opinions of the group and the responses to the questions.

The second framework for analysis involved separating the answers into profiles for each of the participants ($n=11$). This was aimed at creating a sense of individual members and their concerns. These profiles were interesting from a personal insight perspective, as a clearer impression of individual members was able to be developed. The unit of analysis was again, the message itself which has been previously justified above (Section 3.5.2.1).

During the separating of data into the two frameworks, the researcher also employed a technique suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994) called tactics for
generating meaning (p.245). This required the researcher to step back and systematically examine and re-examine the data guided by 13 strategies. These strategies guide the researcher to notice patterns, make comparisons and note relationships between variables. These strategies were employed to generate meaning from the messages and help develop a clearer understanding of the subject being discussed.

- Conclusion drawing and verification

The final phase of analysis that was applied to the forum was conclusion drawing and verification. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the forum was used as a tool to clarify and elucidate themes or issues that arose from the survey and transcript analysis. It also was a tool to verify the conclusions reached in the data analysis of these two phases. Hence the conclusions drawn and their verification are presented in detail in Chapter 6.

This section has concerned itself with describing the research methodology of the study. This has involved an examination of the data instruments; the community transcripts (Section 3.5.1.1), the survey (Section 3.5.1.2) and the focus group forum (Section 3.5.1.3). How these instruments were analysed has also been discussed (Section 3.5.2), including a detailed explanation of the approaches used with the community transcripts (Section 3.5.2.1), the survey (Section 3.5.2.2) and the focus group forum (Section 3.5.2.3).

3.6 Validity and reliability

The tactics that were used to increase the validity and reliability of this study included:
• The use of data (community transcripts) that were unsolicited by the researcher and are thus unbiased and not influenced by the aims of the study.
• The use of appropriate analysis techniques that reflected the nature of the data collected
• Use of a combination of open and closed questions that enabled respondents to clarify or provide their own answers if none were suitable.
• Pilot testing the survey on a control group of teachers with adjustments made based on feedback.
• Sampling a wide variety of teachers, not limited to a particular state or country or teaching background.
• The use of data collection techniques that complemented the propositions of the research.

When conducting a qualitative study it is important that the validity and reliability of the conclusions are verified. This can be achieved via triangulation “the process of using multiple perceptions to clarify meaning, verifying the repeatability of an observation or interpretation” (Stake, 2003, p. 148). Triangulation was achieved via organising the data into Collections 1 and 2, after initial analysis informed the construction of the data instrument used in Collection 3. The conclusions drawn after analysis of the survey were supported by evidence found in the transcript analysis and the focus group forum. This is clearly demonstrated in the synthesis of findings presented in Chapter 6.
3.7 Role of the researcher

The researcher assumed the role of observer for the collection of the electronic survey and community transcripts. Access to community archives and hence the discussion transcripts, was achieved via membership. Hence the researcher was a non-participating member of each of the three online communities. This enabled access to archives, lists and community members. The researcher did not initiate nor respond to any messages posted to discussion lists so as to remain neutral and apart from the community.

This non-participatory role became one of a participant-observer in the focus group forum. The researcher participated in the forum by posting the question to initiate the discussion. The researcher tried to remain outside of the discussion and only re-entered the forum if it was stalled and needed re-direction.

3.8 Limitations of the study

The aim of the research was to determine if online Communities of Practice represented a source of continuous professional development for teachers. Whilst the participants were expected to demonstrate a useful knowledge and understanding of technology, this does not limit the applicability of the research. Future research may be needed to determine what skills or level of knowledge is required for teachers to successfully participate in online Communities of Practice and how this can be delivered to them.
3.9 Summary

This chapter has been concerned with presenting the research methodology for the study described in this thesis. This study has been designed as a multiple case study (Creswell, 2005) and has sought to investigate online communities as a source of professional development for teachers. The collective cases investigated were the participation and involvement of members in the activities hosted by three online Communities of Practice. Three communities were selected, one state, national and international, to provide a range of professional and geographical environments. This provided a wider scope for the study and ensured a cross-profession perspective.

The case study has been shown to contain the five essential components identified by Yin (1994):

1. The research question (Section 3.3.1.1)
2. The propositions (Section 3.3.1.2)
3. The units of analysis (Section 3.3.1.3)
4. The determination of how the data is linked to its propositions (Section 3.3.1.4)
5. The criteria to interpret the findings (Section 3.3.1.5)

The subjects of the study were the members of the three online communities. The study was designed to be conducted in three stages (see Figure 3.4), with each data instrument and analysis informing and directing the following stage.

As the study was concerned with examining electronic communities, the data collected reflected this as each data instrument was electronic; the community
transcripts (Section 3.5.1.1), the survey (Section 3.5.1.2) and forum transcripts (Section 3.5.1.3). Analysis was also conducted electronically (Sections 3.5.2.1-3.5.2.3). Due to the volume and nature of the data collected, it was subjected to sorting via Miles and Huberman’s (1994) stages of qualitative analysis. This enabled the data to be reduced into meaningful units that could be coded and analysed.

In conclusion, the methodology presented in this chapter has attempted to find a balance between the unique nature of the cases and subjects, that is, patterns of participation and the members of online communities and the focus of the study. This study was guided by the research questions, their propositions and the four elements guiding the conceptual framework. These were continually re-visited during the data collection and analysis phases in an attempt to ensure reliable, focused and meaningful data was collected.

As noted, the data informing this study was collected through three instruments. This was, firstly, through Collection 1, an electronic survey (whose findings will be detailed in Chapter 4) which focused on collecting demographical information about the members of online communities. The second collection, Collection 2, was of the community discussion transcripts (to be described in Chapter 5) and designed to provide rich data regarding the content of the messages. The final data collection, Collection 3, was from a focus group forum (to be embedded in the broader synthesis of findings in Chapter 6) and which was concerned with clarifying issues or elements that arose from the survey and community transcripts.
Chapter 4

FINDINGS - SURVEY

4.1 Overview

Electronic communication is characteristically concerned with ‘the message’ (eM), those who send them (S) and those who receive and read them (R). This relationship could be simplified into the equation eM = S + R. When this simple equation is applied to online communities several elements are added that make this simple act of sending and receiving a message more complex. These new elements are characteristics such as asynchronicity, unknown senders and readers, non-linear text and the absence of non-verbal cues. The equation modifies itself from being a simple communicative act to one that has the potential not only to inform, but to transform. The electronic message in an online community may be a request for help or information, the offering of ideas and solutions or the contemplation of an issue. What is apparent is that the complexity of these messages lies in their impact outside the online environment. It is apparent from the messages themselves that the information is being applied to real, authentic contexts and is not limited to the online environment. In order to understand this complexity, the data collection will focus on the electronic messages of the three online communities involved in the study, the members who sent them and their content.

The discussion in this chapter is concerned with the findings of the electronic survey open to members of all three online communities and designed to provide information about who the members of these communities are and what they hope to
achieve through their membership. This discussion needs to be prefaced with an understanding of the populations from which the data has been drawn. Table 4.1 presents a summary of the three online communities under review (see Section 3.4.1, Table 3.1 for further details).

Table 4.1

*Online Communities of Practice*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Name</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Specialisation</th>
<th>Membership (as at Jan 2006)</th>
<th>Physical Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BECTA Top Teachers</td>
<td>BECTA</td>
<td>Implementing and using ICTs in the classroom</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OzTeacherNet</td>
<td>OTN</td>
<td>General community list - pedagogical and professional issues affecting teachers</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>QUT, Brisbane, Australia</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSABSA English Teachers</td>
<td>SSABSA</td>
<td>Teachers of English</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Adelaide</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The potential total population for this study was large \(N=1288\) and, while predominantly Australian, had representation from a number of different countries. The total membership of the communities, however, is not a reliable measure of the study population as it can be presumed that active membership would represent only 20-30% of the population, this figure was reached by counting the number of messages per member, per community over three months and then averaging the tally. A more realistic estimate of likely participants would be 250-400 people. Similarly, while it
cannot be known with any surety, it can be supposed that the members of these communities are teachers or involved directly or indirectly with education and schooling.

It can be said, however, that the members of these communities as subjects for this study represented a genuine cross-section of nationalities, systems and ages. They were not limited to a particular teaching area or to a particular geographical location. This diversity allowed an interesting snapshot of how professional development for teachers is generally offered and organised. It also identified that there were some similarities in teacher problems and needs that were common across the profession.

4.2 Online Survey

The purpose of the online survey was to gather demographic data and provide insight into the professional development experiences, attitudes and skills of the members of online teacher professional communities. An open invitation to participate was sent to all members of the three online communities (see Table 4.1) reviewed in this study. This invitation was extended through an email to the respective lists which included a URL link to the survey hosted by QUT. Ninety-eight members responded to the invitation by completing the survey, irrespective of personal experience, country or system.

The survey was available for three weeks and members were sent a ‘reminder’ email encouraging them to participate after the first two weeks had elapsed. The survey had a consent mechanism built into the first page where respondents recorded their
consent to participate in the research by selecting the ‘Start Survey’ button. All responses were anonymous and no personal details such as email or IP addresses were collected thereby ensuring privacy. This means that the respondents ($n = 98$) could not be identified and no data is therefore available to determine from which community the respondents originate.

The survey comprised of a combination of 25 open and closed questions (See Appendix 1) organised around four topics. These were (a) background (b) professional development, (c) online communities, and (d) ICT use. For purposes of clarity and organisation, the findings will be presented through these four topics (Sections 4.2.1-4.2.4). This section will conclude with a summary of the findings from the survey (Section 4.2.5).

### 4.2.1 Background

The background topic contained five closed questions designed to collect broad demographical information about the members of the online community (see Appendix 1). This topic was specifically designed to build a profile of the members of these professional online communities based on age, gender, area/level of teaching, number of years experience and level of confidence with ICTs. It is important to note that the results collected by the survey are not necessarily representative of communities in general but is limited to those concerned with teaching and teachers. A further consideration to note is that the results represent those who positively responded to the invitation to participate and are not necessarily indicative of the teaching profession per
se. They present as a valid snapshot of life online and represent the experiences of these people and not the profession in general. Table 4.2 presents a summary of the gender and age characteristics of the survey respondents which shows, as with the general population of teachers, a preponderance of females (81.63%) over males (18.37%).

Table 4.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender of survey respondents sorted by age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be discerned from Table 4.2 and seen in Figure 4.1, the majority of respondents to the online survey were female (81.63%) and were predominantly aged between 40 – 59 years (with 22.45% aged from 40-49 years and 36.73% aged between 50-59 years). This would appear to be fairly indicative of gender trends in teaching, with the total number of teachers who are female represents 67.96% of teaching staff and males representing 32.04% (ABS, 2005). The distribution is also indicative of trends, with the majority of teachers in Australia (63%) falling within the 35-44 years and 45-54 years age groups (ABS, 2003). The youngest age group responding to the survey was the 20-29 year old cohort and this proved to be a small group (n=7, representing 7.14% of all survey respondents) but again predominantly female. This would be expected as according to ABS (2003) fewer young people are entering the teaching profession and
the median age of teachers has risen from 34 (in 1991) to 43 (in 2003). The lowest response rate was from the 60+ group \( (n=5, \text{ representing } 5.1\% \text{ of all survey respondents}) \) where all respondents were female.

![Figure 4.1](image_url)

*Figure 4.1*  Age of survey respondents sorted by age

The majority of respondents to the online survey \( (n=98) \) came from a primary school teaching background \( (n=32, 32.65\%) \) with teacher librarians \( (n=28, 28.57\%) \) and secondary teachers \( (n=27, 27.55\%) \) well and quite equally represented. The groups which were not well represented in the survey were (a) early childhood \( (n=3, 3.06\%) \), (b) tertiary \( (n=1, 1.02\%) \), and (c) adult/vocational educators \( (n=1, 1.02\%) \). This lower representation might indicate (a) that the ICT skills of teachers working in these areas may not be as proficient; or (b) teachers in these areas do not feel the need for support; or (c) that teachers in these areas may subscribe to area-specific online communities rather than the “general” teaching communities under review in this study.
A further six respondents (6.12%) selected the “other” option. It would appear that these responses were from experienced teachers who had moved in to more senior positions within the teaching field. Details offered in clarification were (a) professional development, (b) cross-sector teaching (2 instances), (c) senior project officer for government department, (d) special education teacher and (e) Catholic education officer.

A gender breakdown according to teaching area can be seen in Table 4.3. This shows that the largest group to respond to the survey were female primary teachers (28.57%), followed by female teacher librarians (25.51%) and female secondary teachers (18.37%). As noted, there was a noticeable difference between the number of male and female teachers who responded to the survey, but the largest group of male teachers were secondary teachers (9.18%).

Table 4.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching area</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood</td>
<td>1 (1.02%)</td>
<td>2 (2.04%)</td>
<td>3 (3.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>4 (4.08%)</td>
<td>28 (28.57%)</td>
<td>32 (32.65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>9 (9.18%)</td>
<td>18 (18.37%)</td>
<td>27 (27.55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (1.02%)</td>
<td>1 (1.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult/Vocational</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>1 (1.02%)</td>
<td>1 (1.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Librarian</td>
<td>3 (3.06%)</td>
<td>25 (25.51%)</td>
<td>28 (28.57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (1.02%)</td>
<td>5 (5.1%)</td>
<td>6 (6.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18 (18.37%)</td>
<td>80 (61.63%)</td>
<td>98 (100.00%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The respondents represented a group of highly experienced teachers with the majority having over 20 years experience ($n=59$, representing 60.2% of all survey respondents) which is consistent in relation to the largest age cohort being 50-59 years of age (45.92%) (see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1). The number of years of teaching experience ranked after 20+ years and from largest grouping to the least were 11-15 years (12.24%), 1-5 years (10.2%), 16-20 years (9.18%) and 6-10 years (8.16%). These four groups, although considerably smaller than the 20+ years group, were comparably represented with the spread ranging from 8-13%. As the majority of respondents ($n=59$, $N=98$) had over 20 years of teaching experience, it might be concluded that this group represents experienced confident members of their online communities.

Respondents to the survey were asked to rate their own level of confidence in using ICTs from a pre-defined and hierarchical list of descriptors. These were (a) very poor (no response), (b) poor ($n=1$, 1.02%), (c) competent ($n=26$, 26.53%), (d) highly competent ($n=34$, 34.69%), and (e) professionally competent ($n=37$, 37.76%). The responses therefore ranged from competent to professionally competent (98.08%) with only one respondent (1.02%) indicating a poor level of confidence in using ICT. Seventy-one respondents (72.45%) indicated a confidence level which was either highly or professionally competent.

This high level of perception of capacity would be expected as the survey respondents represent a group who have independently sought out an online environment – an action which demands both competence and confidence. The one
respondent who indicated a poor level of confidence, upon closer examination, had the following profile:

- Female
- Aged 40-49 years
- Primary school teacher
- 16-20 years teaching experience
- Member of online community for 1-3 years.

This might indicate that the respondent is actively trying to improve her ICT skills by seeking out online communities and thereby engaging in opportunities to practise those skills or she may have self-rated her ICT skills harshly. Alternatively she might epitomise the legitimate peripheral participant described by Wenger (1998) who is trying to make the transition to a more experienced and confident member of the online community of practice. The mismatch in her years of teaching and her years of online membership support the hypothesis of a person using the list for her own professional development.

In order to determine if there was a relationship between the number of years of teaching experience and the respondents’ level of confidence in using ICTs, these two variables were crosstabulated using Pearson’s chi-square. A summary of these findings can be seen in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of years teaching experience</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Highly competent</th>
<th>Professionally competent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20+ years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results allow us to conclude, as previously noted, that the teachers who responded to the survey ($n=98$) were generally an ICT competent group of professionals. At the lower end of the confidence scale (poor to competent) were generally teachers with over 10 years of experience. Confidence in ICT was particularly well represented by teachers with over 20 years of teaching experience. The results of the Pearson chi-square analysis of Table 4.4 revealed that there was no explicit relationship between these two variables: Pearson $\chi^2 (1, N = 98) = 18.566, p < 0.100$.

Two further factors, namely, the area currently working in and the level of confidence in using ICTs were submitted to the same analysis. As seen in Table 4.5, the most confident teachers in the use of ICTs were from a primary background, followed by teacher librarians and secondary teachers. These three groups stood out clearly from the other teaching areas, achieving scores for their level of confidence in using ICTs ranging from 27 – 32 in total (see Totals column in Table 4.5). There was a dramatic difference with the next grouping which dropped to only 6 (Early Childhood). An
explanation for this result may be (a) the types of learning activities these teachers create, (b) the resources available at their schools or due to (c) the expectations of staff and students. The results of the Pearson chi-square analysis of Table 4.5 revealed that there was a small probability of a significant relationship between these two variables: Pearson $\chi^2 (1, N = 98) = 18.020, p < 0.454$. This score is insufficient to conclude that an influence exists between the numbers of years of teaching experience being related to the level of confidence in the use of ICTs.

Table 4.5

*Area currently working in* *Level of confidence using ICTs*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area currently working in</th>
<th>Level of confidence using ICTs</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Highly competent</th>
<th>Professionally competent</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Area/Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult/Vocational</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Librarian</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the findings that have been presented so far in relation to the background section of the online survey, we can conclude that the average respondent to the online
survey was female, aged between 50-59 years and working in the primary sector. The respondents generally have over 20 years of teaching experience and they are professionally competent in using ICT.

4.2.2  Professional Development

The professional development section of the online survey contained seven questions (2 open, 1 ranking, 4 closed). This section of the survey was designed to explore the professional development (PD) experiences of the members and elicit personal opinions and suggestions regarding this topic (see Appendix 1). The questions were also designed to explore some of the interim conclusions reached in the literature review (Chapter 2) regarding professional development and teachers. The findings from these questions are reported in the following subsections (Sections 4.2.2.1 – 4.2.2.7) relating to each of the questions asked about PD in general.

4.2.2.1  Respondents’ PD experiences

The respondents were asked to describe their PD experiences both on-line and off-line over the previous 12 months. The majority of responses could be categorised as being conferences, workshops and courses. Some of these were compulsory such as first aid certification, mandatory government policy or initiative training sessions and syllabus sessions. Courses or workshops that attracted favourable comments were generally subject-specific and thus personally relevant. This demand for authentic and contextualised professional development is consistent with the findings of Lloyd and
Cochrane (2006) who suggested that context is one of four elements (along with time, professional growth and community) critical in effective professional development.

A particular type of course or training that received favourable comments tended to be any associated with technology, for example, digital animation, *MovieMaker*®, *Excel*® workshops, *INTEL*®, website development or using the Internet in the classroom. This keen commentary on technology-based training is not unexpected from a cohort who are active members of online communities and thus could be considered highly interested in ICTs. Another form of PD highly valued were conferences. The benefits of attending conferences were identified as networking and meeting peers from around the country and were further praised as engaging, exciting and innovative.

Respondents were also asked to describe any particular program that left a favourable impression and to offer an explanation. These were specifically-named courses and were selected for a variety of reasons. Most of these can be grouped together and can be characterised as programs that:

(a) presented different strategies that can be implemented in the classroom;
(b) exposed them to new ideas and techniques by a specialist from a particular area;
(c) allowed them to participate and be creative; and,
(d) allowed them to present as well as observe.

For example, four respondents mentioned a peer-tutoring program that had been established in their schools, where staff were learning from each other by engaging in project-based ICT lessons each week.
There were also some negative comments made about PD experiences with descriptive criticisms and emotive phrases used as descriptors, namely, compulsory, boring, “chalk and talk”, irrelevant, irregular and disorganised. Some respondents voluntarily offered additional information regarding how they sought out PD opportunities themselves, outside of school requirements, but it was not explained why they felt the need to do so. The types of PD they independently sought were professional chat groups (Edtalk, IT-teachers), M.Ed courses, personal skill development courses (software programs), refresher courses, professional reading (journals) and membership to online communities.

4.2.2.2  Employers’ PD requirements

The second open question asked respondents to comment on their employer’s PD requirements per year. This question was divided into two sections. Firstly, respondents were asked to comment on attendance, that is, if it was compulsory or voluntary and if they were required to meet a PD quota per year. Secondly, they were asked for their impression of the PD requirements mandated by their current employer. This mix of formal and informal professional learning experiences is of interest to this study as it would offer insight into the forms of professional learning teachers seek out.

The majority of the respondents reported that they were required to fulfil or at least demonstrate that they had achieved a certain number of PD hours per year. There was a broad range of answers which defied comparative analysis. These included 37.5
hours per year, 2 weeks compulsory PD sessions, 30 credit points per year (with 1 credit point equal to 1 hour), 40 hours, a combination of 2 departmental days, 2 school-based days and 1 day of own choice, 6 hours per year, and 3 hours per week. Additionally, teachers working within particular education authorities such as Catholic Education Australia had additional PD requirements of 20 hours in Religious Education. Amidst this were some reports of no mandated quota or specified programs of professional development. This indicates that employer demands range dramatically within the profession and between systems and geographic locations and supports a conclusion that there is no overarching system of measurement.

Generally those respondents who were working within a PD quota seemed positive about this requirement. Some, however, responded that the mandated requirements made PD tedious, irrelevant, insufficient and “open to rorting.” There was also criticism about the types of PD some staff selected in order to satisfy the quota with one respondent describing this as “Mickey mouse type PD” that is, selected to meet the quota of hours rather than to meet specific needs. It would also appear that, for the majority of respondents, meeting the quota had a built-in incentive such as taking “Week 41” as paid leave rather than spending an additional week at school in Term 4.

The presence of a quota did not appear to constrain the amount of time the respondents spent per year on PD. Many respondents reported that they sought further courses outside of (additional to) the quota or the required PD program and set themselves PD quotas based on specific areas, for example, 25 hours of ICT PD per year
and several respondents reported reaching between 100-200 hours per year. It could be contended that this group are not typical and that they represent a highly motivated and professionally responsible cohort as evidenced by their membership to online communities. They could simply be of a mindset that seeks out those types of opportunities – a prime example of this being the previously cited female primary teacher who, despite having indicated a poor level of confidence, was an active member of her community list (see Section 4.2.1). Whether they are indicative of the profession as a whole would need to be examined further.

Financial constraints also affected the amount of time and the type of PD that respondents selected. It would appear that teachers had restricted access to funding for PD and the availability of funds has not been standardised across systems and sectors. Some respondents reported that their schools were very happy to provide funding for courses whilst others were limited to fixed amounts from $100-200 per year. The largest group were those who had to pay for professional development courses out of their own money. This had an effect of limiting what they would do with one respondent stating that “$600 [at own expense per year] is enough, after that I don’t go.” This appears to represent a problem as some teachers are required to meet a PD quota but, as their school or education authorities do not provide them with PD opportunities, they must seek alternatives themselves which often incur costs. This may explain the attraction of online communities as a source of PD as teachers are making use of existing and freely available networks to meet quotas or needs.
4.2.2.3 Decision making

The respondents were asked who, in their opinion, would be the most appropriate person(s) to decide on the content of the PD programs they undertook and they were permitted to select more than one answer from a given list. The consensus was that teaching staff (87.75%) themselves were the most suitable. This finding appears to be supported by Richardson’s (1990) findings which concluded that, for PD to successfully result in changes to teaching practices and to be more positively received, teachers should be included in the planning and design stages. Two options for decision-making, School Administration and Department Heads, received similar scores (28.57% and 29.59% respectively) and so did not indicate a particular preference. Only 20.40% believed that education authorities should determine the PD activities of teachers while 3.06% of responses were given to an unspecified “other”.

The respondents who selected “Other” with regard to who was the most appropriate to decide on the content of PD programs offered a number of alternatives. These suggestions can be grouped loosely into three categories: (a) external groups, (b) the individual, and (c) combinations. The responses grouped under the title (a) external groups included professional bodies such as the Institute of Biology, advisors, professional associations and universities. Most of these suggestions might have been grouped under the option “Education Authorities” in the survey but the respondents appeared to choose to clarify their response by selecting “Other”. Under the grouping (b) the individual were suggestions such as self-generated PD with teachers identifying
what they need, individual, and being able to freely select from a variety of courses. These suggestions could have belonged to the option “Teaching staff” but what is clear is that there is an emphasis on the individual self-determining their learning and conducting it by themselves. This raises issues such as freedom of choice and personalised learning which might be absent from current PD programs.

Finally, the last grouping of suggestions (c) combinations contained suggestions such as working collaboratively to make the decision, “a mix of all,” and “all should be involved to provide breadth.” These responses suggest that a number of options have a potential role to play in the PD of teachers but perhaps the current structure or system does not harness that potential fully. It would appear that the survey respondents were suggesting a more coordinated approach to PD. Under the “combinations” grouping, it was also suggested that there should be a committee comprising staff from all faculties and executive or a teacher committee which liaises with principals. This suggestion once again reiterates the need to provide teachers with a “voice” regarding the content and form of PD programs which appears to be lacking or is perceived to be lacking at present.

4.2.2.4 Preferred learning methods

The respondents were asked to select their preferred learning method and the results can be seen in Table 4.6. The respondents to the survey indicated a clear preference for face-to-face courses with these being ranked in the top two positions and representing over half (53.05%) of all responses.
Table 4.6

*Preferred learning method (in descending order)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of learning</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning with your colleagues face-to-face not from your workplace</td>
<td>28.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning with your colleagues face-to-face from your workplace</td>
<td>24.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning individually and electronically</td>
<td>21.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning with an anonymous group of colleagues electronically</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning individually, in a course conducted away from your workplace</td>
<td>9.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning with your colleagues from your workplace electronically</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that these teachers were responding through an online survey based around online communities and as mentioned previously, represented a cross-section of teachers who actively engage in online learning and who display a high level of ICT competency, it was expected that “online” options would prove popular. However, methods that involved face-to-face contact received 53.05% of the answers while electronically-based methods received a combined response of only 33.66%. This result is consistent with other findings that conclude teachers learn best collaboratively, face-to-face (Boyle et al., 2004; Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991; Huberman, 2001; Kemmis, 1989) but which may be unreliable in the inherent ambiguity of the options and the loose definition of terms. It might also be conjectured that the respondents to the survey perceived “learning” to be formal rather than informal learning.

From the responses to this item, it would appear that the most popular method of learning is face-to-face contact with a group of colleagues who were not from their
workplace (28.57%). This may indicate that teachers need the opportunity to communicate with a group of professional peers and that they need broader social interaction that can be provided from within their workplace.

The responses which included the term “colleagues” drew 65.29% of all responses irrespective of whether this was face-to-face or electronic. This would indicate that teachers respond best to socially constructed knowledge. It might also reflect the desire for a community-based approach to learning (Watts & Castle, 1992) or the desire for professional support.

The majority of PD programs experienced by the respondents would largely have been face-to-face short courses or single sessions usually conducted at school by an outside expert. Thus perceiving their membership to an online community as a form of PD requires a conceptual shift in their understanding of professional learning. Teachers prior experiences may have resulted in pre-conceived ideas about how PD should be structured. The need for contact between peers not from their workplace is something they are achieving in their online communities, the fact that they have not made the leap from this type of contact to it being a context for PD might be a contextually and conceptually-based problem of perception rather than it being perceived as unsuitable. The finding may also reflect poor experiences of the type of PD pejoratively called “PD on a CD” where self-paced course material has been distributed for teachers to work through in their own time. The perception may be that all “electronic” PD uses this delivery as opposed to a communication model.
Six respondents \((n=98)\) to this item selected “other” but there were 14 open responses to this question as some respondents felt the need to explain their choice. A clear indication of preference was given for learning with any group away from the workplace which indicates a desire to be on more neutral ground or the need to be removed from daily practice in order to take a new perspective. The suggestions made for team, faculty and interdisciplinary-based learning were still indicative of a preference for face-to-face and collegial learning but might also be seen to be a comment on the content of the program and therefore consistent with the previous finding that teachers themselves felt they should make decisions about PD programs (see Section 4.2.2.3).

Six respondents \((n=98)\) indicated that all of the options had a place depending on the topic or goal of the program. Another respondent proposed that the learning needs to be workplace-based but could take any form, either individually, with colleagues or electronically. This desire to keep PD workplace-based may indicate a need for the content to be authentic and closely-related to the everyday practices of teachers which has been suggested by research (Guskey, 2002; Lloyd & Cochrane, 2006; Richardson, 1990). Finally, a suggestion was made by four respondents that the options described could all be supplemented with online learning. This might indicate these respondents saw online learning playing a support or resource role in their professional development rather than being the environment in which to learn.
4.2.2.5  **PD locations**

The respondents were asked to indicate their preference for a location for PD. There was a clear preference for locations away from the workplace with only 29.59% preferring to have PD based in their school. The findings for this item, presented in Table 4.7, are consistent with findings for the previous item (see Section 4.2.2.4) where a similarly clear preference was indicated for learning to be (a) with others not known to the respondent and (b) not in the respondent’s workplace. This is an interesting preference and appears to be contradictory to situated learning theory, which suggested that learning needed to be situated in an authentic situation (that is, their workplace) for the knowledge created to be essential (Brown et al., 1989). It would also appear contradictory to statements made by respondents regarding the aims of PD (see Section 4.2.2.7) and their preference for authenticity and contextual relevancy. Perhaps the attraction of locations away from school is just that, the desire to be away from their normal work environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In a neutral environment (e.g. convention room)</td>
<td>40.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At school / workplace</td>
<td>29.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At home via the Internet</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At a higher education provider (e.g. University, Technical College)</td>
<td>8.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There were 21 contributions made to the ‘other’ option for this question though only 11 respondents \( (n=98) \) selected this choice. The majority of the comments were clarifying why a particular choice was made, for example, “I chose school because of time constraints” indicating a low attraction for programs that require the teacher to be away from school. Of the comments made, 7 respondents suggested that all of the choices were suitable but were dependent on the nature of the PD program. Some suggestions named specific PD providers such as City Learning Centre (United Kingdom) whilst some commented that some options had a “double” meaning, for example, “a neutral environment is also online.”

4.2.2.6 Duration of PD

The respondents were asked what duration PD should be if it were to achieve real change to teaching practices (see Table 4.8). The short program (2-3 months) option received the highest score (40.82%) followed by short single sessions (1-2 hours) (22.44%) and longer programs (6 months +) (20.41%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short programs (e.g. 2-3 months)</td>
<td>40.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short single sessions (1-2 hours)</td>
<td>22.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer programs (e.g. 6 months +)</td>
<td>20.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>16.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This result supports research that has suggested short single sessions are not popular with teachers (Garet et al., 2001) nor that they achieve any real change to
teaching practices (Sorge & Russell, 2000). However short single sessions still ranked quite highly (second), perhaps the respondents perceive this type of session effective for a particular role such as acquiring a new skill or information about a new policy (see Section 4.2.2.1).

The comments made in the “other” option might explain this further. A high number of respondents chose this option (16.33%) with the majority of answers able to be grouped under a loose “all options - depends on activity” heading. Some of the suggestions indicated a personalised approach to be adopted with the duration depending on the individual teacher and their needs. This desire for a more personalised PD program has been identified by a number of researchers (Franke et al., 1998; Gallimore et al., 1986; Richardson, 1992) and has similarly emerged in the findings of this survey particularly in the responses to questions about decision making (see Section 4.2.2.3).

Four respondents commented that the most effective model for change was “continuous and ongoing” PD and that this “is the real benefit of [learning] online.” This type of PD, that is, continuous and ongoing, can be facilitated easily by online methods, but this method appears to be contradictory to the identified “face-to-face, colleagues not from workplace and conducted away from workplace” criteria determined by the responses to the previous two questions (Sections 4.2.2.3-4). There was one negative comment in response to this question where the respondent offered that “none of these models effects change” but no alternative was suggested.
4.2.2.7  Aims of PD

The final question in this section asked respondents to rank 8 statements regarding the aims of PD. The statements were collected from the conclusions suggested by research conducted on PD and teachers (see Section 2.2). The statements (in rank order) are presented in the table below, which clearly indicates the research associated with each statement.

Table 4.9
The aims of PD supported by references from literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements regarding the aims of PD (ranked in perceived importance by respondents)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Positive change to teaching practice</td>
<td>Borko et al., 1997; Franke et al., 1998; Hawkes, 1999; Hoadley &amp; Pea, 2002; Marx, Blumenfeld &amp; Krajcik, 1998; Richardson, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 An improvement in student learning</td>
<td>Guskey 2002; Richardson, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Obtaining new skills or knowledge</td>
<td>Huberman, 2001; Stehle, Whatley, Kurz &amp; Hausfather, 2001; Richardson, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Creating a supportive learning environment within the workplace</td>
<td>Billet, 1993; Hodkinson &amp; Hodkinson, 2003; Huberman, 2001; Ingvarson, Meiers &amp; Beavis, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Solving problems encountered in the classroom</td>
<td>Franke et al., 1998; Richardson, 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Updating theoretical knowledge</td>
<td>Borko et al., 1997; Gallimore, Dalton &amp; Tharp, 1986; Richardson, 1990; 1992; 1994; 1997; Richardson &amp; Placier, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Forging closer bonds with colleagues</td>
<td>Goldenberg &amp; Gallimore, 1991; Sorge &amp; Russell, 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Increasing teacher motivation and enthusiasm</td>
<td>Borko &amp; Putnam, 1995; Richardson, 1990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statement ranked first, “Positive change to teaching practice” achieved 34.69% of the responses followed closely by the second-ranked statement “An improvement in student learning” which achieved 33.67% of all responses (n=98).

These two aims would appear to be highly valued by the respondents to this survey and
also more broadly to teachers who are looking for evidence of positive change to student learning (Guskey, 2002) before new skills or knowledge learnt are adopted and result in change to teaching practice (Guskey, 2002; Richardson, 1990).

The positioning of “Obtaining new skills or knowledge” in third position confirms the comments collected in previous questions in the survey that describes this as a key outcome of PD and that teaching is constantly changing and new ideas are being continually disseminated throughout the profession. If we examine the lowest ranking statements “Forging closer bonds with colleagues” and “Increasing motivation and enthusiasm,” it is interesting – and somewhat contradictory - to note that these are two of the most highly commented on positive attributes of membership to an online community by respondents (see Section 4.2.3.5). Without further opportunity to interview survey respondents, this disparity remains an interesting contradiction in teachers’ perceptions and could be the subject of further study.

4.2.3 Online communities

The online community section contained 12 open and closed questions designed to clarify the nature of the respondents’ membership to the online community and their motivation for joining (see Appendix 1). It sought primarily to determine if an online community is perceived by its members as a medium for professional development. Half of the questions were open and this was purposefully constructed so that the emphasis was more on eliciting personal opinions rather than answering questions that led the respondents in a particular direction. As with the previous section on
professional development (Section 4.2.2), responses regarding online communities will be presented in the following subsections relating to each of the relevant survey items (Sections 4.2.3.1-4.2.3.12).

4.2.3.1 Community membership

To develop a better understanding of the circumstances of the respondents’ membership behaviour, they were asked to indicate how many online communities they were a member. These were not distinguished between professional or personal interest communities and it was hoped that the actions of the respondents would be understood more clearly. The results can be seen in Table 4.10.

Table 4.10

*Number of subscriptions to online communities (in descending order)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of community subscriptions</th>
<th>Number (%) (N=98)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>55 (56.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 6</td>
<td>22 (22.45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 to 10</td>
<td>10 (10.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just this one</td>
<td>9 (9.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+</td>
<td>2 (2.04%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The largest response indicated that the majority of respondents were members of 1 to 3 online communities (56.12%). Although outside of the scope of the survey, it would be interesting to examine if these communities were all professional communities and if they were highly organised or casual groups. It could then be conjectured that the
respondents may represent a group that uses this form of community in all aspects of their life not just for their professional needs.

Being a member of 1 to 3 online communities would not be regarded as difficult to manage in terms of time however, belonging to more than 3 would be seen as a significant number of subscriptions to manage. This time management would similarly be expected from the second largest grouping where respondents indicated that they were members of 4 to 6 online communities (22.45%). This may suggest that they, along with those respondents who belonged to 7 to 10 groups (10.2%) and over 10 groups (2.04%), were members of a combination of both personal and professional communities. Thus it might be conjectured that 34.69% of respondents are potentially using online communities in all aspects of their life not just for professional interests.

It would have been useful to determine which type of community they first joined, that is, if they joined personal interest communities and experienced the potential of these communities and then sought to apply this to their professional life or vice versa. The question that then emerges is the relationship between these two types of communities on members’ perceptions of the value of such membership as opposed to the members who are only participating on one type of online community. There may not be any correlation between these two aspects and multiple memberships may be evidence of more confident and experienced members of the community applying their new skills to other aspects of their life. This might suggest that the low number of respondents who belong to only one community (9.18%) may represent the legitimate
peripheral participants of their community. These respondents may be participating in the survey whilst being new to this kind of experience. They may represent a group trialling online communities or exploring their potential.

In order to establish if there was a correlation between the number of online communities the respondents were members of and the number of years teaching experience they had, these attributes were cross-tabulated. The results can be seen in Table 4.11.

Table 4.11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of years teaching experience</th>
<th>Number of online community memberships</th>
<th>Total (N=98)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Just this one</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20+</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the Pearson chi-square analysis of Table 4.11 revealed that there was a good probability of a significant relationship between these two variables: Pearson \( \chi^2 (1, N = 98) = 8.083, \ p < 0.946 \). This score indicates that an influence exists between the numbers of years of teaching experience being related to the number of online
community memberships. If we examine the data in Table 4.11, we can see that the highest number of memberships to online communities can be found in the teachers who have over 20 years experience. If this is combined with the results depicted in Figure 4.1, then we can conclude that those members fall between the 40-49 and 50-59 age brackets.

4.2.3.2 Duration of membership

There were three online communities participating in the study (see Section 4.1, Table 4.1) and the respondents were asked how long they had been a member of the community through which they had accepted the invitation to participate in the survey. The intention here was to determine a level of commitment through length of membership. The results are summarised in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of community membership</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1 year</td>
<td>15 (15.31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 years</td>
<td>34 (34.69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6 years</td>
<td>34 (34.69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10 years</td>
<td>10 (10.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+ years</td>
<td>4 (4.08%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The predominant responses were 1–3 years and 4-6 years (each returning 34.69% of all responses). The outlying findings were from those who belonged to the online community for longer than 6 years (14.28%) and those who had been a member for less than 1 year (15.31%). As noted in the discussion on the number of subscriptions
held (Section 4.2.3.1), membership to a community requires a commitment of time and energy hence if members did not feel such membership was worthwhile, that is, able to satisfy their needs, it would be expected that they would “drop off” fairly quickly.

A self-evident factor which affects the length of membership time is the length of time the online community has existed. At time of writing, the OzTeacherNet community has been in operation for 11 years (since 1995), BECTA TopTeachers 4 years (since 2002) and SSABSA English Teachers for 3 years (2003) (see Table 4.1). This explains the finding that the majority of respondents’ period of membership fell between 1-6 years. As can be seen in Table 4.12, 14.28% of respondents had moved past this stage and thus represent a committed membership cohort from the OzTeacherNet list whose needs, it can be cautiously conjectured, are being met by this online community.

A further factor becomes apparent when the respondents who have been members for over 10 years are considered separately. This group, potentially 4.08% of the respondents, represents a cohort of early adopters of Internet-based communication as the Internet in its current form has existed and been easily accessible since 1995. The subset of this cohort (4.08%) who have been members of an online community for over 10 years would most probably also have been members of Keylink communities which had a radically different interface from what is now used and a different membership profile. It may indicate that this cohort includes teachers who have consistently
embraced new developments in online communications. Specifically in online communications and more generally in ICT applications.

In order to understand if there was a relationship between the number of online communities the respondents belonged to and the number of years they have been a member of these communities, these two variables were crosstabulated using Pearson chi square. This process generated interesting statistics regarding membership over a period of time. The respondents who belonged to 1-3 communities and had been a member for 1-3 years represented 25.51% of the sample but this figure iteratively halved as the number of years increased 4-6 years (13.26%), 7-10 years (5.10%) and 10+ years (2.04%). This may indicate that there is a period of intensity for membership (1-3 years) and that membership naturally diminishes over time. It would be interesting to examine if members felt there were any differences in the level of their participation between professional, personal interest, formal or informal communities. The results of the Pearson chi-square analysis of these two variables (number of online communities belonged to and duration of membership) revealed that there was no explicit relationship between these two variables: Pearson $\chi^2 (1, N = 98) = 18.566, p < 0.100$. So it might be conjectured that the number of communities an individual belongs to does not affect their length of time as a member. Conversely, people who have been members of online communities for a longer period of time need not expand their membership to a number of lists.
4.2.3.3 Selecting community membership

In an attempt to understand how the online communities attract members, respondents were asked how they found their particular online community. These results can be seen in Table 4.13.

Table 4.13

Information source for online community (in descending order of response)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information source</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Link from a professional website</td>
<td>40 (40.82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation from a friend/colleague</td>
<td>32 (32.65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>12 (12.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirement for further study, for example, postgraduate course</td>
<td>9 (9.18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engine</td>
<td>5 (5.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the nature of professional online communities, it would be expected that the respondents would have heard about these communities via professional means. This expectation is grounded here through the discovery that 32.65% found the community via a recommendation from a friend or colleague and 40.82% found it via a link from a professional website. Thus the majority (73.47%) joined the community via professional “introductions” which is indicative of a high sense of professional responsibility. A noteworthy group (9.18%) had joined the online community as a requirement for further study such as a postgraduate course. While some respondents may still be students in their courses, it is anecdotally known that many individuals retain membership following completion of their studies.
The respondents who contributed to “Other” (12.24%) clarified this choice as being (a) a requirement for their job, (b) via a forwarded email, (c) from a conference presentation, (d) via snail-mail, and (e) via an invitation from the community itself. Very few respondents (5.1%) located their community via a search engine and perhaps this group represented a cohort who are highly independent or who feel isolated in their workplace. They have actively and deliberately sought a specific group to join.

4.2.3.4 Time allocated to participation

The respondents were asked to estimate the number of hours they spent per week participating in the online community. Cues were given through the listing of specific online activities, that is, reading emails, replying to discussion threads or other activities on the website. The results can be seen in Table 4.14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information source</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1 hour</td>
<td>22 (22.45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 hours</td>
<td>37 (37.76%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6 hours</td>
<td>25 (25.51%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10 hours</td>
<td>6 (6.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+ hours</td>
<td>7 (7.14%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority spent between 0-6 hours per week (85.71%) and this can be broken down to (a) less than an hour per week (22.45%), (b) 1-3 hours (37.76%), and (c) 4-6 hours (25.51%). The majority of respondents reported spending between 1-3 hours per
week which does not represent a large commitment of their time. If this, however, was averaged to 1.5 hours per week it would represent a potential of 60 hours of PD per calendar year. Considering that the teachers involved in these online communities join voluntarily, it would indicate that they place a high value and worth on this participation.

Two variables warranted a closer examination, that is, the number of online communities the respondents belonged to and the average amount of time spent participating in the community per week. These two variables were crosstabulated using Pearson chi-square and can be seen in Table 4.15. The results of the analysis revealed that there was a small probability of a significant relationship between these two variables: Pearson $\chi^2 (1, N = 98) = 33.523, p < 0.030$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Community memberships</th>
<th>Average time spent per week</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“this 1”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This score does not support the conclusion that an connection exists between the number of online communities an individual may belong to and the amount of time spent per week participating in the online community. An individual may belong to
only 1 community but may spend 10+ on activities associated with their selected community or communities where another individual may belong to 4-6 communities and spend only 1-3 hours per week in total on community-related activities. What seems apparent is that this covariance is dependent upon the individual and their level of engagement with that community.

4.2.3.5 Reasons for membership

The respondents were asked why they maintained their membership to the online community. The answers collected for this question were initially sorted into two broad groupings according to subject matter. These were answers that pertained to professional requirements, and those associated with emotional support.

The answers grouped in the professional requirements category were further divided into classroom/student needs and PD needs. Respondents whose answers fit in the classroom/students needs grouping commonly cited reasons such as access to subject-specific resources, handy hints for the classroom, new relevant content, access to expertise to solve classroom problems, sharing lesson ideas and support for classroom problems. These answers correlate to the aims of PD previously identified in Section 4.2.2.7.

It can be confidently contended that individuals saw the online community fulfilling a PD role as this was a popularly-cited reason why they maintained their membership. This was further clarified as the opportunity to learn from other
teachers/peers, access to like-minded professionals, professional discussions, opportunities to develop own teaching practices, sharing professional knowledge, “keep up with current professional trends,” and a desire to be “professional in my role.”

Associated to this desire for professionalism was the capacity online community membership had to remove geographical limitations with some respondents suggesting it was one of the only ways teachers in remote locations could maintain their professional learning. Given the intent of the study described in this thesis to investigate the role of online communities as professional development for teachers and given that the PD function of online communities has emerged voluntarily from the survey respondents, this is a critical finding.

The second grouping of answers to this item were associated with the emotional support of the teachers. These included such affective outcomes as enjoying input from other teachers, passing on information, the ability to ask for help, the collegial support, the warm environment, the professional stimulation, “the safety-net – there if needed,” a sense of belonging and camaraderie. This emotional support, whilst appearing to be professionally-based has been identified by research (Dwyer, 1995, p. 15) as being an important element in successful PD programs for teachers.

4.2.3.6 Expectations of membership

The respondents were asked if membership had met their expectations. This was overwhelmingly answered in the positive with 92.85% agreeing that their expectations
had been met. This score might be explained by the survey respondents not being truly representative of their communities with (a) the more negative members not having responded to the request to participate in the survey, and (b) those whose needs were not being met having discontinued their membership.

Some of the positive responses to membership expectations included (a) it had exceeded expectations, (b) it has “increased my knowledge of other teaching practices,” and (c) “there is such freedom in discussion.” Some of the more critical responses pertaining to other members’ behaviour included the following verbatim suggestions:

(a) suggesting that some members dominate;
(b) suggesting that discussions can be general and random at times;
(c) commenting that some requests seem trivial;
(d) desiring some members to be less patronising;
(e) indicating they would have liked more advice on careers; and
(f) complaining that some flower their comments with too much theoretical ‘garbage’.

These observations from members, particularly those concerned with other members’ behaviours suggests there is a possible role for moderators within these communities.

Only two respondents returned definitively negative responses with one simply stating “no” and the other offering that “it’s not really PD, rather just people searching for partner texts.” This latter comment was from a member of the SSABSA community list, the English Teacher community, whose discussion had, for the month at the
beginning of the school year, been dominated by teachers requesting suggestions for partnering texts [pairing up two texts for comparing and contrasting purposes] for their students. Upon further examination after re-visiting the archives and informally assessing the same month for three years, this appears to happen every year at that time. Perhaps the respondent had not been a member for long or was seeking different information from their community.

The one respondent who had simply answered “No” to this question was examined more closely. He had the following profile:

- Male
- Aged 50-59 years
- Primary school teacher
- 16-20 years teaching experience
- Professionally competent in IT
- PD quota of 37.5 hours per year
- Member of 1-3 online communities
- Member of online community for 7-10 years.
- Reason for membership given as being “interest, challenge, looking for new ideas”

These factors would indicate that being a long-time member of online communities might, in fact, have played a pivotal role in this respondent’s professional development. Hence his simple negative response to whether membership has met your expectations
appears contradictory. It might be a comment on the content of the list through which he had been invited to take part in the survey or might be a comment on what he was expecting when he joined. His initial expectations may have been different but his needs must be being satisfied otherwise his membership would not have continued for so long. It might alternately be a problem of definition (as noted in previous discussions in this chapter) where the term “professional development” has the connotation of formal learning or activities determined by external agencies.

In response to being asked if membership to the online community had met their expectations 5% of respondents answered “Yes and No” or “sometimes.” This was further clarified as being dependent on the topic being discussed, “that you can gain contacts and be exposed to different perspectives, but the quality of the learning needs to be more selective.” A criticism from three out of the five respondents in this group was the negative effect of “dominators” (here meaning a member who takes over community discussions). Upon closer examination of the profiles of these three respondents, it was determined that they were all members of the same online community, hence this may be a problem that was prevalent in that particular online community.

4.2.3.7 Participation

The respondents were asked to select a statement from a given list that best described their participation in the online community. The findings from this item are summarised in Table 4.16.
Table 4.16

Perception of participation (in descending order)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Number (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My participation depends on the topic being discussed by the list, I participate more if I am interested in the topic.</td>
<td>53 (54.08%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My participation fluctuates; I go through periods of high participation to low participation according to outside pressures.</td>
<td>23 (23.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My participation depends on my needs. If I need help or advice then I am active, otherwise I do not participate.</td>
<td>12 (12.24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My participation is not limited to my own needs, I try to participate in most discussions.</td>
<td>8 (8.16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This finding would indicate that participation is largely directed by the topic the community is discussing. Member activity fluctuates and this is generally dependent on outside pressure. It might also indicate that members are seeking personally relevant topics to participate in to motivate them to participate. Members do not feel the need to comment on all topics raised or respond to questions asked and only participate when they have a particular interest or expertise to share.

4.2.3.8 Online membership as professional development

The next question in the survey asked directly if participation in an online community could be regarded as a meaningful form of PD. The majority of respondents (86.73%) agreed that participation in an online community represent meaningful PD. Despite the acknowledged bias of the respondents to the survey, this is a key finding for the study described in this thesis because, as previously stated (see Section 4.2.3.5), the intent of
the study was to investigate the role of online communities as professional development for teachers.

The agreement was further clarified by the respondents who attempted to explain their belief. These explanations were grouped under the following broad reasons using the respondents’ verbatim comments. The comments were found to be supported in research literature and these are displayed in Table 4.17.

Table 4.17

Perceptions of membership as meaningful PD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons provided by respondents supporting the idea that participation in an online community represented meaningful PD</th>
<th>As evidenced in research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It enabled networking</td>
<td>Huberman (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It has an advantage of immediacy and relevancy</td>
<td>Richardson (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is convenient timewise</td>
<td>Garet et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There was a pooling of expertise</td>
<td>Sorge and Russell (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a building of collective knowledge</td>
<td>Boyle et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It encouraged professional conversation</td>
<td>Sorge and Russell (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It encouraged active learning</td>
<td>Guskey (2002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were also suggestions that to ensure the learning within the community is meaningful and professional, a community member should (a) “keep a diary of involvement as proof of and to chart proactive self-sourced PD”; and, (b) “that a community is only as good as its members, so move on if you feel there is nothing to be gained”.
Thirteen respondents (13.26%) replied in the negative to the question of whether participation in an online community could be regarded as a meaningful form of PD with 2 (2.04%) declaring “No” without clarifying and 10 (10.20%) offering “not really because…” type answers. The reasons proffered were generally based on (a) the learning styles used online and their possible suitability for everyone, and (b) that meaningful learning depended largely on individual members. Several respondents commented on the need to be active, to not adopt the role of a lurker and that for those who participate, the benefits are high. Some negative responses dealt with the subject matter of the group such as (a) incomplete information, (b) information based on personal opinions, (c) issues not entirely applicable to teaching, (d) general discussions not in-depth discussion and (e) “more like common room gossip.”

4.2.3.9 Change to teaching practice

The respondents were asked if they had changed any of their teaching practices as a result of participating in the online community. Whilst some respondents did not feel they had changed their teaching practices, others felt they had been exposed to new ideas and resources which they had used in their classrooms. Seventy-seven percent of respondents answered positively to this question with many able to provide examples. It was interesting to note that all of the examples given (> 50) were all technology-based which could be an example of the mode of learning influencing the outcome. The types of examples given were how to use PowerPoint®, webquests, a homework program, Blogging, Email Buddies, the Quizzard of Oz competition and the Ian Lillico Homework Grid.
The respondents who answered negatively to this question (21.42%) were responding in one of three ways. The responses were (a) “No” (14.28%), (b) “Not Yet” (3.06%), and (c) “No” with a clarification offered (4.08%). The responses of the latter grouping were not entirely negative and it may have been the wording of the question that influenced the answer they selected. They clarified their choice with explanations such as (a) “seen issues from a new perspective,” (b) “learnt some great ideas which I have used, many of my practices have been reinforced,” and (c) “have used some of the ideas and resources.” Perhaps there is confusion over what constitutes a change to teaching practices as those who used new ideas or resources would meet this criteria as they have conducted a lesson using something new and more critically, something sourced from the community. It is self-evident to suggest that they would not have been able to do this if had they not been a member of the online community.

4.2.3.10 Advantages of participation in online communities

The respondents were asked if they could identify any advantages of participating in online communities as a form of PD. An overwhelming number of responses identified time as one of the key advantages. The ability to log on and participate according to their own schedule was a clear advantage and the asynchronous nature of the communities gave them time to think, reflect and compose answers. The following positive comments were commonly raised by the respondents (a) the freedom of being able to access the PD in their own time, (b) the convenience, (c) no time pressures or structures to follow, (d) that is was flexible according to what else was going on their
life and (e) that it was internally motivated were also mentioned. Several respondents also commented on the cost effectiveness of this form of learning, and that it did not involve travel. This was also identified by geographically isolated teachers as being a clear advantage. The complexity of time as an element in professional development has been addressed by Lloyd and Cochrane (2006) and the findings in this survey would support this complexity.

Another advantage commented on by several respondents was the relevancy of the subject matter that it was linked closely to real life, was targeted to their needs and was authentic. This has been identified by research (Lloyd & Cochrane, 2006; Richardson, 1990) as an important characteristic for meaningful PD for teachers.

A further advantage identified was the immediacy of the learning in an environment where responses are fast, solutions are created quickly and topics can be discussed rapidly. Finally, the professional dialogue facilitated with peers outside of their workplace which ensured wider experience and helped create a sense of community was also cited as an advantage of participation.

### 4.2.3.11 Disadvantages of participation in online communities

In order to develop a complete picture of membership, the respondents were then asked if they could identify any disadvantages of participating in online communities as a form of PD. It was interesting to note, and further supporting the findings of Lloyd and Cochrane (2006) that one of the most popular advantages (time) was also listed as a disadvantage. In this instance, though, it would appear it was more of a time
management issue in this context. A large number of the respondents commented that careful management of time is needed to sort through all the email from the lists. Several mentioned the negative impact of dominators (previously defined in Section 4.2.3.6), discussions getting side-tracked, misunderstandings and members pushing personal agendas. It was also suggested that passive members, lurkers or reluctant members might not benefit from this form of learning. One respondent mentioned the lack of personal interaction might mean that “you could feel lonely.” A further problem raised was the inability to verify participation and this being potentially problematical when operating under a PD quota (see Section 4.2.2.2).

4.2.3.12 Memorable discussion threads

The final question in this section asked the respondents if any of the discussion threads they had read or participated in had been particularly memorable. Those who answered in the negative (14.28%) offered no clarification except for one respondent who stated that it was “only memorable if relevant to you and your situation at a particular time.” This reiterates the findings from previous sections of the survey that the content of discussions needs to be authentic and contextual (see Sections 4.2.3.5, 4.2.3.8, 4.2.3.10).

Of the 85.72% who responded in the affirmative some commented that the most memorable threads were remembered for the wrong reasons such as flaming or heated discussions. The threads that were highlighted as memorable were on the following topics: the future of education in Australia, the politics of teaching, creationism, philosophical topics, new technology, intelligent design, Mac vs. PC, standardised
testing and the ethics involved, homework programs, reporting to parents and working conditions. These provide an insight into the issues that currently concern the teaching profession in general, considering that the respondents represent a cross section of ages, teaching background and nationalities.

4.2.4 Use of ICT

The final section of the survey concerned the use of ICT and contained only one open question (see Appendix 1). This section assumed that the respondents would have the requisite competency in ICTs to be active members in their online communities and, hence, the question was concerned with ascertaining how they had gained their skills. This would provide more depth and understanding of the demographical cohort participating in the research. This assumption appeared correct because as noted in Section 4.2.1, the majority of respondents (37.76%) self-rated themselves as professionally competent regarding their level of confidence in using ICTs.

The respondents were asked how they had acquired their ICT skills and the answers could be grouped into four categories. The first and most popular category (64.32% of respondents) declared that their ICT skills were either self-taught, obtained by “doing” or by trial and error. This indicated that they were a confident cohort who have a tendency to immerse themselves in a new subject and acquire skills when/as needed.
The second most popular method was via a university-based course (22.42%) with most being postgraduate, particularly Masters courses. Given the higher numbers of older respondents and the length of teaching experience it is unlikely that their skills were gained in initial or pre-service training (see Section 4.1 for demographic data). The remaining respondents (13.26%) learnt their skills either through workplace-based learning or mentoring or from their students.

4.2.5 Summary of Survey

The purpose of the online survey was to gather demographic data and provide insight into the professional development experiences, attitudes and skills of members of online communities. As noted the survey was comprised of 25 questions organised around four topics. These were (a) Background (b) Professional development, (c) Online communities, and (d) ICT use. For purposes of clarity and to parallel more detailed findings presented thus far in this chapter, the summary of the survey will be organised around these four topics.

(a) background

The questions in the background section of the survey were designed to collect broad demographical information about the members of the online community, namely age, gender, area/level of teaching, number of years experience and level of confidence with ICTs. The data collected (see Table 4.2) indicated that the majority of respondents were female (81.63%) and aged between 40-59 years (59.18%). They most typically came from a primary school background (32.65%) (see table 4.3) and were very experienced
teachers with the majority having over 20 years (60.2%) of teaching experience. In a self-assessment of their ICT skills, the majority were competent to professionally competent (90.08%).

(b) professional development

This section of the survey was designed to explore the professional development (PD) experiences of members and elicit personal opinions and suggestions regarding this topic. The majority of PD experiences for the respondents were best described as ‘Conferences, workshops and courses’ (see Section 4.2.2.1). Courses or training that were associated with technology received favourable comments. The PD programs that presented strategies that could be implemented in their classroom, that allowed them to participate and those that exposed them to new ideas were described as leaving a favourable impression on them. The majority of respondents were required to satisfy a certain number of hours of PD per year (see Section 4.2.2.2) and this was generally not perceived as a negative constraint.

The respondents felt that teaching staff (87.75%) were the most suitable group to decide on the content and form of PD programs (see Section 4.2.2.3), however it was also suggested under the ‘Other’ option that a combination of all groups would also be desirable too. There was a clear preference for face-to-face PD programs (53.05%) (see Table 4.6), away from the workplace (70.41%) (see Table 4.7) and conducted over 2-3 months (40.82%) (see Table 4.8). When the respondents were asked to rank eight statements regarding the aims of PD, the majority selected ‘Positive change to teaching
practice’ (34.69%) closely followed by ‘An improvement in student learning’ (33.67%) (see Section 4.2.2.7).

(c) online communities

This section of the survey was designed to clarify the nature of the respondents’ membership to the online community and their motivation for joining. The majority of respondents were members of 1 to 3 online communities (56.12%) (see Table 4.9) and had been a member of those communities for either 1-3 years or 4-6 years (each returning 34.69%) (see Table 4.10). Most of the respondents selected or found their online community via a link from a professional website (40.82%) or by a recommendation from a friend or colleague (32.65%) (see Table 4.11). The amount of time they spent per week on participating in the online community typically ranged from 0-6 hours per week (85.71%) (see Table 4.12).

The majority of responses given to explain why they maintained their membership could be grouped under two broad headings, that is, professional needs (classroom/student needs or PD needs) and emotional needs (see Section 4.2.3.5). When asked if membership had met their expectations, an overwhelming 92.85% of respondents agreed (see Section 4.2.3.6). This result could be explained by the demographical characteristics of the respondents, which concluded they represented a highly experienced teaching cohort with professional competency in ICT (see Section 4.2.1). When asked to select the statement that best describes their participation, the majority
chose ‘My participation depends on the topic being discussed by the list, I participate more if I am interested’ (54.08%) (see Table 4.14).

The respondents agreed that participation in an online community represented meaningful PD (86.73%) (see Section 4.2.3.8) and 77% felt that they had changed their teaching practices as a result of participating in the online community (see Section 4.2.3.9). The respondents were asked to identify any advantages of participating in online communities as a form of PD (see Section 4.2.3.10). An overwhelming number of responses identified time as one of the key advantages as well as the following positive comments were commonly mentioned (a) the freedom of being able to access the PD in their own time, (b) the convenience, (c) no time pressures or structures to follow, (d) that it was flexible according to what else was going on their life and (e) that it was internally motivated were also mentioned.

The respondents were also asked to comment on disadvantages (see Section 4.2.3.11) and time management issues were commonly mentioned. Some also mentioned the negative impact of dominators (previously defined in Section 4.2.3.6), discussions getting side-tracked, misunderstandings and members pushing personal agendas. Finally, 85.72% of respondents agreed that discussion threads they had participated in or had read had been memorable and had made an impact on their pedagogy (see Section 4.2.3.12).
(d) ICT use

This section of the survey contained only one question which was concerned with how the respondents had gained their ICT skills. The majority of respondents described themselves as having been self-taught (64.32%) and acquiring their skills by ‘doing’ or by trial and error (see Section 4.2.4).

Thus the purpose of the online survey was to gather demographic data and provide insight into the professional development experiences, attitudes and skills of the members of the online communities involved in the study. This phase of the data collection has helped build a detailed profile of the senders and receivers of the electronic messages that are an important component of the online communities frequented by teaching professionals. The intent of this study was to investigate the possible role online communities in the PD of teachers, and this has been revealed voluntarily from the survey respondents. It emerged through the data that the respondents recognised their online community as fulfilling a PD role and it was identified as a key reason for maintaining their membership (see Section 4.2.3.5).

This result was further supported when the respondents were directly asked if participation in an online community could be regarded as a meaningful form of PD (see Section 4.2.3.8). The majority of respondents (86.73%) agreed thus indicating the potential role online communities may play in the PD of teachers. It was apparent that there exists some confusion regarding the definition of PD and what teachers perceive to be PD or not. When the respondents were asked to describe their PD experiences (see
Section 4.2.2.1) they listed both formal and informal self-directed programs as PD. However, when asked to comment on the form PD should take, such as location (see Section 4.2.2.5) and duration (see Section 4.2.2.6) they reverted to more traditional conceptions such as short programs in a neutral (away from workplace) environment. Thus indicating that comprehending online communities as a context for PD is currently not happening nor is it being perceived as a formal option for professional learning.

Perhaps a clearer indication of the value of online communities as a form of professional learning for teachers is more apparent when member behaviour is examined more closely. When the respondents were asked what kept them as a member of the online community the responses were broadly grouped under professional requirements and emotional support (see Section 4.2.3.5). The impact of their membership becomes clearer when examples of these two groupings are presented in Table 4.18.

Table 4.18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membership behaviour that meets professional requirements</th>
<th>Membership behaviour that meets emotional support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- the opportunity to learn from other teachers</td>
<td>- good to have reinforcement that problems are not mine only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- good source of quick help</td>
<td>- I enjoy the input from other teachers plus on the odd occasion I can help someone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- access to a group of like-minded professionals</td>
<td>- the collegial support online from others in the country and internationally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the wealth of knowledge available at the drop of a hat</td>
<td>- friendships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the content is often relevant to my work</td>
<td>- safety-net – there if needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- on-going interest in what is happening in other geographical areas</td>
<td>- sense of belonging and a common goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- keeping up-to-date with trends and general developments in teaching/learning</td>
<td>- camaraderie, we are all in this together trying to make things work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- no more isolation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The responses listed in Table 4.18 clearly indicate that members’ needs are being successfully met and there is anecdotal evidence that members are engaging in professional learning. Thus the survey has provided rich demographical data that has helped present a clearer picture of the members of online communities and their perceptions regarding the value and worth of such membership within the context of PD. This has helped create a sense of who is sending and receiving the electronic messages within the community and helps to develop some understanding of the impact of those messages on members.

4.2.6 Review of data collection

It has previously been noted (see Section 3.5.1) that each data collection instrument in this study would inform the following. The findings of the survey (Collection 1, presented in this chapter) provided a clearer impression of the general characteristics of the membership cohort of the three online communities involved in the study. There was also clarification regarding what they were looking for in their community (see Table 4.18) and what their reasons were that led them to maintain their membership. Given this outcome, it was hoped that findings would emerge from the transcripts (Collection 2) and the forum (Collection 3) that would support those statements.

It was, for example, hoped that the content of the messages (Collection 2) would reveal if the members’ professional requirements are being met and if the desired emotional support they seek is apparent (see Section 4.2.3.5). The messages should also provide confirmation that would support the reasons given by the respondents as to why
they remained members of their communities (see Section 4.2.3.6). The information that is being sought via an examination of the content of the messages is presented in Table 4.19.

Table 4.19

*Information being sought via an analysis of the content of the community transcripts.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What members are looking for in their community</th>
<th>Reasons for maintaining membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professional requirements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(a) classroom/student needs</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- access to subject-specific resources</td>
<td>- great freedom in discussion and always supportive feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- new relevant content</td>
<td>- increasing my knowledge of other teaching practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- access to expertise to solve classroom problems</td>
<td>- provides practical and effective information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- sharing lesson ideas</td>
<td>- there is always someone available to guide, assist or give you advice on any given area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(b) PD needs</em></td>
<td>- provides you with a group of peers to discuss ideas with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- learn from other teachers/peers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- professional discussions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- opportunities to develop professional practices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- sharing professional knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emotional support</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the ability to ask for help</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- a sense of belonging, camaraderie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- collegial support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- the ‘safety-net’ there if needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings from the community transcripts (Collection 2) will be presented in the following chapter (Chapter 5). The findings from the focus group forum (Collection 3), which in turn was guided by findings from the survey (Collection 1) and transcripts (Collection 2), will be presented as explanation and illustration within a broader synthesis of findings in Chapter 6.
Chapter 5
FINDINGS – COMMUNITY TRANSCRIPTS

5.1 Overview
The previous chapter, which presented findings from the electronic survey, began with a statement, expressed as a simple equation, about electronic communication and how it is characteristically concerned with “the message” (eM), those who send them (S) and those who receive them (R). This chapter will focus on the messages (eMs) sent and received by members of the three online communities investigated in this study during a selected calendar month (January, 2006).

This focus takes two distinct forms. The first (Section 5.2) is on analysing the content of the messages themselves in an attempt to discern what is being said. The messages were coded using the phases and descriptors of the Practical Inquiry Model (described in Sections 2.4.2, 3.5.2.1). Messages were deemed to be (a) evocative (Section 5.2.1.1), (b) inquisitive (Section 5.2.1.2), (c) tentative (Section 5.2.1.3), or (d) committed (Section 5.2.1.4).

The second focus (Section 5.4) is on graphically mapping the actions and interactions of the community using MAXMaps software. This process investigates how the community interacts and is based on the premise that understanding the content of messages is not limited to the actual message itself. Electronic messages are sent either to initiate or respond to a discussion thread and examining the entry point of a new
message can help to clarify the dynamics of the community discussion. This chapter will present a general overview of thread pattern analysis (Section 5.4) and will explore flowchart patterns (Section 5.4.1), regular cluster patterns (Section 5.4.2) and bonded cluster patterns (Section 5.4.3). It will conclude with a summary of the findings from the community discussion transcripts (Section 5.5).

5.2 Community discussion transcripts

In any investigation of an online community, what is said is of critical importance. The simple act of counting messages is only a partial measure of the success and reach of the community. More complex measures of community impact can only be drawn from the analysis of the messages themselves. It was decided that the community transcripts would be selected from the same time period for each of the three communities (see Table 5.2) and January 2006 was randomly chosen. It was hoped that, as this represented the start of a new school year in Australia, and the end of Term 1 in the United Kingdom, there would be rich data to analyse. Table 5.1 repeats relevant data from Table 4.1 and adds the number of messages coded in this study.

Table 5.1

Teacher online communities activity (January 2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Name</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Membership (as at January, 2006) (N=1288)</th>
<th>January 2006 Messages (N=546)</th>
<th>No. of contributors in January 2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BECTA Top Teachers</td>
<td>BECTA</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OzTeacherNet</td>
<td>OTN</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSABSA – English Teachers</td>
<td>SSABSA</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clearly the first two online communities, BECTA Top Teachers and OzTeachers present as more active and vibrant communities than the smaller discipline-specific SSABSA community. The 333 messages in the OzTeacherNet transcript were not from 333 unique senders but from 10-30% of their total membership base of 608. The actual number of members participating in January 2006 per community are as follows; BECTA Top Teachers 45, OzTeacherNet 103 and SSABSA English Teachers 6.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the item of analysis was the message itself. As Henri (1990) suggested, each message has its own meaning and can be considered on its own (p. 118). A message posted during an online discussion or posted to a noticeboard in response to a discussion thread is generally limited to one topic. However, it became difficult to code some messages as they addressed several points or messages. In an effort to solve this problem, the message was coded according to the first data that was presented in the message, for example, if the message began with a T2 (see Figure 3.8 for an explanation of the coding) message and then moved to E1, it was coded as T2. The rationale was that the primacy or urgency of the first-addressed topic would be indicated by the writer’s making this the leading sentences of the message. This served as a workable compromise but was not wholly satisfactory as it was felt some valuable data was not able to be acknowledged or used due to the limitations of the unit of analysis. The limitations that emerged during the coding phase will be discussed further in Chapter 7.
Whilst the community transcripts were accessed through public archives they required a member username and password to access. Messages were coded and analysed using the Practical Inquiry Model (Garrison et al., 2001) which attempts to recognise and incorporate both the shared world and the private world of an individual as argued to be important components in the construction of knowledge (see Section 2.4.2). This model’s strength is its applicability to online Communities of Practice due to the shared/private world perspective. This aspect can be seen in the diagram of the model Figure 5.1.

This figure is not available online. Please consult the hardcopy thesis available from the QUT Library

Figure 5.1: Practical Inquiry Model (Garrison et al., 2001)
5.2.1 General Overview of codes

Messages are classified according to the four phases of the model which are (1) triggering event, (2) exploration, (3) integration, and (4) resolution. These four phases reflect the critical thinking process and indicates a cognitive presence (Garrison et al., 2001). In this study, the phases will be combined with four broad descriptors; (a) evocative, (b) inquisitive, (c) tentative and (d) committed (Figure 5.1 further clarifies this relationship). The coding scheme to be used will reflect these descriptors, for example, the “evocative” descriptors will be referred to as E1 and E2. An overview of the coding of the three community transcripts for January 2006 is presented in Table 5.2 and a detailed summary is presented in Appendix 3.

Table 5.2

Overview of coding: BECTA, OzTeachers and SSABSA Transcripts (January 2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase</th>
<th>% of messages per phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOCATIVE CODES (Triggering event)</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INQUISITIVE CODES (Exploration phase)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>22.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENTATIVE CODES (Integration phase)</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>49.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMITTED CODES (Resolution phase)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 5.3, it can be seen that the messages posted fitted all four phases and indicators from the Practical Inquiry Model (Garrison et al., 2001). Table 5.3 shows that there were 101 evocative (triggering event) messages (18.5% of all messages sent), 121 inquisitive (exploration) messages (22.16%), 270 tentative (integration) messages
(49.45%), and 54 committed (resolution) messages (9.89%). The composition of these messages as percentages of the total number of messages posted (N=546) is represented in Figure 5.2.

![diagram]

**Figure 5.2** Composition of messages (sorted by descriptors)

The discussion in this section will now focus on providing and illustrating explanations of the code descriptors, namely, evocative (Section 5.2.1.1), inquisitive (Section 5.2.1.2), tentative (Section 5.2.1.3), and committed (Section 5.2.1.4). Following this will be a discussion of the transcripts by community, that is, BECTA Top Teachers (Section 5.2.2), OzTeacherNet (Section 5.2.3), and SSABSA English Teachers (Section 5.2.4).
5.2.1.1 Evocative (Triggering Event)

As noted, the total number of messages in this phase was 101, which represent 18.5% of the total ($N=546$). This ratio would be expected as these types of messages are merely the trigger for the community discussion and their purpose is to inspire or provoke further debate and discussion. “Evocative” messages can be divided between E1 Recognising the problem and E2 Sense of puzzlement codes. The breakdown between E1 and E2 messages is shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase $\text{(N=546)}$</th>
<th># and % of messages per descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOCATIVE CODES (Triggering event)</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td></td>
<td>37 (36.63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td></td>
<td>64 (63.37%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the analysis of messages from the three communities in January 2006, there were 37 E1 messages (36.63%) and 64 E2 messages (63.37%).

Typically E1: Recognising the problem messages contained requests supported by contextual information to help members understand what is required. For example:

I've just been having a look at Google Earth – looks fantastic! I was wondering if anyone has come up with any good classroom uses for it - it looks like it would be great for exploring Roman Roads for example.

BECTA Transcript Lines: 6162-6165
E2: Sense of puzzlement messages tended to be about professional issues or topics not directly related to a specific classroom problem, for example:

As a secondary maths teacher, from time to time I encounter the question “When am I ever going to use this?” What's the point of learning algebra or trigonometry? The implication of the question is that the study of these branches of mathematics is pointless because few people will ever need to put them to use in their chosen career. How do we answer such questions?

Actually, it's a fair observation that most people will not need to use many of the skills we teach in secondary school. Apart from specific skills that are taught on the job, almost all the knowledge and skills needed by the vast majority of occupations have been taught by about year 5. I'm not just talking about maths ... the same thing goes for the other learning areas. So what do *you* say when they ask you, "When am I ever going to use this?"

OzTeacherNet Transcript Lines: 4504-4532

5.2.1.2 Inquisitive (Exploration)

The exploration phase is illustrated by six “inquisitive” descriptors (I1-I6). These are used to identify (a) divergence within the online community (Code I1), (b) divergence within a single message (Code I2), (c) information exchange (Code I3), (d) suggestion for consideration (Code I4), (e) brainstorming (Code I5), and (f) leaps to conclusions (Code I6). The breakdown of inquisitive messages is presented in Table 5.4
Inquisitive messages are posted in response to evocative (triggering event) messages (E1 and E2) but, in this instance, were more prolific in response to E1 messages. In this analysis, 121 inquisitive messages were identified representing 22.16% of all messages analysed (\(N=546\)). The breakdown of the coded inquisitive messages into the six descriptors can be seen in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4
Inquisitive messages: BECTA, OzTeachers and SSABSA Transcripts (January 2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase ((N=546))</th>
<th># and % of messages per descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INQUISITIVE CODES (Exploration phase)</td>
<td>121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26 (21.49%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>9 (7.44%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17 (14.05%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32 (26.45%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15 (12.4%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>22 (18.18%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most frequently occurring message type was I4: *Suggestions for consideration* (\(n=32\), representing 26.45% of all inquisitive messages). These were often messages that offered a solution to an E1 or E2 message but also included ideas or suggestions that warranted further exploration. These were commonly in the form of questions, for example:

I would start with parents' views: from their experience of surfing, do they think it is possible to protect children from downloading unsuitable sites? And then, is it unsafe for children to make their own judgments about these sites?

BECTA Transcript Lines: 490-490
Inquisitive messages attempt to present a solution to a problem or question, but did not want to appear to be authoritative or dominating. The authors couch their suggestions with rhetorical questions that could be responded to by the community.

The second most frequently-occurring inquisitive messages were I1: Divergence – within the online community ($n=26$, representing 21.49% of all inquisitive messages). This did not indicate that arguments were rife among the communities just that differing opinions or ideas were being presented to be considered. An example of this is the following message concerning the use of interactive whiteboards:

I'm wondering if anyone else is as doubtful as I am about the value of these? (The boards - I'm 100% in favour of projectors).

I remain unconvinced that they offer anything that cannot be achieved by other means, other perhaps than for the youngest children where the touchy-feely thing is important (and where is the cut-off for this: Yr 2? 4?)

BECTA Transcript Lines: 2757-2762

The code, I6: Leaps to conclusions warrants some comment as it represents the dissonant voices within the community discussion. In this analysis, there were 22 I6 messages (representing 18.18% of all inquisitive messages). These types of messages may present as a natural occurrence within a discussion particularly among a diverse group of people. For example:
If you're suggesting using it [the use of interactive whiteboards] in conjunction with handwriting recognition - be wary!

BECTA Transcript Lines: 3688-3689

I6 “leap to conclusions” messages tend to disagree with previous messages but do not offer any reason or explanation for the opinion offered. If a message disagreed with a previous message but offered supporting reasons or explanations, then it may have been coded as I1. I6 messages were the third most frequently occurring inquisitive messages.

The messages coded I3: Information exchange (n=17, representing 14.05% of all inquisitive messages) were mainly responses to E1 messages. They offered suggestions to a particular request and often contained hints or comments on their personal use of the idea. However, they could also be contributions such as finding new information and sharing it with the community. For example:

I have a new word to share with everyone "confabulation". I'm doing research on the brain and came across this little beauty (well I thought it was anyway). We don't retain 100% of an elaborate experience as we store different aspects in different parts of the brain. Then when retrieving the information (as the brain abhors incompleteness) it may fabricate a missing or incomplete section. This is not lying because it is an unconscious process and the individual believes the fabricated information to be true.
This is "confabulating". Certainly brings a different light on all those little confrontations between children when they swear that their version is true!!!! Are they lying or confabulating?????

OzTeacherNet Transcript Lines: 8004-8013

Another commonly attributed inquisitive message was I5: Brainstorming messages (n=15, representing 12.4%). These messages were akin to brainstorming in face to face settings and building concepts maps within the discussion. Ideas, often many within one message, were offered for consideration. The following I5 example is also taken from the BECTA discussion on interactive whiteboards:

Putting the pictures in the correct sequence is a perfect “drag’n’drop” activity. The use of the sound recorder allows the children to add a caption to each of the pictures.

Alternatively the children could use the sound recorder on each page to build a simple play script. As each page is turned, a child records the characters’ feelings by speaking the part.

Using other hardware in conjunction with the board - an Alphasmart allows children to add text away from the board, but then just plug it into the host computer and the opportunity for discussion and engagement from peers is endless. Immediate access to the board for everybody to see: "How could we improve on this?" "Which words could we add to this sentence to make it clearer?"

BECTA Transcript Lines: 5003-5014
5.2.1.3 Tentative (Integration)

Tentative messages were the largest number of messages ($n=270$, which represents 49.45% of the total number of messages posted). The breakdown for the four tentative codes is seen in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase (N=546)</th>
<th># and % of messages per descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TENTATIVE CODES (Integration phase)</td>
<td>270</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1  Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74 (27.41%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2  Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32 (11.85%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3  Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62 (22.96%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4  Creating solutions</td>
<td>102 (37.78%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The timeline of a discussion, as per the model being used, can be roughly described as being the presentation of a problem (evocative), the clarification and exploration of that problem (inquisitive), a possible solution being reached (tentative) and finally, the solution being implemented (committed). Therefore, we would expect that a large number of messages within the tentative phases would be concerned with creating solutions and connecting ideas. These types of messages offered specific solutions to a problem usually after the community had agreed on a course of action to follow.

The triggering event for tentative (integration) discussions was generally E2 messages. E1 messages that contained a problem or situation that was quickly dealt
with by the community were generally limited to inquisitive codes as the response and then moved directly to the resolution phase. However, more complex issues or discussion moved from the inquisitive phase, where the issues were generally clarified in the tentative phase.

These longer more complex discussions contained a large number of *T1 Convergence – among group members* messages (n=74, representing 27.41% of all tentative messages). For example:

Well said, … [Name], having experience two universities, I particularly agree with your comments about them. I had thought that as uni fees increased, we would begin to see some bang for our buck, so to speak. But each year we seem to pay more, and get less. It's all about quantity (in terms of student numbers) rather than quality. I feel some pressure to resume the M Ed, from which I have taken a leave of absence, before fees go even higher and become prohibitive.

As a relief teacher I wonder why I bother, but you have to keep the old brain employed somehow, and I also enjoy the intellectual stimulation. Plus it will give me something to do on my days off. At the same time, concerned that the course lacks relevance and that I should perhaps explore what PD is available to me.

I would be interested in hearing from people who were happy with their university experience and which one they attended.

OzTeacherNet Transcript Lines: 829-842
These types of messages would often refer to a previous message or member with whom the author wishes to align their opinions.

The most frequently-occurring message descriptor was T4 *Creating solutions* messages \( (n=102) \). This was the most frequent message type in its phase (representing 37.78\% of all tentative messages) as well as being the most frequent of all messages posted (representing 18.16\% of all messages in January). T4 messages appeared to be “culmination” solutions reached after much discussion. For example;

Getting students to do a comic sports commentary can be fun, or [be] a sports commentator interviewing a literary character (say Macbeth, do you think you kicked an own goal when you tried to get rid of Banquo? Ans: Yes I didn't think they'd bring on his ghost as a substitute) Kids often like satires, e.g. visiting crikey.com, or some such. Getting students to choose their own scene to dramatise from a film or novel can produce great results.

SSABSA Transcript Lines: 66-72

The process of reaching this agreed course of action required many messages which were classified as T3: *Connecting ideas and synthesis* \( (n=62, \text{ representing } 22.96\% \text{ of all tentative messages}) \). Generally, one member of the community attempted to tie together all of the other ideas or proposals. Often this member was the initiator of the evocative message (E1 or E2) that had started the discussion. It could be seen as an attempt to move the discussion towards the next phase and resolving the issue being
discussed. For example (a further message from the BECTA discussion on interactive whiteboards):

One of the more subtle differences between both is the positioning of the teacher and the class. In my experience, generally the standard data projector is projected onto a wall at well above head height whereas the typical [interactive whiteboard] IWB installation by necessity has to be at the eye level of the children. (They and the teacher need to be able to reach the top of the board where the standard menus are.) Being usually a slightly smaller image "throw" the class can also sit closer to the board. With the IWB, the teacher is usually facing the class as opposed to working from the computer typically behind the class. This overall intimacy tends to draw more out of both the children and the teacher as facial and other mannerisms can be reacted to a lot easier.

BECTA Transcript Lines: 4653-4663

Finally, the last code in this descriptor to be discussed in this section, T2:  

*Convergence – within a single message*, was attributed to 32 messages (representing 11.85% of all tentative messages). These types of messages were generally lengthy and were where the author attempted to perform several tasks, such as offering solutions, connecting ideas or agreeing with several members.

5.2.1.4 Committed (Resolution)

This phase was attributed to least number of messages (*n*=54, representing 9.8% of all messages). As it was the final phase of the discussion and often acted as a closure to the
discuss
tion, this finding is not surprising. As there had been 101 triggering messages, it
might have been expected that there would be a similar number of committed messages.
That there were a total of 54 messages in this descriptor which may indicate that some
discussions were not resolved or solutions were not flagged to the community as having
been chosen. Some problems or questions may have been resolved in conversations
outside of the community list or some may have been so simple so as not to warrant a
formal closure, for example, answers to direct questions. The breakdown for the
committed messages is seen in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase (N=546)</th>
<th># and % of messages per descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMITTED CODES (Resolution phase)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to real world</td>
<td>30 (55.56%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12 (22.22%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12 (22.22%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common type of committed message was C1: *Vicarious application to the real world* \((n=30\), representing 55.56\% of all committed messages). C1 messages attempted to show how the solutions or ideas the group had agreed on applied in real or authentic situations. For example:

Building on [Name] Q Bear, something I’ve seen done is to have two or three stuffed toys going home. (More children get a turn this way) Keep them in cloth bags (library bags) and as well as a diary to fill out include fiction/nonfiction
books, e.g. if you have a koala include two or three books about koalas that parents can read to the children or children can read to younger siblings.

Something else that is lots of fun and can take care of your whole literature/language programme for a term is Walking Talking Text, developed in the NT for use with aboriginal children.

Thanks to others who have made suggestions. I can hardly wait for school to start :)

OzTeacherNet Transcript Lines: 5696-5711

The remaining codes for messages in this descriptor; C2: Testing solutions and C3: Defending solutions could be described as an additional phase of the discussion. Whilst the main point of the community discussion was to reach a consensus or conclusion on a professional issue, or to solve a pedagogical problem some messages were outside of this initial conclusion. The messages that were classified as C2, Testing solutions \(n=12\), representing 22.22\% of all committed messages) and C3 Defending solutions \(n=12\), representing 22.22\% of all committed messages) often appeared later on this discussion list and referred back to the solution or course of action the member had planned to take. These messages often shared with the community the results of a particular course of action or defended the course of action that was taken. For example:

Both the children and I found it really frustrating!

Despite using the wireless mouse and keyboard, I found that the whole pace of the lessons slowed down-no-one could type as quickly as they could walk up to the board and click or write and the interactivity was gone - you can't quickly move objects on the board with the mouse-first you have to catch the object!

BECTA Transcript Lines: 3895-3897
This section has presented an overview, through descriptive statistics, of all messages analysed in this study. It has also introduced the codes (after Garrison et al., 2001) which have been used in this analysis and provided illustrations of their use. The following sections will review each of the communities in turn and provide more details on the professional discussions each hosted during the test period (January, 2006).

5.2.2 Community transcript - BECTA – Top teachers

As previously noted, the community transcript from BECTA – Top Teachers for January 2006 contained 176 messages which represents 32.23% of the total number of messages coded (N=546) (see Table 5.7). Although this online community had a total of 568 subscribed members, the number of active members would be estimated at being around 20-30% of that total.

Table 5.7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Name</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Membership (as at January, 2006)</th>
<th>January 2006 Messages (N=546)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BECTA Top Teachers</td>
<td>BECTA</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This online community is based in the United Kingdom and is concerned mainly with implementing and using ICTs in the classroom. It was interesting to read the types of innovations and ICTs that were commonly used and the types of issues that concerned
this group of teachers. The overall results of the coding followed the trends that were
highlighted in the general overview and can be seen in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8

*Coding of transcript from BECTA Top-Teachers January 2006*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase (N=176)</th>
<th># and % of messages per descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOCATIVE (Triggering event) (N=101)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>21 (80.77%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>5 (19.23%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INQUISITIVE (Exploration) (N=121)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>12 (30.77%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>6 (15.38%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>11 (28.21%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>3 (7.69%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>7 (17.95%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENTATIVE (Integration) (N=270)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>31 (31.63%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>5 (5.10%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>22 (22.45%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>40 (40.82%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMITTED (Resolution) (N=54)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to real world</td>
<td>8 (61.54%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>4 (30.77%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>1 (7.69%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.2.1 Evocative (triggering events)

There were 26 messages coded according to this descriptor which represents 14.77% of
the total of messages posted to the BECTA Top-Teachers list in January 2006 (n=176).
This follows the overall trend (18.5%) when measured against the findings for all three
lists under review. However, the proportion of E1 *Recognising the problem* messages
(n=21, 80.77%) and E2 5 Sense of puzzlement messages (n=5, 19.23%) is diametrically different from the overall results where E1 messages (n=37, 36.63%) and E2 messages (n=64, 80.77%) have different weightings. It is of further interest, however, that the BECTA list generated 21 of the total of 37 E1 messages (56.76%) while generating only 5 of the total of 64 E2 messages (7.81%). Both findings are disproportionate for a list which has generated 32.23% of the total messages analysed (n=176, N=546). This may represent a difference in the use of the discussion list by members, as more of a problem solving forum.

5.2.2.2 Inquisitive (Exploration)

This descriptor was, as per overall trends, the second largest descriptor with a total of 39 messages which represents 22.16% of the total messages posted to the BECTA list in January 2006 (N = 176). However, the most common code differed between the combined results and that from the BECTA list. Table 5.9 shows the difference in order of frequency of the I1-I6 codes. While I5 and I6 have the same rank, that is, Rank 5 and 3 respectively, the other codes (I1-I4) differ.

Table 5.9
Comparison between combined transcripts and BECTA Top-Teachers (I1-6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Combined</th>
<th></th>
<th>BECTA</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21.49%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.44%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Information exchange</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.05%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26.45%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>Brainstorming</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This result might indicate that there is more debate and discussion present in this community perhaps as the result of dominators or strong personalities. Some comments collected from the survey indicated that this problem existed in this community. Of particular interest in the BECTA findings is for I3: Information exchange which was not attributed to any messages posted to this list.

5.2.2.3 Tentative (Integration)

This descriptor remained consistent with overall trends by representing the largest number of coded messages being 98 (55.68%) compared with the combined lists with 270 (49.45%) of all messages. It also followed the trend for coding particularly for T1: Convergence among group members (Combined: 27.41%; BECTA: 31.63%), T3: Connecting ideas, synthesis (Combined: 22.96%; BECTA: 22.45%) and T4: Creating solutions (Combined: 37.78%; BECTA: 40.82%). There was a marked difference on the T2: Convergence within a single message (Combined: 11.85%; BECTA: 5.1%). These were, however, the lowest measure in each instance.

5.2.2.4 Committed (Resolution)

As with the overall results, this descriptor scored the smallest number of messages overall being 13 (7.39%) compared with the combined lists with 54 (9.89%) of all messages. As with other measures, it largely followed overall trends with C1: Vicarious application to the real world being the most frequently-attributed code (Combined, \(n=30\), 55.55%; BECTA, \(n=8\), 61.54%) recording the largest number of messages. However, it did differ with the remaining codes. The recorded findings for C2: Testing

solutions (Combined, \( n=12, 22.22\% \); BECTA, \( n=4, 30.77\% \)) and C3: Defending solutions (Combined, \( n=12, 22.22\% \); BECTA, \( n=1, 7.69\% \)). This shows an emphasis on C2 that was not present in the overall trends and may indicate a difference in the dynamics or behaviour of the online community.

5.2.3 Community transcript – OzTeacherNet

The community transcript from OzTeacherNet contained 333 messages which represents 60.99\% of the total number of messages coded (\( N=546 \)) and by far the largest grouping in this study (see Table 5.10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Name</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Membership (as at January, 2006)</th>
<th>January 2006 Messages (( N=546 ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OzTeacherNet</td>
<td>OTN</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As previously noted, this online community had a total of 608 subscribed members but the number of active members would be estimated at being around 10-20\% of that total. This online community is based at the Queensland University of Technology (QUT), in Brisbane, Australia and is concerned mainly with pedagogical and professional issues affecting teachers. The results of the OzTeacherNet coding presented in Table 5.11 closely followed the overall trends highlighted in Table 5.2.
Table 5.11

Coding of transcript from OzTeacherNet January 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase (N=333)</th>
<th># and % of messages per descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOCATIVE (Triggering event) (N=101)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>14 (19.72%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>57 (80.28%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INQUISITIVE (Exploration) (N=121)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>13 (18.06%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>3 (4.17%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>15 (20.83%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>18 (25.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>10 (13.89%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>13 (18.06%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENTATIVE (Integration) (N=270)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>41 (26.80%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>27 (17.65%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>37 (24.18%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>48 (31.37%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMITTED (Resolution) (N=54)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to real world</td>
<td>20 (54.05%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>7 (18.92%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>10 (27.03%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.3.1 Evocative (triggering events)

There were 71 messages coded according to this phase which represents 21.32% of the total of messages posted to the OzTeacherNet list in January, 2006. This compares closely with the overall frequency of 18.5%. The proportion of E1 (19.72%) and E2 (80.28%) messages however differ from both the overall findings (E1: 36.63%; E2: 63.37%) and the findings for the BECTA list (E1: 80.77%; E2: 19.23%). There were, therefore, dramatically more E2 Sense of puzzlement codes than E1 and this may
represent a difference in the use of the discussion list by members, that is, as more of an exploratory forum.

5.2.3.2 Inquisitive (exploration)

This phase was, as per overall trends, the second largest (of the four) with a total of 72 messages (21.62% of messages posted to the OzTeacherNet in January 2006) compared with 121 messages (22.16% of all messages recorded by the three communities). The total number of OzTeacherNet inquisitive messages \( n = 72 \), however, equalled the number of evocative messages \( n=71 \). This differs from the other two lists where, in each case, there are more inquisitive than evocative messages (BECTA: an increase of 150%; SSABSA: an increase of 250%; Combined: an increase of 119.8%). The most frequently-attributed code for this phase which was consistent with overall trends, I4 Suggestions for consideration \( n=16, 25\% \). This was followed closely by I3 Information exchange \( n=15, 20.83\% \). This result might indicate that there is less debate and more supportive discussions present in this community. The remaining codes scored as follows; I1 and I6. \( n=13, 18.06\% \), I5 \( n=10, 13.39\% \), and I2 \( n=3, 4.17\% \). The latter result, I2 Divergence – within a single message, is very low but is, as with the highest rating in this phase, was consistent with the overall results.

5.2.3.3 Tentative (Integration)

This phase remained consistent with overall trends by representing the largest number of coded messages 153 \( N=333, 45.95\% \) sent to the OzTeacherNet in January 2006. As previously noted, there were markedly more tentative messages overall \( n=270, 49.45\% \) and sent through the BECTA list \( n=98, 55.68\% \) than those attributed other
descriptors. It also followed the overall trend for coding with the descriptors (in rank descending order) reporting the following: T4 ($n=48$, 31.37%), T1 ($n=41$, 26.8%), T3 ($n=37$, 24.18%), and T2 ($n=27$, 17.65%).

5.2.3.4 Committed (Resolution)

As with the overall results, this phase scored the smallest number of messages ($n=37$, 11.11%) posted to the OzTeacherNet list in January 2006. It largely followed overall trends by reporting its largest number of messages as C1 Vicarious application to the real world ($n=20$, 54.05%). However, it did differ with the remaining codes, that is, C2: Testing solutions ($n=7$, 18.92%) and C3: Defending solutions ($n=98$, 55.68%) reporting a reversal of order from the BECTA list (C2 – 33.33%; C3 – 8.33%) and the SSABSA/Combined lists which gave equal weighting to C2 and C3. This emphasis on C3 may indicate a difference in the dynamics or behaviour of the online community.

5.2.4 Community transcript – SSABSA English Teachers

The community transcript from SSABSA – English Teachers contained 37 messages, which represents 6.78% of the total number of messages coded ($N=546$) and the smallest grouping in this study (see Table 5.12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Name</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Membership (as at January, 2006)</th>
<th>January 2006 Messages ($N=546$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSABSA – English Teachers</td>
<td>SSABSA</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This online community had a total of 112 subscribed members, but the number of active members would be estimated at being around 10% of that total. This online community is based in Adelaide, South Australia and is concerned mainly with issues
affecting English teachers. The overall results of the coding generally followed the trends that were highlighted in the general overview and can be seen in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13

Coding of transcript from SSABSA English Teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message phases and descriptors (codes)</th>
<th># of messages per phase</th>
<th># and % of messages per descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVOCATIVE (Triggering event) (N=101)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (50.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INQUISITIVE (Exploration) (N=121)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>1 (10.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>2 (20.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>3 (20.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>2 (20.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>2 (20.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENTATIVE (Integration) (N=270)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>2 (10.53%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>0 (0.00%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>3 (15.79%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>14 (73.68%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMITTED (Resolution) (N=54)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to real world</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (50.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (25.00%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (25.00%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.4.1 Evocative (triggering event)

There were only 4 messages coded according to this descriptor, which represents 10.81% of the total of messages posted to the SSABSA list in January 2006 (N=37).

This falls short of the overall trend (18.5%) and the even split between E1 (50%) and E2 (50%) is not reflected in the findings from other lists and from the overall findings. The
low number makes statistical comparisons difficult to sustain or to return valid data outside of noting general trends.

5.2.4.2 Inquisitive

This phase was, as per overall trends, the second largest descriptor with a total of 10 messages which represents 27.02% of the total number of messages posted to the SSABSA list in January 2006. While there was no reporting of the I2: Divergence within a single message descriptor, all other descriptors in this phase were represented. The most frequently attributed descriptor was I4: Suggestions for consideration (n=3, 30%).

5.2.4.3 Tentative (integration)

This phase remained consistent with overall trends by representing the largest number of coded messages (n=19, 51.35%) and reporting comparable weighting to other lists. The most frequently-occurring descriptor was T4 Creating solutions which were more heavily weighted than in other lists. However, T2: Convergence within a single message (n=0, 0%), was not identified and the second largest score was different to the overall trends, with T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis (n=3, 15.79%) scoring higher than T1: Convergence among group members (n=2, 10.53%).

5.2.4.4 Committed (Resolution)

As with the overall results, this phase scored the smallest number of messages (n=4, 10.81%). It largely followed overall trends by scoring the largest number of messages
as *C1 Vicarious application to the real world* (*n*=2, 50%). The remaining codes were evenly distributed. This is fairly consistent with the overall trends.

5.3 Summary of community discussion transcripts

As mentioned previously, in any investigation of an online community, what is said is of critical importance and this chapter has addressed itself to understanding the content of the electronic messages collected from the three online communities involved in the study. It has been theorised that the communication equation is a relatively simple relationship of exchange between participants (see Section 4.1). But what has emerged from an analysis of the content of the messages is that this relationship may be more complex as it would appear to have influence and relevance outside the online environment. This analysis has helped to understand what is being said in the electronic messages and their effect on the members who interact with them.

Evidence of the complexity of the communication equation and its influence and relevance on members outside the online environment is clearly indicated by the content of the messages. The reference to members’ private worlds (see Figure 5.1) in the form of offering shared experiences and possible solutions to problems are demonstrated by the messages coded Inquisitive (see Section 5.2.1.2) and Tentative (see Section 5.2.1.3). The content of these messages clearly demonstrates the link between the shared world (the online community) and the private world (the members’ workplace). This link presents as tangible proof of the influence and relevance of the communication equation outside the electronic environment.
The analysis of the content of the messages found in the transcripts sought to clarify what the members were looking for in their community and the reasons that led them to maintain their membership (see Table 4.19). The content of the messages were analysed to determine whether the members’ professional requirements were being met and if the desired emotional support they sought was apparent (see Section 4.2.3.5). Confirmation was sought regarding the reasons given by respondents as to why they remained members of their communities.

This complex measure of community impact can only be drawn from the analysis of the messages themselves and the transcripts from each community were collected for the month January 2006. The total number of messages coded per community can be seen in detail in Table 5.1. Two of the online communities, BECTA Top Teachers and OzTeachers presented as more active and vibrant communities than the smaller discipline-specific SSABSA community, but it was estimated that the number of contributors for the month that was coded represented 20-30% of the total number of members per community. As mentioned previously, the total number of members contributing messages in January 2006 per community was; BECTA Top Teachers 45, OzTeacherNet 103 and SSABSA English Teachers 6. The unit of analysis was the message itself and the coding was completed according to the first data presented in the message.

An overview of the spread of messages per descriptor can be seen below in Table 5.14. Messages were classified according to the four phases of the Practical Inquiry Model (see Figure 5.2) which are (1) triggering event, (2) exploration, (3)
integration, and (4) resolution. The phases were combined with four broad descriptors; (a) evocative, (b) inquisitive, (c) tentative and (d) committed (see Figure 5.2). The coding scheme used reflected these descriptors, for example, the “evocative” descriptors were referred to as E1 and E2. The total number of messages coded was 546 \((N=546)\) and the number of messages per phase was; Evocative 101 messages (18.49%), Inquisitive 121 messages (22.16%), Tentative 270 messages (49.45%), and Committed 54 messages (9.89%) (see Table 5.2). Clearly the majority of messages were coded as Tentative.

This summary will be organized according to the data presented in this chapter, (a) community transcript – BECTA Top Teachers, (b) community transcript – OzTeacherNet and (c) community transcript – SSABSA English Teachers.

Table 5.14

*Summary of the distribution of messages per descriptor (after Garrison et al., 2001)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evocative (Triggering event)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquisitive (Exploration)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tentative (Integration)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed (Resolution)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total messages coded</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes to Table 5.14

1. BECTA Top Teachers
2. OzTeacherNet
3. SS English Teachers
(a) Community Transcript – BECTA Top Teachers

The total number of messages coded was 176 ($n=176$) and the number of messages per phase was; Evocative 26 messages (14.77%), Inquisitive 39 messages (22.15%), Tentative 98 messages (55.68%), and Committed 13 messages (7.38%).

(b) Community Transcript – OzTeacherNet

The total number of messages coded was 333 ($n=333$) and the number of messages per phase was; Evocative 71 messages (21.32%), Inquisitive 72 messages (21.62%), Tentative 153 messages (45.94%), and Committed 37 messages (11.11%).

(c) Community Transcript – SSABSA English Teachers

The total number of messages coded was 37 ($n=37$) and the number of messages per phase was; Evocative 4 messages (10.81%), Inquisitive 10 messages (27.02%), Tentative 19 messages (51.35%), and Committed 4 messages (10.81%).

For each of the community transcripts, the majority of codes were in the descriptor Tentative. This would indicate that the communities are following the timeline of a discussion, as described in Section 5.2.1.3. This can be described as the presentation of a problem (evocative), the clarification and exploration of that problem (inquisitive), a possible solution being reached (tentative) and finally, the solution being implemented (committed). Therefore, we would expect that a large number of messages within the tentative phases would be concerned with creating solutions and connecting ideas. These types of messages offered specific solutions to a problem usually after the
community had agreed on a course of action to follow. This is summarised in Figure 5.3 below.

![Figure 5.3: Summary of messages per descriptor per community](image)

In Section 5.1 it was hoped that data would emerge from the analysis of the content of the messages that would provide tangible verification of what members were looking for in their community and their reasons for maintaining their membership. As can be seen in Table 5.15, there was a considerable number of messages that provided verification for each of the reasons identified by the respondents. Table 5.15 presents the number of messages supporting the reasons why the respondents sought membership to an online community (see Section 4.2.3.5). These were broadly grouped under the following two headings, professional requirements and emotional support. It can be concluded from this summary that membership to an online community does meet
teachers’ professional requirements and does provide them with the emotional support they need.

Table 5.15

*Verification of observable facts: professional requirements and emotional support*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional requirements</th>
<th>Codes that provide verification of this observable fact</th>
<th>Number of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) classroom/student needs</td>
<td>- access to subject-specific resources</td>
<td>I3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- new relevant content</td>
<td>I3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- access to expertise to solve classroom problems</td>
<td>All Inquisitive and Tentative codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- sharing lesson ideas</td>
<td>I3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- learning from other teachers/peers</td>
<td>All Inquisitive and Tentative codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- professional discussions</td>
<td>All Inquisitive codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- opportunities to develop professional practices</td>
<td>All Tentative codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- sharing professional knowledge</td>
<td>All Inquisitive and Tentative codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) PD needs</td>
<td>- the ability to ask for help</td>
<td>All Evocative codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- a sense of belonging, camaraderie</td>
<td>All Inquisitive codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- collegial support</td>
<td>All Inquisitive codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- the ‘safety-net’ there if needed</td>
<td>All Evocative, Inquisitive and Tentative codes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Section 5.1 it was also suggested that the data may provide evidence that would support the reasons given by the respondents for maintaining their membership. As can be seen below, Table 5.16 there is substantive number of codes supporting each of the reasons given by the respondents.

Table 5.16
Verification of observable facts: reasons for maintaining membership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons for maintaining membership</th>
<th>Codes that provide verification of this observable fact</th>
<th>Number of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- great freedom in discussion and always supportive feedback</td>
<td>All Inquisitive codes</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- increasing my knowledge of other teaching practices</td>
<td>All Inquisitive and Tentative codes</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- provides practical and effective information</td>
<td>I3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- there is always someone available to guide, assist or give you advice on any given area</td>
<td>All Evocative and Inquisitive codes</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- provides you with a group of peers to discuss ideas with</td>
<td>All Inquisitive codes</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus two critical findings emerged voluntarily from the results of the survey and these would appear to be supported by evidence collected in the transcript analysis. The first was that the respondents recognised their online community as fulfilling a PD role and it was identified as a key reason for maintaining their membership (see Section 4.2.3.5). When the respondents were asked what kept them as a member of the online community the responses were broadly grouped under professional requirements and emotional support (see Section 4.2.3.5). After an analysis of the content of the messages,
verifiable evidence has been found that supports these reasons (see Tables 5.15 and 5.16).

The second critical finding was when the respondents were directly asked if participation in an online community could be regarded as a meaningful form of PD (see Section 4.2.3.8). The majority of respondents (86.73%) agreed thus indicating the potential role online communities may play in the PD of teachers. The respondents provided several reasons to support that affirmation and when these are applied to those given for maintaining membership (see Table 5.17), there would appear to be supporting evidence from the transcript analysis to support this critical finding.

Table 5.17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence of membership resulting in meaningful PD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for maintaining membership (taken from Table 5.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- great freedom in discussion and always supportive feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- increasing my knowledge of other teaching practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- provides you with a group of peers to discuss ideas with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- there is always someone available to guide, assist or give you advice on any given area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- provides practical and effective information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results from the data collected by the survey and community transcripts would appear to strongly support the two critical findings that emerged in Chapter 4. As can be seen in Table 5.15, online communities perform a professional development function for their members (Section 4.2.3.5) and Table 5.17 clearly shows that membership to such a community represents meaningful PD (Section 4.2.3.8). It has also been demonstrated that the communication equation, $eM = S + R$, as mentioned in Section 4.1 has been shown to be more complex as it has the ability to transform participants, as evidenced by the messages illustrating their impact outside the online environment.

5.4 Thread pattern analysis

The coding of the three community transcripts provided rich data regarding the content and nature of the discussions that were taking place. It also provided evidence that a discussion has the potential to move through four distinct phases: evocative, inquisitive, tentative and committed. However, as has been previously suggested (Section 5.1) understanding the content of the messages is not limited to the actual message itself. An electronic message is sent either in response to or to start a discussion thread. Examining the entry point of a new message can help to clarify the dynamics of the community discussion.

The discussion threads were graphically mapped using MAXMaps® and these graphical representations help to develop a clearer understanding of the structure of electronic discussions. These have formed the basis of a thread pattern analysis and have
been used to ascertain if there any standard patterns electronic discussions follow. These patterns may help to understand the differences between different discussion threads and the nature of those differences.

It is of interest to note that the communities, despite differences in size, location and purpose all evidenced the same patterns of message types. From the three community transcripts, nine discussion threads were followed. These threads were selected according to the criteria that they displayed the first three descriptors of the conversational analysis framework, that is, evocative, inquisitive and tentative. Of the nine identified thread patterns that were analysed, three distinct patterns emerged. These patterns emerged when graphical representations of the transcripts were developed. These patterns provided a wealth of information regarding the nature of online discussions. The patterns can be seen below in Figure 5.4. They are Pattern 1: Flowchart design, Pattern 2: Regular cluster design and Pattern 3: Bonded cluster design.
5.4.1 **Pattern 1: Flowchart design**

These discussion threads were simple and logical to follow and were conducted over an average period of time of 1-2 weeks. They were initiated by an evocative message (E1 or E2). Most commonly this type of message was a specific pedagogical problem with a clear context. The response from members of the community was immediately to offer tentative messages that is T4 *Creating solutions*. The initiator of the evocative message concluded the thread discussion by contributing a committed message indicating which suggestion they would adapt or use. This thread pattern has three clear evolutionary stages, which are:
Stage 1: Evocative message (Triggering event) – the discussion is initiated by the posting of an E1 or E2 message.

Stage 2: Tentative (Integration) – attempts by the community to solve the problem develop over a period of 1-2 weeks with numerous contributors.

Stage 3: Committed (Resolution) – committed message from initiator indicating a solution has been found.

An example of this can be drawn from a discussion on the OzTeacherNet list concerning homework for primary school students. This pattern has been mapped in Figure 5.5.

*Figure 5.5:* Example of flowchart design thread pattern
5.4.2 **Pattern 2: Regular cluster design**

Of the nine identified thread patterns that were analysed, three were classified as *Regular cluster design patterns*. These discussion threads were simple and conducted over a short period of time on average less than 1 week. These discussions are characterised by the following:

- They are initiated by an evocative message (E1 or E2).
- Generally a problem that has arisen which is usually explained within a context.
- The community then responds by offering tentative messages. In effect, they are brainstorming possible solutions (most typically I5 messages).
- The cluster does not have any resolution and there is no feedback from the initiator that they will try one of the suggestions.

This discussion has 2 evolutionary stages:

**Stage 1:** Evocative message (Triggering event) – the discussion is initiated by the posting of an E1 or E2 message.

**Stage 2** Tentative (Integration) – Brainstorming solutions / suggestions offered over a short period (approximately 1 week)

An example of this can be drawn from a discussion on the SSABSA list concerning group oral presentations for Year 11 students. This pattern has been mapped in Figure 5.6.
5.4.3 Pattern 3: Bonded cluster design

Of the nine identified thread patterns that were analysed, two were classified as Bonded cluster design patterns. These were discussion threads that were more complex than mapped by the flow chart (Section 5.4.1) and regular cluster (Section 5.4.2) designs and were conducted over a longer period of time, that is, more than 2 weeks. These are characterised by the following.

- They are initiated by an evocative message (E1 or E2) but more typically an issue open for discussion (E2) rather than a specific problem that needs to be solved (E1).
- Often it was a topic or problem that requests personal opinions or thoughts to be shared with the community.
The response to the evocative message maybe divided into two stages, namely inquisitive (exploration) and tentative (integration).

The discussion progresses and switches between inquisitive and tentative stages multiple times.

The discussion may be led in a new direction by a secondary evocative message.

Throughout the stages of the discussion, some members may attempt to reach a consensus and offer committed messages to the community.

The discussion does not end with a definite resolution and finishes in an inquisitive stage.

This discussion has multiple evolutionary stages. Stage 3, 4 or 5 can be partly present or repeated for an infinite number of times depending on the discussion:

Stage 1:  Evocative message (Triggering event) – the discussion is initiated by the posting of an E1 or E2 message.

Stage 2  Inquisitive &/or Tentative: Initial responses

Stage 3  Multiple manifestations of Inquisitive, Tentative and Committed messages

Stage 4  New Trigger: New evocative message associated to initial evocative message

Stage 5  Multiple manifestations of Inquisitive, Tentative and Committed messages.

Stage 6  Inquisitive: Conclusion, no resolution reached
An example of this can be drawn from a discussion on the BECTA Top Teachers list concerning the use of interactive whiteboards. Individual messages from this discussion were used in previous sections of this chapter particularly in categorising message types. This pattern has been mapped in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Example of bonded cluster design thread pattern
5.5 Summary of findings

(a) survey

The purpose of the online survey was to gather demographic data and provide insight into the professional development experiences, attitudes and skills of members of online communities. As noted (see Section 4.2.5) the survey was comprised of 25 questions organised around four topics. These were (a) Background (b) Professional development, (c) Online communities, and (d) ICT use. A detailed picture of the members of online communities emerged (see Table 4.2) indicating that the majority were female (81.63%) and aged between 40-59 years (59.18%). They most typically came from a primary school background (32.65%) (see Table 4.3) and were very experienced teachers with the majority having over 20 years (60.2%) of teaching experience. In a self-assessment of their ICT skills, the majority were competent to professionally competent (90.08%).

With regard to the professional development (PD) experiences of members the majority of respondents described ‘Conferences, workshops and courses’ (see Section 4.2.2.1) as their most typical experience. Programs that presented strategies that could be implemented in their classroom, that allowed them to participate and those that exposed them to new ideas were described as leaving a favourable impression on them. The majority of respondents were required to satisfy a certain number of hours of PD per year (see Section 4.2.2.2) and this was generally not perceived as a negative constraint.
The respondents felt that teaching staff (87.75%) were the most suitable group to decide on the content and form of PD programs (see Section 4.2.2.3) and there was a clear preference for face-to-face PD programs (53.05%) (see Table 4.6), away from the workplace (70.41%) (see Table 4.7) and conducted over 2-3 months (40.82%) (see Table 4.8). When the respondents were asked to rank eight statements regarding the aims of PD, the majority selected ‘Positive change to teaching practice’ (34.69%) closely followed by ‘An improvement in student learning’ (33.67%) (see Section 4.2.2.7).

The majority of respondents were members of 1 to 3 online communities (56.12%) (see Table 4.10) and had been a member of those communities for either 1-3 years or 4-6 years (each returning 34.69%) (see Table 4.12). Most had found their online community via a link from a professional website (40.82%) or by a recommendation from a friend or colleague (32.65%) (see Table 4.13). They typically spent 0-6 hours per week on participating in the online community (85.71%) (see Table 4.14).

The majority of responses given to explain why they maintained their membership could be grouped under two broad headings, that is, professional needs (classroom/student needs or PD needs) and emotional needs (see Section 4.2.3.5). When asked if membership had met their expectations, an overwhelming 92.85% of respondents agreed (see Section 4.2.3.6) however their participation was dependent on the topic being discussed by the community (54.08%) (see Table 4.16).
The respondents agreed that participation in an online community represented meaningful PD (86.73%) (see Section 4.2.3.8) and 77% felt that they had changed their teaching practices as a result of participating in the online community (see Section 4.2.3.9). With regard to how they learnt their ICT skills the majority described themselves as having been self-taught (64.32%) and acquiring their skills by ‘doing’ or by trial and error (see Section 4.2.4).

Two critical findings emerged voluntarily through the results of the survey. The intent of this study was to investigate the possible role of online communities in the PD of teacher and it emerged through the data that the respondents recognised that their community fulfilled a PD role and this was identified as a key reason for maintaining their membership (Section 4.2.3.5). The second critical finding emerged when respondents were asked if their online community could be regarded as a meaningful form of PD, 86.73% agreed (Section 4.2.3.8). These two findings were further supported by evidence collected in the transcript analysis phase.

(b) community transcripts

The purpose of the community transcript analysis was to provide insight into the content of the electronic messages. It was hoped to clarify what the members were looking for in their community and what their reasons were that led them to maintain their membership (See Table 4.19). The total number of messages coded per community can be seen in detail in Table 5.2 and two of the online communities, BECTA Top Teachers (568 messages) and OzTeachers (608 messages) presented as more active and vibrant
communities than the smaller discipline-specific SSABSA community (112 messages) and it was estimated that the number of contributors for the month that was coded represented 20-30% of the total number of members per community.

An overview of the spread of messages per descriptor can be seen in Table 5.2. Messages were classified according to the four phases of the Practical Inquiry Model (see Figure 5.1) which are (1) triggering event, (2) exploration, (3) integration, and (4) resolution and these phases were combined with four broad descriptors; (a) evocative, (b) inquisitive, (c) tentative and (d) committed (see Figure 5.2). The total number of messages coded was 546 ($N=546$) and the number of messages per phase was; Evocative 101 messages (18.49%), Inquisitive 121 messages (22.16%), Tentative 270 messages (49.45%), and Committed 54 messages (9.89%) (see Tables 5.3-5.6). The summary of the distribution per message, per community can be seen in Table 5.14.

The communities followed a timeline in their discussions, as described in Section 5.2.1.3. This was the presentation of a problem (evocative), the clarification and exploration of that problem (inquisitive), a possible solution being reached (tentative) and finally, the solution being implemented (committed). The largest number of messages were coded as tentative and were concerned with creating solutions and connecting ideas.

Data emerged from the content of the messages that provided tangible verification of the two key findings that emerged in the survey phase, that online
communities perform a professional development function for their members (Section 4.2.3.5) and that membership to such a community represents meaningful PD (Section 4.2.3.8). As can be seen in Table 5.15, there was a considerable number of messages that provided verification for the professional requirements and emotional support members were looking for from their community. These elements clearly demonstrate the online community performing a PD function. The content of the messages also provided evidence that supported the reasons given by the respondents for maintaining their membership. As seen in Table 5.16 there is a substantive number of codes supporting each of the reasons given by the respondents for maintaining membership which also demonstrated that it was meaningful PD (see Table 5.17).

(C) thread pattern analysis

The purpose of the thread pattern analysis was to ascertain if any electronic discussions follow specific patterns and if those patterns could help in the understanding of differences between electronic discussions and the nature of those differences. The coding of the three community transcripts provided rich data regarding the content and nature of the discussions that were taking place. However understanding the content of the messages is not limited to the actual message itself. An electronic message is sent either in response to or to start a discussion thread. Examining the entry point of a new message can help to clarify the dynamics of the community discussion.

Nine discussion threads were selected from the three online communities that displayed the first three descriptors of the conversational analysis framework, evocative,
inquisitive and tentative codes. Of the nine thread patterns analysed, three distinct patterns transpired. These patterns were revealed when graphical representations of the transcripts were developed. These patterns provided a wealth of information regarding the nature of online discussions.

The flowchart patterns (see Section 5.4.1) were straightforward and logical discussion threads. They were conducted over an average period of time of 1-2 weeks and were discussions that arose in response to a message with a specific (usually pedagogically-based) problem (example Figure 5.5). They were characterised as having three stages; trigger event, integration and resolution.

The regular cluster patterns (see Section 5.4.2) were the simplest discussion threads, conducted over the shortest time-frame, usually less than one week. They followed an uncomplicated problem – solution pattern and once solutions had been offered, the discussion was concluded by the community (example Figure 5.6). They were characterised as having two stages; trigger event and integration.

The bonded cluster patterns (see Section 5.4.3) were the most complex discussion threads, conducted over a longer period of time, usually more than two weeks. The thread was initiated by an evocative message, but the discussion may then be led in new directions or return back to original threads and did not have a definite resolution (example Figure 5.7). They were characterised as having six stages; trigger event and then multiple manifestations of messages and new triggers (see Section 5.4.3).
The three thread patterns that emerged provided a clearer understanding of the nature of discussion threads. It would appear that some discussion threads had a short period of sustainability (regular cluster threads) as communities dealt with problems or issues quickly. Some discussion threads followed a clear path of problem, solution and resolution as communities offered possible solutions to be considered and then one was clearly chosen to be applied (flowchart threads). The most common and most revealing thread pattern was the bonded cluster. This discussion thread clearly demonstrated the dynamic nature of electronic discussions as members responded to new triggers at different stages during the discussion. It also clearly showed the ability for asynchronous discussion to go back and re-visit previous messages and this non-linear capability would appear to be a unique feature of electronic discussions.

5.6 Summary of chapter
The sequence of data collection and analysis has been designed to inform and guide the direction of the study. The findings from the survey (Collection 1) identified issues or elements that needed further examination during the transcript analysis (Collection 2). These two data collections then informed the direction of the forum (Collection 3). This sequence of collection and analysis was designed to maintain clarity and integrity by re-visiting the research questions and propositions throughout this process. The results of the analysis will be presented in greater detail within the synthesis of findings in Chapter 6.
Chapter 6
SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS

6.1 Overview

The previous chapters have presented findings from the electronic survey (Chapter 4) and the community discussion transcripts (Chapter 5). This chapter will concern itself with presenting a synthesis of the findings from Collection 1 (survey), Collection 2 (transcripts) and Collection 3 (forum). It will also discuss the findings from the study in relation to current research and the aims. Collection 3 was a focus-group online forum selected as an instrument that would permit the study to investigate in more detail a number of issues that arose during Collection 1 and 2, this will be explained further in Section 6.1.1 and this data will be used to support the discussion findings. The forum questions (see Appendix 2) have provided the scaffolding on which discussion and analysis will be presented in the chapter. It is worthwhile at this point to re-visit the aims of the study. The specific aims of this study are:

1. To investigate online Communities of Practice as a source of continuous professional development for teachers.

2. To explore the self-sustaining and generative characteristics of online communities.

3. To examine the building of relationships through professional communication.

4. The impact of membership on teacher practice.
This study has concerned itself with the possible role online Communities of Practice may play in the professional development of teachers. It is therefore important for this chapter to be prefaced with a short summary of the salient features of online Communities of Practice. The Community of Practice (CoP) was first proposed by Lave and Wenger (1991) and arose from the situated learning field (see Section 2.3.2). It is an organisational phenomenon (Bond, 2004) which is built around generating knowledge. Lave and Wenger (1991) viewed learning as the process of becoming a member of a CoP and learners move through stages from being a newcomer to becoming an experienced member.

A CoP differs from more traditional conceptualisations of community due, as explained previously in Section 2.3, to the motivation for joining as members display the desire to learn or to extend their knowledge. Community activity is motivated by a need to create new knowledge in order to solve a problem or to expand understanding and when applied to teachers, this motivation may be a solution to a pedagogical dilemma or to acquire new content. An online CoP creates a new sense of place in the user, feelings of disconnectedness, isolation and aloneness are reduced and members do not feel that being in one place cuts them off from other places (Goldberger, 2003). Learning in online CoP occurs primarily through informal interactions among members (Schlager, Fusco, & Schank, 2002) and is a social activity that occurs as new members move through the stages of development interacting with experienced members (see Section 2.3.2).
The Internet has provided teachers with opportunities to collaborate and reflect with their peers outside their schools (Hunter, 2002) and facilitates individuals interacting, learning and accessing knowledge and resources within a social space. Online Communities of Practice are not constrained by time thereby allowing members to move through periods of high to low activity over longer periods (see Table 2.1). The dynamic nature of online membership maintains a freshness and variety that traditional CoPs may not be able to achieve. These features of online communities were apparent and clearly demonstrated by the three communities involved in this study.

6.1.1 Background to focus group forum

The focus-group forum (see Appendix 2) (Collection 3) was developed as an instrument that would permit the study to investigate in more detail a number of issues and questions that arose during Collection 1 and 2 and to provide further clarification in the discussion of the findings. A list of active members from the three online communities was compiled via an analysis of the number of contributions made per member via the community archives over a three month period. The members with the most contributions were invited to participate in the forum and a total of 26 email invitations were sent and 11 responded representing a response rate of 42.31%.

The forum was available for a period of three weeks and this enabled members to re-visit and respond to contributions made by other members. The forum was structured with eight separate discussions with each set up on a separate page. These discussion areas can be seen in Table 6.1. Respondents could scroll down the list of
discussion subject areas and choose the ones which interested them. It was encouraging to see that most of the respondents participated in all eight forums. A summary of the number of messages per discussion can be seen in Table 6.1:

Table 6.1

*Total number of contributions per discussion*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discussion subject area</th>
<th>Number of contributions to discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact on classroom</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogy</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous professional development</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional communication</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 indicates which subjects were more engaging to the forum respondents. Clearly three of the discussion topics, *Impact on classroom* (*n*=10), *Membership* (*n*=10) and *Continuous professional development* (*n*=10) managed to generate one contribution from each respondent and no further discussion or engagement either with the topic nor with contributions from other respondents was made. However, *Problem solving* (*n*=17) resulted in several respondents re-visiting the discussion thread and commenting on or responding to other contributions. Three topics generated a similar response, but on a smaller scale. These were *Relationships* (*n*=15), *Professional communication* (*n*=14) and *Professional development* (*n*=14). These three
topics emerged voluntarily from the data as having particular importance to the respondents and it can be seen below that research has also emphasised these elements.

The eight discussion topics (see Appendix 2) were taken from issues that arose during the survey and transcript analysis. These were either areas or issues that needed further clarification or issues that were not discussed in enough depth to form any conclusions. These eight topics and the questions used to start the discussion will be discussed in more detail within the context of the discussion in this chapter.

The messages from the focus-group forum that are cited in this chapter have been coded for easier manipulation. For example, a message taken from the Impact on classroom discussion would have the code, IOC: 2. The number at the end of the code indicates the order the message was contributed to the discussion, so for this example, it was the second message posted to the forum. The codes for each discussion area can be seen in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2

Abbreviated codes for focus-group forum subject areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discussion subject area</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impact on classroom</td>
<td>IOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogy</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous professional</td>
<td>CPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional communication</td>
<td>PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td>PD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The discussion presented in this chapter will be structured according to the eight topics from the focus-group forum (Phase 3):

1. Impact on classroom (Section 6.2)
2. Relationships (Section 6.3)
3. Membership (Section 6.4)
4. Pedagogy (Section 6.5)
5. Problem solving (Section 6.6)
6. Continuous professional development (Section 6.7)
7. Professional communication (Section 6.8)
8. Professional Development (Section 6.9)

This chapter will conclude with a summary (Section 6.10).

6.2 Impact on classroom

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.2.1) pertaining to the impact of PD on the classroom. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section 6.2.2) and forum (see Section 6.2.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.

6.2.1 Review of research

The majority of current PD programs appear to be failing to achieve any impact on the classroom or changes to teaching practices (Guskey, 2002, p. 58). Teachers are seeking
practical skills that will result in positive change in student learning (Guskey, 2002, p. 59) and this is not being provided by current programs. Online communities offer teachers a forum to discuss change and gather evidence, mainly anecdotal, of how successful a change was in a classroom (Galland, 2002). This offers teachers feedback on the potential of new practical skills and helps them to affect change more readily.

It has been suggested that there is a perceived unwillingness amongst teachers to use research or implement suggestions by outside experts (Guskey, 1985, 1986, 2002; Richardson, 1992; Richardson & Placier, 2001) thus PD programs of this nature are less likely to have an impact on the classroom. The resistance to outside experts is removed in online communities as change is initiated and supported by peers and participation.

6.2.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

Teachers’ desire to seek new practices that result in positive changes to student learning was evidenced by the statements they ranked highly regarding the aims of PD programs. The survey respondents were asked to rank eight statements about PD aims (see Section 4.2.2.7). They ranked “Positive change to teaching practice” first which achieved 34.69% of the responses followed closely by the second-ranked statement “An improvement in student learning” which achieved 33.67% of all responses (n=98). These two ranked aims would support the suggestion that teachers are looking for evidence of positive change to student learning (Guskey, 2002) before new skills or knowledge learnt are adopted and result in change to teaching practice (Guskey, 2002; Richardson, 1990).
The emphasis on improving student learning was also evident when the respondents were asked to provide reasons for maintaining their membership to their online community. The answers that were broadly grouped under two headings; professional requirements and emotional support. The professional requirements category (see Section 4.2.3.5) was further divided into classroom/student needs and PD needs. Respondents whose answers fit in the classroom/students needs grouping commonly cited reasons such as access to subject-specific resources, handy hints for the classroom, new relevant content, access to expertise to solve classroom problems, sharing lesson ideas and support for classroom problems. These answers demonstrate that teachers are placing a high priority on acquiring practical skills that may result in improved learning in their classroom. These findings are further supported by the results from the community transcript analysis, where 225 coded messages were found that supported these conclusions (see Figure 6.1). These were messages that were seeking or presenting information about specific pedagogical concerns.

The perceived unwillingness amongst teachers to use research or implement suggestions by outside experts (Guskey, 1985, 1986, 2002; Richardson, 1992; Richardson & Placier, 2001) and the desire to learn from peers and in a participatory manner was demonstrated by the respondents to the survey who indicated a clear preference for face-to-face courses (53.05%) of all responses (Table 4.6). The desire for participatory learning with peers was also clearly shown by the selection of responses that included the term “colleagues” collecting 65.29% of all responses irrespective of
whether this was face-to-face or electronic. These community transcripts findings also supported these conclusions with 418 coded messages found that sustain these conclusions (see Figure 6.1). These messages were indicative of a peer group participating in a learning activity, for example offering a suggestion to a problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.2 Impact on classroom</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seeking practical skills the result in improved student learning (Guskey, 2002)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem I4 Suggestions for consideration T4 Creating solutions C1 Vicarious application to the real world C2 Testing solutions C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>37 32 102 30 12 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwillingness to use advice from outside experts, a preference for learning from peers and a more participatory approach (Guskey, 1985; 1986; 2002; Richardson, 1992; Richardson &amp; Placier, 2001)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem E2 Sense of puzzlement I4 Suggestions for consideration I5 Brainstorming T1 Convergence – among group members T2 Convergence – within a single message T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>37 64 32 15 74 32 62 102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6.1:* Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support impact on classroom.

### 6.2.3 Evidence found in focus group forum

The focus group forum was asked if they had used any ideas from community discussions or activities in their classroom in an effort to discover if their membership had any impact on their classrooms. This question generated 10 contributions from the respondents (n=11) and there were some comments that built on or agreed to earlier
postings. The contributions to this question were a combination of personal opinion, regarding what the impact of the online community was on their classroom activities and examples of how they have incorporated community ideas into their pedagogical practice. The comments made by the respondents appear to indicate that teachers were seeking practical skills and evidence of positive change in student learning as proposed by the research. For example:

- “The whole point of the discussions you get here, compared with professional journals, is that it is practical and to the point” (IOC: 2)
- “When I have a problem I need answers quickly and the discussion groups are as quick as it gets. With such a diverse group you get a wider range of alternatives/solutions from around the globe” (IOC:3)
- “Some of my best ideas for the classroom have been spawned from ideas that I never would have come across in the ‘real world’” (IOC:7)
- “Ideas, teaching strategies, websites, technical issues for my classroom have been a great part of being in a discussion list – think the collective wisdom of groups helps you develop as a teacher”.(IOC: 11)

The second issue proposed by the literature (see Figure 6.1) was that teachers were resistant to outside experts and preferred a more participatory peer-led learning experience. From the comments made by respondents, this would appear to be confirmed:

- “There’s nearly always someone with the answer you need” (IOC: 3)
• “Sharing and discussion of new ideas is arguably the greatest benefit of professional community discussions” (IOC: 5)
• “The collective wisdom of groups helps you develop as a teacher” (IOC: 11)

Clearly the respondents have confirmed that they had used ideas from the community discussion in their classroom and that they respond positively to a participatory peer-led learning experience. Thus it could be suggested that there is a positive effect on classroom activities associated with membership to an online community.

This section has clearly shown that teachers have been able to successfully find new practices that result in positive changes to student learning via membership to online communities. This was evident from the results collected via the survey, transcript analysis and forum transcripts. It was also clear that teachers were seeking participatory learning activities with their peers and not programs conducted by outside experts. Teachers are placing great emphasis on practical knowledge that is well-grounded in authentic environments which they can access through experienced, professional peers.

6.3 Relationships

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.3.1) pertaining to the impact of professional relationships on teachers. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section
6.3.2) and forum (see Section 6.3.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.

### 6.3.1 Review of research

Membership to an online community can help facilitate the building and maintaining of professional relationships and it enables people to communicate with those they would not normally have access to (Hawkes, 1999). Technology has enabled knowledge dissemination and access to learning resources in a global sense (Sorensen & Takle, 2004) and this has had an impact on the professional relationships that are able to be formed. ICTs enable communication by building a community of learners among teachers (Sorensen & Takle, 2004; Teasley & Roschelle, 1993; Watts & Castle, 1992) and these professional relationships that have been formed, can have an impact on pedagogical practice and on professional development. They are no longer limited to a particular school or staffroom but cross traditional ‘teaching barriers’ such as subject area, grade, school level, speciality, years of service and geographical restrictions. Professional relationships are now global and this has a potential impact on teachers.

### 6.3.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

Membership to an online community aids in the building and maintaining of relationships with people not normally accessible. This simple fact is demonstrated by all of the messages sent and received by an online community (Table 6.3) as they all indicate a relationship present between members by their existence. As shown in the
results from the survey the spread of ages (see Table 4.2) ranged from 20-29 years to over 60 years, and the teaching backgrounds were diverse (see Table 4.3). Members of online communities are exposed to more diversity than is normally found in their personal workplace. The membership cohort of each of the online communities contained a mix of teaching backgrounds, experience, age, locations (urban and rural) and perhaps even nationalities.

When the respondents were asked to explain why they maintained their membership, the fact that it enabled networking (see Section 4.2.3.8) was identified by many. This networking capability suggests that not only are teachers able to communicate with peers not normally accessible but that those lines of communication remain constant and allow professional networks to develop. This professional network is also illustrative of a community of learners. These lines of communication are clearly evident by the messages analysed in the community transcript analysis. The number of messages per descriptor can be seen in Table 6.3 below.

A further reason the respondents to the survey identified for maintaining their membership was the emotional support that online communities provide teachers (see Section 4.2.3.5). These included such affective outcomes as enjoying input from other teachers, passing on information, the ability to ask for help, the collegial support, the warm environment, the professional stimulation, “the safety-net – there if needed,” a sense of belonging and camaraderie.
Table 6.3

*Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings for relationships.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.3 Relationships</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership to an online community aids in the building and maintaining of relationships (Hawkes, 1999)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication is global and offers a wider scope (Sorensen &amp; Takle, 2004)</td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICTs enable the building of a community of learners among teachers (Sorensen &amp; Takle, 2004; Teasley &amp; Roschelle, 1993; Watts &amp; Castle, 1992)</td>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.3 *Evidence found in focus group forum*

The focus group forum was asked if they had formed any closer personal relationships with other members in an effort to understand the impact their membership had on forming professional relationships. This question generated 15 contributions from the respondents, who again largely responded to the question rather than to other respondents’ contributions. Overwhelmingly all respondents stated that they had formed relationships online that had spilled over into communication outside of the community.
This shift to ‘real world’ contact did not appear to undermine the value placed on online relationships.

- “The professional relationships that can be developed online are just as rewarding, whether you ever meet or not” (R:8)
- “The physical meeting is not all that important; the virtual community is really enough. While it’s really nice to meet someone face to face, see the family, enjoy time together, it’s not essential” (R:11)

It has been shown that membership to an online community aids in the building and maintaining of relationships. It facilitates networking that provides the opportunity for teachers to have access to a wider peer group that stretches across curriculum, subject areas and location. It also provides teachers with emotional support that helps them to face issues or problems in their professional lives.

6.4 Membership

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.4.1) pertaining to the impact of membership to an online community on PD. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section 6.4.2) and forum (see Section 6.4.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.
6.4.1 Review of research

It was suggested in Section 2.1 that the most commonly found forms of online communities may display characteristics of a new hybrid grouping of community. Kaufman (1959) proposed two polar ideologies one that was homogeneous, and had face-to-face contact and the second was cosmopolitan, anonymous and had mass contacts. The new hybrid form of community was characterised as homogenous in purpose, dynamic mass membership and participatory and lacking traditional face-to-face contact. A review of the literature defining community revealed that an online community is reliant upon the interaction between the collective, operational, personal and manifest components (see Figure 2.6).

Membership to an online CoP, if it is examined purely from the perspective proposed by Lave and Wenger (1991) is characterised by members moving through stages from being a newcomer to becoming an experienced member. As members move through these stages they increasingly become involved in the learning and knowledge-building activities of the community.

6.4.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

As previously noted (see Section 2.1) an online community is reliant upon the interaction between the collective, operational, personal and manifest components (Figure 2.6). In an effort to clarify if the three online communities involved in this study displayed these components, an informal survey of their features were conducted and the results can be seen in Figure 6.2. It is apparent that all three online communities
encompass all four components and can thus be considered as positive examples of online communities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collective components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Common goals and group purposes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ BECTA – Top Teachers (Clearly stated in description and membership application)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ SSABSA – English Teachers (Briefly described in general description of group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ OzTeacherNet (Clearly stated on front page of community website)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manifest components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborative, collective and self-regulatory</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ BECTA – Top Teachers (self-evident via transcript analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ SSABSA – English Teachers (self-evident via transcript analysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ OzTeacherNet (self-evident via transcript analysis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Common space, collective rules and behaviours</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ BECTA – Top Teachers (clear common space, rules and behaviours are implicit and informal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ SSABSA – English Teachers (clear common space, rules and behaviours are implicit and informal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ OzTeacherNet (clear common space, rules and behaviours are implicit and informal)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individuals developing into members of a community</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ BECTA – Top Teachers (evident from results from survey, transcripts and forum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ SSABSA – English Teachers (evident from results from survey, transcripts and forum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ OzTeacherNet (evident from results from survey, transcripts and forum)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 6.2: Audit of the components that define an online community using the three online communities involved in the study.*

The online communities involved in the study all clearly demonstrated a homogenous purpose, they were concerned with a particular aspect of teaching, for example English teaching (SSABSA), the use of ICT in teaching (BECTA) and professional communication between teachers (OTN). These conclusions can be evidenced by the content of the triggering messages (Evocative coded messages) from the transcript analysis. These messages \(n=101\) were homogenous and appropriate for the online community they were posted to (see Table 6.4).
The survey discovered that membership and participation, within these aspects was largely directed by the topic the community was discussing. Member activity fluctuates and this is generally dependent on outside pressure. This was evidenced by the statement the majority of respondents selected that best described their membership (see Section 4.2.3.5), “My participation depends on the topic being discussed by the list, I participate more if I am interested in the topic” 54.08% (see Table 4.16). It also indicated that members were seeking personally relevant topics to motivate them to participate and that they did not feel the need to comment on all topics raised or respond to questions asked but only participate when they have a particular interest or expertise to share (see Section 4.2.3.7).

The desire for a participatory mode of learning (and indicative of the characteristics of situated learning) was demonstrated by one of the reasons the respondents identified as evidence of membership to online communities representing PD. They suggested that it encouraged active learning (see Section 4.2.3.8). The transcript analysis provided ample evidence that a participatory approach to learning was present in the online communities. This was evident by the number of inquisitive and tentative messages that were made in response to an evocative message (see Table 6.4). This participation amongst members is more clearly presented in the thread pattern analysis (see Section 5.4) where graphical representations of this participatory activity is presented. The participatory approach of a community may switch between flowchart (see Section 5.4.1), regular cluster (see Section 5.4.2) or bonded cluster (see Section
5.4.3) depending on the complexity of the discussion thread and needs of the community.

The stages of membership that have been proposed by Lave and Wenger (1991) were not evident in the results from the survey. However, they were apparent in the results from the transcript analysis and focus-group forum. As can be seen in Table 6.4, there were a number of messages \((n=35)\) that demonstrated this movement through different membership stages. These were divergent messages that portrayed members who were learning the processes of community activities (I1) and those who were reaching an understanding of the learning activity being undertaken (I2).

Table 6.4

_Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings for membership._

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.4 Membership</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online communities are homogenous, have dynamic mass membership and are participatory (adapted from Kaufman, 1959)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>((N=546)) 37 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members move through stages of membership, from newcomer to experienced member (Lave &amp; Wenger, 1991)</td>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community I2 Divergence – within a single message I3 Information exchange I4 Suggestions for consideration I5 Brainstorming I6 Leaps to conclusions T1 Convergence – among group members T2 Convergence – within a single message T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>26 9 17 32 15 22 74 32 62 102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4.3 Evidence found in focus group forum

The focus group forum was asked how they would describe their initial presence in the community and if this presence had changed. This question was designed to determine if the respondents moved through the stages from being a newcomer to becoming an experienced member as proposed by Lave and Wenger (1991) and if they felt their level of membership influenced their level of learning and participation. This question generated 11 contributions from the respondents and the answers to the question were personal responses, not responses to other postings. Some postings did refer to sharing similar feelings to other respondents, but generally it was an explanation of their personal journey to becoming full and active members of the list. Many reflected on how they first felt like an outsider, as the following examples demonstrate:

- “I was so nervous when I entered my first query – but my nervousness left the instant I saw replies” (M: 2)
- “I guess I lurked for a short while…working out how people asked questions (M:2)
- “You feel as awkward as you do when you walk into a new school or workplace for the first time” (M:3)
- “Initially I lurk on a list to get a feel for the other participants but eventually you acquire the ‘courage’ or is it the ‘urge’ to make a reply or request” (M:11)
This initial lurking behaviour is interesting to see described, as the respondents to this forum were invited to participate because they were active, vigorous members of their online communities. It would seem to support the idea that members go through stages, initially as a newcomer, to a full participating member (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This process of slowly engaging in the learning activities of the community is best summarised by the following posting:

- “At first I felt that I am at the edge, just looking in. It takes some time to get a sense of how things operate and to establish myself as a member. Most often that happens when I am able to contribute something of value to the conversation. From there I become more comfortable and begin to feel part of the group – a contributing member” (M:6)

It is apparent that members of online communities move through the stages of membership that have been suggested by Lave and Wenger (1991). They appear change their membership status from lurker or browser, to active participant depending on the topic under discussion and their learning needs. This fluctuating activity is also dependent on outside pressures and the relevancy of topics. It is apparent via the evidence collected from the survey and transcripts that the members are engaging in a participatory and active mode of learning, and this was further supported by the forum transcripts.

6.5 Pedagogy

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.5.1) pertaining to the impact of PD on pedagogy. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section 6.5.2) and forum (see Section 6.5.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.
6.5.1 Review of research

As mentioned previously, teaching (pedagogy) is in a constant state of change (Richardson, 1992) and pedagogical practices are continually absorbing new skills and knowledge. As a result, it has been suggested that teachers are self-regulatory (Gallimore et al., 1986) and that pedagogical practice may be in a process of constant adjustment as teachers respond to triggers to acquire skills or learn new instructional strategies (Gallimore et al., 1986).

If pedagogy is responding to the self-regulatory practices of teachers, then online communities may help to build teacher professionalism as teachers start to recognize their own expertise (Hawkes, 1999). Technology has made possible a geographically accessible electronic manifestation of Lave and Wenger’s (1991) conceptualisation of Communities of Practice and as such through strategies such as collaboration, cooperation, discourse and interaction with peers (Hawkes, 1999; Merseth & Lacey, 1993; Watts & Castle, 1992) it has the potential of having a huge impact on pedagogy.

6.5.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

As evidence of the constant state of change and the need to learn new skills faced by the teaching profession, the majority of the respondents to the survey reported that they were required to fulfil or at least demonstrate that they had achieved a certain number of PD hours per year. There was a broad range of answers which defied comparative analysis and could range from two days to 40 hours per year (see Section 4.2.2.2). Generally respondents viewed this requirement positively but some complained that the
mandated requirements made PD tedious, irrelevant, insufficient and “open to rorting.” Many respondents reported that they sought further courses outside of (additional to) the quota or the required PD program and set themselves PD quotas based on specific areas or skills. This may indicate that current PD systems are failing to meet their needs or that they are displaying a high level of professionality. The constant state of change faced by teachers is demonstrated by the number of messages \((n=165)\) that support this finding in Table 6.5 below. These were evocative and inquisitive messages and supported the idea that members were exploring some aspect of change, for example, puzzling over a classroom issue.

When asked what the aims of PD should be, respondents positioned “Obtaining new skills or knowledge” in third position which confirms suggestions by research that teaching is constantly changing and new ideas are being continually disseminated throughout the profession (see Section 4.2.2.7). This conclusion is again apparent in Table 6.5 as the evocative and inquisitive messages were mainly concerned with acquiring knowledge or solving problems.

Teacher professionalism was clearly evident in the survey results as it would appear that the respondents learned about their online community via professional means. This expectation is grounded here through the discovery that 32.65% found the community via the expertise of a friend or colleague and 40.82% found it via a link from a professional website. Thus the majority (73.47%) joined the community via professional “introductions” which is indicative of a high sense of professional
responsibility and suggestive of a group who recognise their own growing expertise (see Section 4.2.2.3, Table 4.13). Teacher professionalism and the sense that the online community represented an expert group is also demonstrated by the messages coded in the transcript analysis. Messages that could clearly show this trait ($n=391$) were coded inquisitive or tentative and were illustrative of a group exploring a problem and reaching a solution. These messages can be seen in Table 6.5.

This emerging understanding of their own expertise and that of the online community could also been seen in the reasons cited for maintaining their membership (see Section 4.2.3.5). It was a popularly cited that members saw the online community fulfilling a PD role as this was provided as a reason for maintaining their membership. It was further clarified as the opportunity to learn from other teachers/peers, access to like-minded professionals, engage in professional discussions, share professional knowledge, “keep up with current professional trends,” and a desire to be “professional in my role.” All of these traits are representative of teacher professionalism and recognition of their own expertise. This pooling of expertise is also demonstrative of the building of collective knowledge by the online community.

Associated with this desire for professionalism was the capacity online community membership had to remove geographical limitations with some respondents suggesting it was one of the only ways teachers in remote locations could maintain their professional learning. As stated previously this emerged as a critical finding in the study and it is clear that teachers are actively looking for opportunities to develop their
own teaching practices. Evidence of this can be seen in Table 6.5 via the messages
demonstrating collaboration with peers. This communication is not constrained by
geographical limitations.

Due to pedagogical practice constantly changing and responding to triggers,
change or access to it needs to be easy and fast. When asked if membership to online
communities represented meaningful PD, respondents confirmed that an advantage was
the immediacy and relevancy (see Section 4.2.3.8). A further advantage was that
responses are fast, solutions are created quickly and topics can be discussed rapidly.
When a teacher responds to a trigger and seeks a remedy, it could be a simple need for
information or a solution to a problem. The messages that demonstrated the presence of
self-regulated learning (that is, in response to a trigger) can be seen in Table 6.5
\(n=295\). A further feature associated with this was the fact that the professional
dialogue was with peers outside of their workplace which ensured wider experience (see
Section 4.2.3.10).

In an effort to determine if membership did result in changes to pedagogy, the
respondents were asked if they had changed any of their teaching practices as a result of
participating in the online community. Seventy-seven percent of respondents answered
positively to this question with many able to provide examples (see Section 4.2.3.9) to
support this idea. An aspect that is closely related to this effect of change was the
relevancy of the subject matter that it was linked closely to real life, was targeted to their
needs and was authentic.
Table 6.5

*Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings for pedagogy.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.5 Pedagogy</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N=546)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching (pedagogy) is in a state of constant change (Richardson, 1992)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers are self-regulatory and respond to triggers to acquire new skills (Gallimore et al., 1986)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online communities help to build teacher professionalism as teachers start to recognize their own expertise (Hawkes, 1999)</td>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration and interaction with peers (Hawkes, 1999; Merseth &amp; Lacey, 1993; Watts &amp; Castle, 1992) has a huge impact on pedagogy</td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.5.3 Evidence found in focus group forum

The focus group forum were asked if they had changed any of their teaching practices as a result from what they had learnt in the community. This question was designed to reveal if their pedagogical practices were in fact constantly adjusting to new skills and knowledge and if there was a sense of teacher professionalism or learning from peer-experts. This question generated 11 contributions from the respondents and there was a sense of building on what the other respondents had stated in their contributions rather than being a series of independent answers to the questions. There was a consensus that pedagogical practise had changed as a result of membership to online communities. The following examples are indicative of the respondents’ contributions:

- “Yes again – and not only in the areas where I’ve asked for help. Just following threads makes you stop and think about things you hadn’t thought of before – and some of these have seen me do a complete turnaround in what I thought was ‘right’” (P:2)
- “Without a doubt my classroom practice is informed by participation in online communities” (P:5)
- “Can you imagine being a teacher and not understanding things like pedagogy or constructivism? That was me. What else didn’t I understand? What else do I still not understand? Man, I *need* to belong to online communities or I’d just be a really ignorant jackass of a teacher” (P:7)
- “Boy, have I EVER learned a lot and has it changed my teaching. I can’t imagine standing in front of a class of students being the font of all
knowledge. I started teaching 45 years ago, when that is what you were taught to do!” (P:8)

As it has been noted, teaching is in a constant state of change and teachers are faced with a continuous need to learn new skills and current PD programs are failing to meet this need. This need was identified as a priority for teachers who responded to the survey and it was also apparent that teachers are self-regulatory. Teacher professionalism was evident from the results of the survey and transcript analysis and there was a clear recognition of the expertise of the community, as a source of professional learning. The interaction between members was shown to directly affect pedagogy, as resultant examples of changes to practices were provided.

6.6 Problem Solving

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.6.1) pertaining to the impact of problem solving on teachers and teaching practices. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section 6.6.2) and forum (see Section 6.6.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.

6.6.1 Review of research

Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning. When a member poses a problem to their online community, it is because they wish for help to find a solution. Clearly, the members of that community represent a social
collective and the activities they embark on together to create a solution or new knowledge is an illustration of a social collective constructing meaning together (see Section 2.3.2). The theory of situated learning views activity as central to learning and cognition (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam & Borko, 2000) and this activity must be embedded in authentic situations otherwise the knowledge created is false (Brown et al., 1989). Generally, the activity observed in online communities frequented by teachers appears to be inspired from professional inquiries, classroom problems or the quest for new skills.

6.6.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

The online community represents a problem solving resource for members and there were 227 messages found in the transcript analysis that supported this finding (see Table 6.6). It was clear from the types of coded messages that illustrate this resource that members were looking for solutions to problems and applications to the real world. It is important to note the influence that the years of teaching experience the group has on this aspect. As shown in the survey the respondents represented a group of highly experienced teachers with the majority having over 20 years experience ($n=59$, representing 60.2% of all survey respondents) (see Section 4.2.1), hence the social collective possess considerable authority. These activities were keenly demonstrated by the messages that were coded during the transcript analysis ($n=222$), as seen in Table 6.6. The group activities were not simple problem-solution discussions, but were the detailed negotiations of a learning activity, as demonstrated by divergent messages (I1 and I2) and information exchange messages (I3).
Table 6.6

*Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings for problem solving.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.6 Problem solving</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning.</td>
<td></td>
<td>(N=546)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning.</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning.</td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning.</td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning.</td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning.</td>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving is an example of constructing knowledge and engaging in learning.</td>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An online community is a social collective constructing meaning together and activity as central to learning (Brown, Collins, &amp; Duguid, 1989; Greeno, 1998; Putnam &amp; Borko, 2000)</td>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.6.3 Evidence found in focus group forum

The focus group forum were asked if they used the online community as a problem solving resource in an attempt to understand the types of activities online communities engaged in and if it could be equated with the situated view of learning. It was hoped that this question would provide clear evidence of a social collective constructing meaning together. This question generated 17 messages from the respondents and was
the most contributed discussion topic. All the contributions agreed that they used the online community as a problem solving resource. Many contributions gave specific examples of how that has been achieved, some have explained further why they see it as a useful tool for this purpose.

- “Without doubt – online communities for me are valuable resources that put me in touch with people who know more about stuff than I do – I happily say I do not know how to do something and throw myself on the mercy of the list, sadly, too, many others will not risk that for fear of appearing less than they would like – nothing ventured, nothing gained is my online motto” (PS:7)

- “As a problem solving source they are fantastic – there is always someone who knows something…that regularly doesn’t happen at school!” (PS:3)

- “I think a professional….a true professional continues to learn/share/collaborate” (PS:6)

- “A group has the combined knowledge to greatly increase the ability to solve problems compared to an individual. Different members of the group will approach a problem in different ways and will bring different points of view and skills to the problem” (PS:16)

The concept of the online community being used as a resource was described as a give-and-take process. As one respondent concluded:

- “Being part of a community is a two-way street. If I think I can help with a question that somebody asks then I’ll usually offer some comments – unless somebody else has already said all that I could say. On the other hand, being an occasional contributor makes me feel better about asking for advice or assistance when I need it. I don’t do either very often but
it’s certainly a resource that I’m aware of and sometimes suggest to others looking for answers” (PS: 8)

The online community represents a problem solving resource for members that was used to find solutions to pedagogical dilemmas and practical applications to authentic environments. It was clear from the evidence collected via the survey, transcripts and forum that members used this function frequently and perceived as a positive source of professional support.

6.7 Continuous Professional Development

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.7.1) pertaining to the impact of continuous professional development on teachers. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section 6.7.2) and forum (see Section 6.7.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.

6.7.1 Review of research

It has been previously suggested that the teaching profession is in a constant state of change as new ideas or developments are disseminated (Borko, Mayfield, Marion, Flexer, & Cumbro, 1997; Gallimore, Dalton, & Tharp, 1986; Richardson, 1990, 1992, 1994, 1997; Richardson & Placier, 2001) and all of these new ideas and developments need to be absorbed into the classroom. There is a perceived requirement for an ongoing, continuous form of professional development (Richardson, 1992). To ensure
participants successfully engage in the learning process, the content must address the needs of the teachers, not as more commonly observed, the needs as discerned by school management or higher (Sorge & Russell, 2000). It has also been suggested that the focus of PD programs should be on providing teachers with a basis for continual growth and problem-solving (Franke et al., 1998) and this would become a basis for self-sustaining and generative change (Franke et al., 1998), thus meeting the constant need for new skills faced by teachers.

6.7.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

As stated previously, new ideas constantly need to be absorbed by teachers, this is not a supposition by research but a fact supported by the findings of the transcript analysis. The number of messages that indicated the presence of change, either in the form of a problem, suggestion or issue for consideration clearly supported this phenomenon \((n=180)\) as seen in Table 6.7. The literature has concluded that there is a need for an ongoing and continuous form of PD. However, the results of the survey would indicate that whilst longer programs, 2-3 months are the most favoured (40.82%), long-term programs, 6 months or longer scored only 20.41\% (see Section 4.2.2.6, Table 4.8). This would suggest that teachers themselves have not yet recognised this need or their opinions have been influenced by previous poor PD experiences. However, four of the respondents commented that the most effective model for change was “continuous and ongoing” PD and that this “is the real benefit of [learning] online.” Continuous and ongoing PD, can be facilitated easily by online methods, but it would appear to contradict the desired “face-to-face, colleagues not from workplace and conducted away
from workplace” criteria determined by the responses to questions in Sections 4.2.2.3-4 of the survey.

An indication of continuous and ongoing PD is the length of membership respondents had to their community. The predominant responses were 1–3 years and 4-6 years (each returning 34.69% of all responses). The outlying results were those who belonged to the online community for longer than 6 years (14.28%) and those who had been a member for less than 1 year (15.31%). The average length of membership is 3 years, which would indicate that PD can be sustained over a longer period of time and can be ongoing and continuous. As noted in the discussion on the number of subscriptions held (Section 4.2.3.1), membership to a community requires a commitment of time and energy hence if members did not feel such a membership was worthwhile, that is, able to satisfy their needs, it would be expected that they would “drop off” fairly quickly. From the results of the transcript analysis, there would appear to be evidence to support the suggestion that online communities are self-sustaining and generative. The presence of messages that can be coded as all four descriptors or phases of learning would indicate that the learning is generative. All of the messages coded ($n=546$) in the transcript analysis collectively demonstrates this hence we could suppose that Table 6.7 presents evidence of sustainability being present in online communities.

Perhaps one feature that would directly influence the ability for online communities to be a continuous source of PD for teachers are ICT abilities. The self-rated confidence in using ICTs that was reported in the survey ranged from competent to
professionally competent (98.08%) with only one respondent (1.02%) indicating a poor level of confidence in using ICT. Seventy-one respondents (72.45%) indicated a confidence level which was either highly or professionally competent. This may be influential factor in the impact that membership to online communities can play in accessing continuous PD.

Table 6.7

*Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings for continuous PD.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.7 Continuous PD</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New ideas are constantly being disseminated and need to be absorbed (Borko, Mayfield, Marion, Flexer, &amp; Cumbro, 1997; Gallimore, Dalton, &amp; Tharp, 1986)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD should provide a basis for self-sustaining and generative change (Franke et al., 1998) to meet the constant need for new skills faced by teachers.</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.7.3 Evidence found in focus group forum

In an effort to determine if the on-going continuous nature of online communities was perceived as an advantage, the focus group were invited to comment on this aspect. It was hoped that the respondents might make a connection between this characteristic and their continuous need to learn new skills. This question generated 10 contributions from the respondents and was one of the least popular discussion topics. The brevity of this discussion, which was limited to a contribution from each of the respondents participating in the forum, may be explained by the consensus the group reached on this topic. All of the contributions agreed that the on-going continuous nature of online communities was an advantage. Their explanations might be summarised by the following contribution:

- “The on-going continuous nature of online communities is a big advantage as you know that at any time or place you can log on ask a question, make a statement post a resource and someone else will reply with a positive or negative response that will help clarify your thinking. Love the collective wisdom of the group” (CPD:11)

The community’s role in their potential need to accommodate change may be best surmised by the following posting:

- “I take what interests me, pick at some of the stuff I am not too sure about, and don’t bother too much with the stuff that doesn’t really grab me. I can engage with, or ignore the stream of ideas in whatever way I choose. The important thing is that I have a steady stream of ideas coming past me every day” (CPD: 7)
It was evident that membership to an online community represented access and participation in continuous and ongoing PD. Membership had been maintained for an average of three years which equals a significant period of time engaged in professional learning. The online communities also appeared to be self-sustaining and generative and may help to explain why membership is maintained. The community activities are grounded in authenticity and it was shown that they have a great potential to accommodate change.

6.8 Professional Communication

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.8.1) pertaining to the impact of participating in professional communication opportunities on teachers. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section 6.8.2) and forum (see Section 6.8.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.

6.8.1 Review of research

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) has provided learners with a new context for professional communication. A CMC-based community allows participants to communicate in an environment that encourages discussions beyond physical limitations and provides a fresh learning domain which enables new and different forms of educational interactions (White, 2003). They are readily accessible, not hindered by opening hours or other such constraints and offers flexibility not previously available to collaborative learning activities. These new opportunities for professional
communication occur largely via the written word and are characteristically more informal and colloquial in nature.

CMC has some unique behaviours such as lurking or browsing associated with it. The levels of participation among members of a community can vary widely (Wild, 1999) and new members tend to lurk around the edges of the community learning how to become a member. These are demonstrative of the stages of learning suggested by Lave and Wenger (1991). It was noted in Section 2.4.1 that the literature in this field has identified four advantages associated with CMC-based learning (Pachler, 2001; Salmon, 2000). These were:

i. CMC encourages discussion by facilitating more opportunities for individuals to express their ideas

ii. CMC secures fast transmission which allows instant feedback and the ability to save and revisit data

iii. CMC allows time for reflection and considered response

iv. Written communication results in the participation of all group members equally, for example, active contributors and lurkers

It has also been suggested that teachers lack the opportunities for professional communication, such as to share their thinking and construct new knowledge about their teaching practices (Merseth & Lacey, 1993; Watts & Castle, 1992) and online communities can help to overcome this. This potential for increased professional communication can result in substantive changes to teaching practices (Hawkes, 1999; Hoadley & Pea, 2002; Marx, Blumenfeld, & Krajcik, 1998; Watts & Castle, 1992). Teachers are exposed to new ideas and can receive peer support and feedback as they
attempt to understand new ideas and use them in their own teaching practices (Merseth & Lacey, 1993; Watts & Castle, 1992).

6.8.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

Online communities represent a new context for teachers to engage in professional communication. The effectiveness of this and the positive reaction from members to this feature are demonstrated by two factors. The first is the number of online community memberships they hold, as they may indicate a desire for professional communication and the opportunity to change teaching practices. The majority of respondents, 56.12%, were members of 1 to 3 online communities (see Table 4.10, Section 4.2.3.1), whilst the second largest grouping indicated that 22.45% were members of 4 to 6 online communities. The second factor that demonstrated an engagement in professional communication are the messages themselves. The transcript analysis resulted in 118 messages (Table 6.8) that were indicative of teachers engaging in communication, these were simple trigger messages, but in fact the total number of messages per community (N=546) would underlie this point.

It was established, via a Pearson chi-square analysis (see Table 4.11) that an influential relationship existed between the number of years teaching experience and the number of online community memberships an individual held. The highest number of memberships to online communities can be found in the teachers who have over 20 years experience (see Table 4.10), who consistently fall in between the 40-49 and 50-59 age brackets (see Figure 4.1). This demonstrates clearly that teachers are looking for
more opportunities for professional communication and that the majority of members are not early career teachers seeking support but are experienced teachers seeking to improve or change their pedagogical practices.

The opportunity to express ideas has been identified as a reason why teachers seek professional communication (Pachler, 2001; Salmon, 2000). An online community presents as a forum to share ideas and respond to other members’ messages. This is evidenced by the transcript analysis, where 161 coded messages demonstrated this opportunity (Table 6.8). These messages showed expressions of ideas, discussions (not necessarily resulting in a consensus) and connecting ideas together. The opportunity for expression was identified as important by the respondents to the survey who were asked if their membership had met their expectations. This was overwhelmingly answered in the positive with 92.85% agreeing that their expectations had been met and one of the most commonly cited reasons was “there is such freedom in discussion” (see Section 4.2.3.6). It was also suggested by a large number of respondents that this opportunity for professional communication had “increased my knowledge of other teaching practices” (see Section 4.2.3.6). This desire for opportunities to express ideas was raised in another section of the survey. When asked why they considered their membership to an online community represented meaningful PD it was explained that it encouraged professional conversation (see Section 4.2.3.8). The desire to engage in professional communication and have the opportunity to express ideas were elements that continued to appear in comments collected by the survey.
It has been suggested that CMC allows time for reflection and consideration of responses. When the respondents were asked if they could identify any advantages of participating in online communities as a form of PD, a large number of responses identified time. The ability to log on and participate according to their own schedule was a clear advantage and the asynchronous nature of the communities gave them time to think, reflect and compose answers. The transcript analysis demonstrated this ability via the variety of responses and the evidence of consideration in the messages. There were 252 messages (Table 6.8) that demonstrated this, however unless the time of triggering messages was noted and then compared to the times of the responses from the community it would be difficult to determine how much time and reflection members partake.
Table 6.8

*Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings for professional communication.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.8 Professional communication</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online communities provide teachers with a new context for professional communication (White, 2003)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers are seeking more opportunities to express ideas (Pachler, 2001; Salmon, 2000)</td>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides more time for reflection and consideration (Pachler, 2001; Salmon, 2000)</td>
<td>I1 Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.8.3 *Evidence found in focus group forum*

The focus group forum were asked to consider the value of professional discussions conducted online in comparison to those conducted in their workplace. It was hoped that they might comment on the differences the online context made to professional communication. This question generated 14 contributions from the respondents. The
respondents appeared to cite the ability to engage in professional discussion as one of the key attractions for membership to online communities.

This discussion contained many comments regarding the quality of members in a community affecting the level of professional communication that a list may offer. The following excerpts from messages highlights the ideas that were proposed:

- “I rely on lists to be filled with experienced professionals – I wouldn’t bother if they weren’t” (PC:3)
- “…because it is online, if you get advice from a flake, you can always say “thanks” and ignore—though that does raise the question: how do you pick the flakes, the nongs and the know-nothings?” (PC:2)

Several postings commented on online community’s ability to provide a space for teachers to express their ideas, as illustrated by the following message.

- “It is a place to share successes, express ideas out loud and sharing” (PC:10)

This discussion also highlighted the advantage online communities have in lessening feelings of isolation, regardless of geographical or ideological factors hence providing teachers with more opportunities to express ideas. As the following excerpts show:

- “Being part of a virtual professional community often fills a void in my professional learning as often there may not be someone with like interests available for the discussions needed and the lists can help to fill this gap and stimulate further thinking” (PC:9)
- “The problem is that a workplace – school – will only have a small pool, if any, of colleagues with similar needs. Online communities permit contact with colleagues of similar roles, curriculum areas, experience, etc” (PC:5)
• “In my workplace, I’m an island. There is no one else there like me, so it’s only through the virtual community discussions that I can have relevant professional discussions” (PC:12)

The behaviour of lurking and browsing was also commented on by respondents and it was not seen as a negative behaviour. It would appear to be a behaviour that more experienced members of communities employ at times.

• “Often I lurk and sponge off knowledge given by others on the lists. (Yes! I admit it) At other times I am hopefully able to contribute to the learnings of other” (PC:9)

• “As a lurker on many lists, I find professional discussion invaluable even though I tend not to join in.” (PC:15)

Online communities are a new context for teachers to engage in professional communication, which in turn provides opportunities to change teaching practices. It was clear via an examination of the results from the survey and transcripts that teachers were seeking more opportunities to express their ideas, and the online communities facilitates this. The asynchronous nature of the medium also allowed members more flexibility with time, allowing for reflection and consideration.

**6.9 Professional Development**

This section will include a review of the research (see Section 6.9.1) pertaining to the professional development of teachers. This will be followed by the presentation of the evidence found in the survey and community transcripts (see Section 6.9.2) and forum (see Section 6.9.3) that support the conclusions reached in the review of research.
6.9.1 Review of research

Professional development for teachers has traditionally been offered as workshops conducted after school by an outside expert or by attending conferences during school holidays. This would appear to be ineffective as research has claimed that short workshops do not encourage the development of new skills nor do they have any long-lasting effect on pedagogy (Boyle, While, & Boyle, 2004; Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991; Guskey, 2002; Huberman, 2001). What has been suggested is that PD needs to be more complex, long term and embedded in schools (Ingvarson, Meiers, & Beavis, 2003).

It has been suggested that PD programs for teachers should be sustained over a longer period of time (Section 6.7) and allow more time for teachers to practice what they learn and share their experiences with fellow teachers (Sorge & Russell, 2000). The majority of research has concluded that learning, for teachers, should be conducted collaboratively (Boyle et al., 2004; Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991; Greeno, 1998; Hargreaves, 1993; Huberman, 2001; Kemmis, 1989; Strehle, Whatley, Kurz, & Hausfather, 2001).

Adult learners display unique characteristics that need to be considered (see Section 2.2.1). They are independent, internally motivated, self-directed and bring a wealth of experience to the learning environment (Knowles et al., 1998; Lee, 1998). A key feature of adult learning is that it is largely situated and authentic, as it is usually located within the workplace. Learning is an ongoing and inevitable process arising
from participation in work practices across working lives (Billet, 2001b) and is not a separately occurring phenomenon.

Online communities offer the advantage of teachers being able to work at their own pace and location (Bronack, Kilbane, Herbert, & McNergney, 1999). Technology has had an effect on the physical location of a professional development program as it shifts away from the workplace affording teachers a flexibility that was not previously available (Barnett, 1999; Billet, 1993, 2001a, 2001b; Hodkinson & Bloomer, 2002; Hodkinson & Hodkinson, 2003; Zahner, 2002).

6.9.2 Evidence found in survey and community transcript analysis

The desire for authentic and relevant PD was clearly indicated by the results from the survey (see Section 4.2.2.1) and the transcript analysis (Table 6.9). The courses or workshops that attracted favourable comments were generally subject-specific and thus personally relevant and this demand for authentic and contextualised professional development is consistent with the findings of Lloyd and Cochrane (2006). PD programs that left a favourable impression on respondents can be seen as reflecting the characteristics identified by research as desirable (see Section 6.9.1). The respondents were looking for different strategies that could be implemented in the classroom (authenticity) and programs that allowed them to participate, present and observe (collaborative) (see Section 4.2.2.1). The number of messages coded during the transcript analysis that demonstrated authenticity \(n=274\) and collaborative learning \(n=435\) can be seen in Table 6.9.
It has been presented that adults present unique characteristics as learners (see Section 2.2.1). They demonstrate a higher internal motivation to learn, are self-directed and bring a valuable wealth of experience to the learning event. The appreciation of these unique characteristics are reflected in the survey when the respondents identified teaching staff (87.75%) as the most suitable group for selecting the content of PD (see Section 4.2.2.3). This was also reflected in the content of the messages. It is apparent when the coded messages are examined that many illustrated the ‘adult learner’ and their specific characteristics \((n=425)\). For example, internal motivation would have been the trigger for evocative messages and the responses to them, self-direction is evidenced by committed messages demonstrating applying knowledge and prior experience would be evidence in the content of all the coded messages (Table 6.9).

With regard to the location and time for PD, the survey indicated that there was a preference for locations away from the workplace, with 70.41% preferring to have PD based away from their workplaces (see Table 4.7). This is easily achieved by online communities and this flexibility has a positive effect on concerns about time. One of the reasons why members believed their membership was a meaningful form of PD was that it was convenient timewise (see Section 4.2.3.8). Members were able to access and participate when it was convenient for them and not at specific prescribed times, more commonly a feature of traditional formalised PD programs. This is clearly evidenced by the total number of messages sent and received by the community due to its accessibility and asynchronous nature (Table 6.9).
The flexibility of time was also evident in the number of hours members spent participating in community activities. The survey found that the majority of members spent between 0-6 hours per week (85.71%) and this can be broken down to (a) less than an hour per week (22.45%), (b) 1-3 hours (37.76%), and (c) 4-6 hours (25.51%). This breaks down to 1-3 hours per week which does not represent a large commitment of their time and can be spent in a flexible manner, suited to the needs of individual members. When averaged to 1.5 hours per week it represents a potential of 60 hours of PD per calendar year, which exceeds the requirements of the majority of PD quotas (see Section 4.2.2.2). Considering that the teachers involved in these online communities join voluntarily, it would indicate that they place a high value and worth on this participation (Section 4.2.3.4, Table 4.14). It also demonstrated that they are already engaging in long-term, embedded, ongoing PD.

A key finding of the study found that the majority of respondents (86.73%) agreed that participation in an online community represented meaningful PD (see Section 4.2.3.5). When asked if they could identify any advantages of participating in online communities, it was commonly raised by respondents that the freedom of being able to access PD in their own time, the convenience, the lack of time pressures or structures to follow and that it was flexible (see Section 4.2.3.10) were attractive.
Table 6.9

*Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings for professional development.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key research findings for 6.9 Professional Development</th>
<th>Coded messages from community transcript analysis that support research findings</th>
<th>No. of messages per code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a demand for authentic and contextualised PD (Lloyd &amp; Cochrane, 2006)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning for teachers should be conducted collaboratively (Boyle et al., 2004; Goldenberg &amp; Gallimore, 1991)</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult learners are internally motivated, self-directed and experienced (Knowles et al., 1998; Lee, 1998).</td>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to the real world</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online communities provide flexibility of time and location (Hodkinson &amp; Hodkinson, 2003).</td>
<td>All messages demonstrate this finding as evidenced by the asynchronous nature of the mode of communication. Messages are sent and responded to at different times and locations.</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.9.3 Evidence found in focus group forum

The focus group forum were asked if membership to an online professional community represented a worthwhile form of professional development. This was a critical question, as this study concerns itself with determining if such a membership has a role to play in the PD of teachers. It was hoped that the respondents would agree and provide reasons that were supported by the literature. This question generated 14 postings and the majority of respondents agreed that it represented a worthwhile form of professional development.

Membership to an online community would appear to satisfy the criteria that PD needs to be authentic and embedded in schools, as the following postings demonstrate:

- “It is a worthwhile PD activity because you are able to initiate topics which are of interest/concern to you when you most need help” (PD:4)
- “Just in time models are very powerful for the individual that is the focus of attention” (PD:5)
- “It’s also often a just-in-time model of PD, rather than what is so often the case for real PD course, a just-in-case model” (PD:7)

This form of PD was also seen to be free from content restraints and had the ability to change and diversify according to member’s needs, as one respondent concluded

- “Maybe they are not as specific and directed as face-to-face PD, but I find them more diverse in scope, more consistent in delivery, and more effective over time” (PD:7)
The flexibility in time and location were commonly mentioned. With regard to this flexibility being able to be sustained over a longer period of time, one posting stated:

- “I think online communities are a great idea for PD because teachers can learn so much from each other yet we don’t always have the time to visit other schools or talk to teach other to share ideas. I find online communities very useful for this purpose because of their asynchronous nature – you can take part when it suits you which makes it easier to find the time.” (PD:14)

One problem associated with membership to online communities was raised by two members of the forum and generated a consensus from the remaining respondents, the issue of how to prove time spent engaged in this form of PD. As one respondent asked:

- “So we all seem to agree it is a worthwhile form of PD, but how do we prove that to the bean counters? Do we provide them with logs, showing the time we spend on them so it can be counted as PD? They will want proof of participation before they relinquish control of PD into our hands…” (PD:15)

6.10 Summary

It is apparent from the results of the survey and transcript analysis that membership to an online community provides teachers with opportunities for authentic and relevant
PD. It was shown that the types of learning activities that the online communities engage in are more suited to the specific characteristics of adult learners. A further advantage of this form of PD was the flexibility it offers with regard to time. The clearest indication that this form of PD is suitable for teachers emerged from the survey when 86.73% of respondents agreed that membership equalled meaningful PD.
Chapter 7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

7.1 Overview

This chapter will concern itself with discussing the findings presented in this study, based on data collected by an electronic survey, community transcript analysis and an electronic focus-group forum in relation to current research. These findings now need to be re-examined in relation to the aims of the study. The specific aim of the study was:

*To investigate online Communities of Practice as a source of continuous professional development for teachers (see Section 7.1.1).*

The corollary aims guiding this study were:

1. To explore the self-sustaining and generative characteristics of online communities (see Section 7.1.2)
2. To examine the building of relationships through professional communication (see Section 7.1.3)
3. The impact of membership on teacher practice (see Section 7.1.4).

7.1.1 To investigate online Communities of Practice as a source of continuous professional development for teachers

The teaching profession is in a constant state of change (Gallimore, Dalton & Tharp, 1986) as new ideas and knowledge are disseminated amongst teachers. It has been
suggested that there is a need for an ongoing, continuous form of PD (Richardson, 1992) to meet these changes. The uninterrupted nature of online communities present as a source of ongoing, continuous PD for teachers. Whilst long-term PD (over 6 months) was not a popular choice by respondents to the survey, four did identify that continuous and ongoing PD would be the most beneficial model (see Section 4.2.2.6). However, it was evident that members of online communities were in fact engaged in continuous, ongoing PD. The average length of membership was three years (see Section 4.2.3.2) and as noted in the survey results, membership requires a commitment of time and if considered unworthy, it would not have continued for so long. If this is measured in context with the types of activities members participate in, the impact on teaching practices (see Section 6.5.3) and the professional communication they engage in (see Section 6.8.2) it can be concluded that membership represents a continuous form of PD. The focus-group forum was able to summarise the ongoing, continuous aspect by suggesting that the online community played an important role as a resource that was able to accommodate the constant need to change faced by teachers (see Section 6.7.3).

It is important to note that the respondents to the survey agreed that participation in an online community represented meaningful PD (see Section 4.2.3.5). This was clarified further by the focus-group forum, where it was suggested that PD needed to be authentic and embedded in schools (see Section 6.9.3). It was also stated that online communities were free from content restraints and were able to change and diversify according to members needs, thus providing access to continuous relevant PD (see Section 6.9.3).
7.1.2 To explore the self-sustaining and generative characteristics of online communities

It would appear that online communities are self-sustaining and generative. This was evident by the total number of messages coded in the transcript analysis ($N=546$). All four descriptors were present in the transcript analysis results, indicating the sustainability of the community activities (see Table 6.7). All four phases of the practical inquiry model (Garrison et al., 2001) were evident as the community discussions moved from triggering to resolution stages contextualised in both the real and virtual worlds.

The self-sustaining and generative nature of online communities was clearer when the community discussions were graphically presented (see Section 5.4). The most complex, bonded clusters (see Section 5.4.3) clearly showed how community discussions were continued across longer periods of time (more than two weeks) and were able to absorb new trigger messages, divergent issues, multiple manifestations of inquisitive and tentative messages and not reach a resolution. Bonded clusters were clearly evident of self-sustaining, generative community activity (see Figure 5.7).

A key reason why online communities can be self-sustaining and generative lies in their authenticity and relevancy. As the survey concluded, teachers are looking for PD that is personally relevant, authentic and contextualised (see Section 4.2.2.1). This desire for authenticity was also evident in the transcript analysis (see Table 6.9) and continued
to be a theme that arose throughout the data collection phase. Related to the need for PD to be authentic, was the desire for PD content to be decided by teachers (see Section 4.2.2.3) and the content of community discussions is decided by members, hence ensuring relevancy and authenticity. This would also ensure that membership and participation was able to be sustained.

Associated to self-sustainability is flexibility. Teachers are constrained by time and the majority of PD are conducted at the workplace after school or during vacation time (see Table 4.7). The ability for members to choose a time and location that is suitable for them helps in the self-sustainability of the community (see Section 4.2.3.8). A dynamic membership base would mean different members would be able to participate at different times and thus community activities continue to be generated. The survey found that on average, members spend 1.5 hours per week on community activities (see Section 4.2.3.4) and when combined with the average three years they have maintained their membership (see Section 4.2.3.2) presented evidence of the self-sustaining nature of membership to an online community.

7.1.3 To examine the building of relationships through professional communication

Membership to an online community can help in the building and maintaining of professional relationships (Hawkes, 1999). The relationships are not constrained by location, subject area, experience or background and are characteristically more global. The ‘global’ characteristic of this type of professional communication has an impact on pedagogical practice and PD. The composition of the online communities were clearly
portrayed by the results from the survey, where it was shown that members displayed a variety of backgrounds and experience and represented a reliable cross-section of teaching professionals (see Tables 4.2-3). The impact of this exposure on members was explained by the survey, where the ability to network (Section 4.2.3.8) and to receive emotional support (see Section 4.2.3.5) were identified. It was also evidenced by the transcript analysis, as the total number of messages ($N=546$) shows the existence of relationships between members of the community because without relationships there would be no need for messages to be sent and received. Further evidence of the value members placed on building relationships was shown in the messages posted to the focus-group forum, where the majority commented on the relationships they formed and how they had moved across to the real-world.

Relationships between members are influenced by the stages of membership suggested by Lave and Wenger (1991). This was evidenced by the results from the transcript analysis (see Table 6.4) and from the forum, where it was clear that the level of membership influenced an individuals’ level of learning and participation. As a member became more confident and experienced, their level of activity increased (see Section 6.4.3). A further influence on the building of relationships was the topic being discussed by the community. As the survey demonstrated, members actively participated in topics that were personally relevant (see Section 4.2.3.5) or one which they felt they had the expertise to participate (see Section 4.2.3.7).
Computer-mediated Communication (CMC) has provided learners with a new context for professional communication that removes physical limitations and has created a new domain for learning. This new context for learning has been positively embraced by teachers as demonstrated by the number of memberships they hold (see Section 4.2.3.1) and the length of time they have continued to hold them (see Section 4.2.3.2). This was further supported by the number of trigger messages coded from transcripts ($n=118$) which showed members initiating communication with their community (see Table 6.8). An insight into the nature of the relationships being established was provided by the survey, as it was discovered that the majority of members had over 20 years of teaching experience and were thus seeking to improve or change their pedagogical practices (see Section 6.8.2).

Engaging in professional communication online provided teachers with opportunities to express their ideas and respond to other members messages. This was identified by respondents in the survey as being of great importance (see Sections 4.2.3.6 & 4.2.3.8) and was further supported by the transcript analysis (see Table 6.8). The ability to form relationships with peers enabled them to participate in professional discussion and this was identified by the messages posted in the focus-group forum (see Section 6.8.3). The value of building relationships via professional communication was evidenced by the findings of all three types of data collected and collectively they create a clear impression of the value members place on those relationships. The data shows that the members have an apparent understanding of the benefits of such a form of professional communication.
7.1.4 The impact of membership on teacher practice

Teachers are seeking changes to their practices that will result in positive change to student learning. Online communities provide teachers with the opportunity to discuss change, gather evidence of the effectiveness of changes (Galland, 2002) and provide teachers with feedback that will effect change more readily. The importance placed on this was evident in the survey (see section 4.2.2.7) when respondents ranked changing teaching practices first and improving student learning second regarding the aims of PD. The impact of membership on teaching practice was further demonstrated by the high priority teachers placed on acquiring practical skills that positively impacted on the classroom, as identified by the survey (see Section 4.2.3.5) and the transcripts (see Figure 6.1).

Online communities appear to encourage the development of the expertise of a community which in turn helps to create peer-led practical learning activities. It was suggested that teachers were unwilling to implement changes suggested by outside experts, but desired to learn from peers in a participatory manner (see Table 4.6). The effectiveness of this form of learning was evident by the results from the focus-group forum, where respondents provided examples of how the community had impacted on their classrooms (see Section 6.2.3).

Not only are teachers seeking practical skills that have a positive affect on student learning, but they are seeking to accommodate constant changes to pedagogy
(Richardson, 1992) and the need to absorb new skills and knowledge. It has been presented that the majority of teachers are working under a PD quota system (see Section 4.2.2.2) but that this is failing to meet their needs. It was shown by the survey that many teachers went outside of this quota and sought extra PD (see Section 4.2.2.2) and it was concluded that there were high levels of professionalism among teachers (see Section 4.2.2.7). This conclusion was further supported by evidence from the transcript analysis (see Table 6.5) where it can be seen that the majority of messages within the community were concerned with acquiring knowledge or solving problems.

It was popularly cited that members saw the online community fulfilling a PD role and this was provided as a reason for maintaining membership (see Section 4.2.3.5). It was seen as an opportunity to learn from peers and there was a growing understanding of their expertise and that of the community. The potential affect this had on teaching practices can be seen in the number of messages from the transcript analysis that demonstrated collaboration with peers (see Table 6.5). Evidently members are engaging in opportunities to learn, share and engage in professional discussion with their peers. These opportunities were identified as being critical for teachers in remote locations who could not maintain their professional learning. Further, the survey also showed that the immediacy and relevancy (see Section 4.2.3.8) of responses had an influential impact on teaching practices.

Access to an online community results in self-regulated learning (see Table 6.5). Teachers responding to a trigger could quickly seek a solution, which resulted in
changes to practices. This was supported by the survey (see Section 4.2.3.9) where respondents provided examples to support this idea. The focus-group forum also supported the idea that teaching practices were constantly adjusting to change and that membership had been able to accommodate this need to change (see Section 6.5.3). Many changes are the result of encountering problems, and the ability of the online community to act as a problem solving resource was clear. There were 227 messages identified from the transcript analysis that demonstrated this ability (see table 6.6) and the focus-group forum provided evidence supporting this idea.

The impact of membership on teaching practice is complex. It acts as forum for teachers to seek feedback on the potential of change to effect positive student learning outcomes and as a resource for solving problems they encounter. It helps teachers to develop a sense of expertise as they participate in peer-led learning and a high sense of professionalism. They provide the means for teachers to accommodate the constant need for change and respond to the self-regulatory instincts of teachers as they react to external and classroom-based triggers for change.

7.2 Conclusion and Recommendations

To conclude, it has been shown that online Communities of Practice are a valuable source of continuous professional development for teachers. They have the ability to provide support as teachers accommodate the constant changes and the need to acquire new skills and knowledge. The strength of this method of PD lies in its ability to be self-sustaining and generative. Teachers have access to authentic, relevant and flexible
learning that is not constrained by time and can be accessed according to members needs. Online communities facilitate the building of relationships and encourage professional communication among peers. Membership to online communities has been shown to have a result in changes to teaching practices that result in positive change in student learning. It also has been shown to help develop professionalism among teachers and has helped to establish the expertise of the community as a resource for teachers. The participants in the study reached the conclusion that membership to online communities represents meaningful PD and it is now apparent that there is evidence that supports this conclusion. It can be concluded that membership to online Communities of Practice represents a meaningful, relevant and authentic for of continuous professional development that is both well-used by a cross-section of teaching professionals and is thus highly applicable to a wider-section of teachers. These conclusions offer the following recommendations:

- Membership to an online community is a source of support and professional learning for educators. Their ability to provide teachers with just-in-time learning, professional communication and support represents an invaluable resource. More professional online communities need to be created and space provided for them to operate so that more teachers have access to this resource.

- More effort needs to be made in exposing teachers to online communities. The number of teachers currently involved in such activities represents a small percentage of the profession.
The potential amount of time teachers are engaged in online community activities is significantly more than the total amount of time spent on formal professional learning. This amount of time is significant and should be recognised by authorities as valid and measurable.

Teachers are looking for professional learning opportunities that are personal, authentic and flexible. Membership to online communities allows teachers to be in control of their learning. This form of learning needs to be formally acknowledged and accepted as a viable alternative means of professional learning.

This thesis began with the following quote, “an online Community of Practice is more than a community of learners but is a community that learns” (Schlager, Fusco & Schank, 2002, p.131). The online communities involved in this study were communities for teachers. Teachers who have assumed the duality of being both learners and teachers for their peers. These communities have shown themselves to be dynamic and able to change to fit the needs of their members. They have become more than a simple online community, but are a source of emotional and professional support. They have truly shown themselves to be a community that learns.
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Appendix 1. Collection 1 survey for members of the three nominated online communities involved in the study.

---

**Online communities and professional development survey**

This survey is aimed at helping us to understand why teachers join online communities, their experiences and their feelings about this form of online learning. It will be used as part of a larger study aimed at determining if membership to an online community represents a worthwhile form of professional development for teachers.

The survey is organised into the following sections:

a. Background  
b. Professional Development  
c. The Online Community  
d. The use of Information and Communication technologies (ICTs)

It is hoped that the survey will provide a rich profile of the types of teachers who are members of professional online communities, their PD experiences and expectations, their impression of the online community and their use of ITCs.

By completing and returning this survey, you consent to participate in this research activity.
Online communities and professional development survey

This electronic survey will be used in a study conducted as part of a Doctor of Philosophy program. The study is examining the possible role of online communities in the professional development of teachers.

Thank you for taking the time to participate in the study, your assistance is appreciated. Please take the time to read and answer the following questions.

Just a few points about this process:

- All responses are completely confidential.
- The survey will need to be completed in one session.
- The survey will take approximately 10-20 minutes.
- The survey is open until Friday 16th June, 2006.
- All respondents will remain anonymous.

For further information about the questionnaire please contact Jennifer Duncan-Howell, on 07 3864 3646, email: j.duncanhowell@qut.edu.au.

A. Background

1. Gender
   - Male
   - Female

2. Age
   - 20-29
   - 30-39
   - 40-49
   - 50-59
   - 60+

3. Please select the area you currently work in.
   - Early Childhood
   - Primary
4. How many years teaching experience do you have?

- [ ] 1-5 years
- [ ] 6-10 years
- [ ] 11-15 years
- [ ] 16-20 years
- [ ] 20+ years

5. Please indicate your level of confidence in using ICTs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very Poor</th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Highly competent</th>
<th>Professionally competent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Professional Development (PD)

7. Please comment on your PD requirements per year. You might like to comment on attendance (is it compulsory or voluntary), quotas that need to be reached (for example, a minimum number of hours) and your impression of the current PD system (positive or negative and why?).

![Comment Box]
8. Who in your opinion, would be the most appropriate to decide on the content of PD programs? Please select more than one if applicable.

- [ ] School Administration
- [ ] Education Authorities
- [ ] Department Heads
- [ ] Teaching staff

Other: ______________________

9. In your opinion, what method of learning do you best respond to?

- [ ] Learning with a group of colleagues face-to-face from your workplace.
- [ ] Learning with a group of colleagues face-to-face not from your workplace.
- [ ] Learning with a group of colleagues from your workplace electronically.
- [ ] Learning with an anonymous group of colleagues electronically.
- [ ] Learning individually, in a course conducted away from your workplace.
- [ ] Learning individually and electronically.

Other: ______________________

10. Ideally, in your opinion, where should PD be conducted?

- [ ] At school / workplace
- [ ] At a higher education provider (e.g. University, Technical College)
- [ ] In a neutral environment (e.g. convention room)
- [ ] At home via the Internet

Other: ______________________

11. For real change to teaching practices, what duration should PD be?

- [ ] Short single sessions (1-2 hours)
- [ ] Short programs (e.g. 2-3 months)
- [ ] Longer programs (e.g. 6 months+)

Other: ______________________

12. What should be the aim of a PD program/session? Please rank the

___________________________
following statements, starting with 1 as the most important.

- An improvement in student learning.
- Positive change to teaching practices.
- Obtaining new skills or knowledge.
- Updating theoretical knowledge.
- Solving problems encountered in the classroom.
- Increasing teacher motivation and enthusiasm.
- Forging closer bonds with colleagues.
- Creating a supportive learning environment within the workplace.

C. The online community

13. How many online communities do you belong to? These may include both professional and personal interest communities.

- just this one
- 1-3
- 4-6
- 7-10
- 10+

14. How long have you been a member of this online community

- less than 1 year
- 1-3 years
- 4-6 years
- 7-10 years
- 10+ years

15. How did you find this online community?

- Via a search engine
- Recommendation from a friend/colleague
- Via a link from a professional website
16. What is the average amount of time per week spent participating in the online community? For example: reading emails, replying to discussion threads or other activities found on the website.
- less than 1 hour
- 1-3 hours
- 4-6 hours
- 7-10 hours
- 10+ hours

17. What keeps you as a member of this online community?

18. Has membership to the online community met your expectations?

19. Please select the statement that best describes your participation in the online community.
- My participation fluctuates, I go through periods of high participation to low participation according to outside pressures.
- My participation depends on the topic being discussed by the list, I participate more if I am interested in the topic.
- My participation depends on my needs. If I need help or advice then I am active, otherwise I do not participate.
- My participation is not limited to my own needs, I try to participate in most discussions.
20. Do you consider participation in the online community as a meaningful form of PD and would you recommend it to others in your field? Why?

21. Have you changed any of your teaching practices as a result of participating in the online community? If possible, please give an example.

22. Can you identify any advantages of participating in online communities as a form of PD?

23. Can you identify any disadvantages of participating in online communities as a form of PD?

24. Have any of the discussion threads you have read or participated in, been particularly memorable? If so, could you please explain why.
D. The use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)

25. How did you learn your ICT skills?

26. How has ICT impacted on your work?

Thank you again for taking the time to complete this survey.
Appendix 2. Forum (Collection 3) discussion topics.

Forum Questions

1. Do you feel membership, to an online professional community represents a worthwhile form of professional development?

2. Is the on-going continuous nature of online communities an advantage? Why?

3. Have you used any ideas from the community discussions or activities in your classroom?

4. Have your teaching practices changed as a result from what you have learnt in the community?

5. How would you describe your initial presence in the community? Did you feel you were an outsider sitting on the edge observing? How did this change? What changed it?

6. Have you formed closer personal relationships with any members? For example, are there any members you met online via the community whom you now communicate personally with, either by email, telephone or face-to-face?
7. Do you use the online community as a problem solving resource? If so, has it been useful? Do you consider this to be an important role?

8. In your opinion, is professional discussion valuable? How is participating in professional discussion online different or better than professional discourse in your workplace?
Appendix 3. Overview of coding of Community Transcripts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total No. of messages per Descriptor</th>
<th>Total No. of messages per Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evocative (Triggering event)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 Recognising the problem</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Sense of puzzlement</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inquisitive (Exploration)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1 – Divergence – within the online community</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2 Divergence – within a single message</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3 Information exchange</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4 Suggestions for consideration</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5 Brainstorming</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6 Leaps to conclusions</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tentative (Integration)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 Convergence – among group members</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Convergence – within a single message</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 Connecting ideas, synthesis</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Creating solutions</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Committed (Resolution)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 Vicarious application to real world</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Testing solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 Defending solutions</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total No. of messages coded</strong></td>
<td>546</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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